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Stones
Sir,
While rock music may not be able to
bring down civilization, at 200 watts it
certainly can shake them a little. How
ever, while the effects of rock on modem
thinking is undeniable, equally undeni
able is the influence of thinking, especial
ly revolutionary, on rock music. The best
example is the Rolling Stones, who star
ted rock’s retreat to the origins of music,
primative tribal music. The most obvious
feature is the regularity and continuity of
a rhythm or beat, it doesn’t back up the
music, it dominates it. In fact it is the
music.
“The last time” is just four minutes of
solid beat. Inlaid over this come sounds
rather than tunes, and this is the Stones’
originality; for years the Stones were critisised for having no tune, and the critics
were right — there is no tune as such.
The Stones liberated rock from the ne
cessity of having a fixed tune or melody
line a la Tin Pan Alley. Jazz, of course
had done this too, but jazz was too eso
teric, and moreover too intellectual —
it appealed not to primative physical in
stincts but to a refined and acquired taste.
If you listen to “Paint It Black”, “Satis
faction” or “ 19th Nervous Breakdown”
you are struck by the intrinsic excite
ment which makes you want to move
with it.
Secondly, the Stones’ freed the vocal
line from it’s old shackles; previously,
the lyrics had to be carefully enunciated
and understood. Again the Stones were
reproached “You can’t even understand
half of what he’s singing about”. Of
course you can’t — you don’t have to.
Mick’s voice is not accompanying or
being accompanied by the music, it is
part of the music. The voice is in effect
raised (or lowered) to the level of an
other instrument in the band, and is to
be appreciated for its sound value as
are the other instruments, not separately
from them. Barely half the words in
“Street, Fighting Man” are intelligible
but the message is still unmistakable, the
rhythms are aggressive, dominating.
The drum at the start imitates sniper
rifle fire, the end is jangling and incon
clusive, no solution is offered, but at least
the problem is restated.
Clearly the Stones’ music reflects the
modern aspiration for the simplistic life
of a subsistence-level tribe or commune,
in that it too is just another example of
the rediscovery of primitive values and
with it, primitive music. Modern think
ing is shaping the music, rather than
music effecting the course of thought.
Rob Sauer,
Belrose, N.S. W.

Revolution number 1 has proved
that there are thousands of people
around this country interested in a
magazine that takes the ‘freedom of
speech’ tag and all those other ‘demo
cratic’ cliches, to mean what they say.
Of course every newspaper and
magazine is going to claim its exclu
sive right to the title ‘objective’ that
obsesses the Western world’s liberal
establishment. Objectivity is thus not
only a false god in the sense that
social and artistic subjects inherently
defy this ‘value-free’ analysis, but
also in that it is one of the most pro
stituted words in an age where most
of the dictionary has become a
brothel.
We only claim to allow writers to
write what they will, so long as it
transcends the level of double-talk,
hypocrisy and long-discredited assum
ptions that underline the established
press in Australia.
With that high-minded goal now
committed to print we repeat our in
vitation for anyone out there to have
their say and submit articles (which
well pay for) on anything that fits.
— PHILLIP FRAZER
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REVOLUTION offices are at 27
Drummond Street, Carlton 3053.
’Phone: 34 8121. While REVOLU
TION welcomes articles from readers
we accept no responsibility for unsoli
cited material. In fact, as a general
rule, we accept as little responsibility
as possible.
REVOLUTION
is
distributed
throughout Australia by Southdown
Press, Melbourne.
It is published
monthly, and printed by Waverley Off
set Printers at Glen Waverley, Victoria.
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Sir,
I’d just like to comment on your
article “What’s revolting about Rock?”.
Let’s face it, people make records and
films to make money, not revolution.
The record and film industries are just
another arm of the capitalist ogre. I
think rock’s “revolt impetus” highly
over-rated. Some of it is definitely
counter-revolutionary, witness “Revolu
tion” by the Beatles; listen close and
hear the words, “cool it, no destruction,
don’t hate”. Thank goodness Nina
Simone cleared that up, “How do you
expect us not to hate”. The point is that
most of the anti-establishment” rock is
absorbed into bourgeoise acceptance.
Witness Princess Anne wriggling one
little “Monarchist” arse to the anti
establishment beat of “Hair”. Young
people are great, they are advancing
towards the liberation, but they will not
get over until they rid themselves of the
pre-occupation with bourgeoise trends
and trinkets.
I still think the article has guts, for
we do have some good stuff around, the
slowly emerging liberation/peace/freedom theme in some of it is certainly
preferable to teenybopper croons for a
lost chick, or the “local soda-pop shop”
scene.
Chicago Transit Authority’s
police-violence songs, Stones’ “Street
Fighting Man” and Dylan’s sneering are

all very valuable while at least one kid
listens. But as one of my more dogmatic
brothers continually points out, “You
don’t make a revolution by sticking your
eaihole in an amplifier”. The AfroAmerican brothers have just begun to
see this. The Whiteys were quite happy
to see them rocking on, Zoot-suits and
saxophones and all, but they didn’t listen
until the Afro-Americans discarded their
black-cat bones and mojos for a clenched
fist and a gun.
This letter is not knocking, just a
piece of “constructive criticism” (pardon
cliches), for l dug your first issue,
especially the “Chicago 8 article” ; good
stuff, keep it up.
Raymond Watson
86 Brewer Rd., Bentleigh

Byrds
Sir,
What follows is about the Byrds, in
spired by Rob Smyth’s pieces on them
in the first issue of “Revolution”. In
mid-1967 I bought the Greatest Hits
album and so began my discovery of
this great band. I now have all their
albums.
The Notorious Byrd Brothers is, to
me, an excellent but not great album.
I think the Byrds sounded a little un
comfortable in their progressive form,
and I felt when I first heard the album
that they would have to find a different
road to travel.
Sweetheart of the Rodeo gives the
feeling of how “American” the Byrds
are; some of the songs are beautiful —
a great pity this edition of the Byrds
couldn’t have stayed together longer.
Which brings us to Ballad of Easy Rider.
To me, a great disappointment, the
album is saved only by “Tulsa County”
and “Baby Blue” (although that goes on
too long, as do many of the songs in
the album).
Finally, I would just like to say that
it is good to know someone else likes
and knows about the Byrds — was there
ever a more under-rated group? It’s
hard, I think, to finally get to the core
of the Byrds’ music. It’s different things
to different people; music of now, and
yet of all time; music that will last, and
music that is great. I’m sure that they’ve
still got something to offer.
Yours faithfully,
Alan Hill
47 Stoney Creek Road
Bexley, N.S.W. 2207

Loyal

Sir,
If you are hoping to be told that you
are “wrong, obscene, tasteless and mis
guided”, do not read this letter.
I have read “Revolution” and I think
it is a really great magazine in which one
finds many worthwhile and fruitful hours
of reading. You have some very good
interviews and film, book and record
reviews within the pages of this — your
first rock magazine.
The article on Stephen Stills and the
“Deja Vu” album was really interesting,
and thanks a heap for the most enlighten
ing article on the Chicago “riots”.
I would particularly like to thank Mr.
Rob Smyth for the fantastic article he
wrote on Creedence. I really dig this
group and the sounds churned out by
them, and I thought this particular
article was fantastic.
Your first edition of “Revolution” was
great (to say the least), and if follow
ing editions meet the high standards set
by this first one, then you should have
many loyal patrons.
Yours sincerely,
Heather Waugh
Broadford, Vic.

USir,ncool
Your new paper ‘Revolution’ is
UNREAL baby. I’m glad someone has
got to the heart of the word Revolution,
and put it on paper as you have. Myself
being a nonconformist
(others
say
“Mixed up crazy kid” ) have tried To
tell others about freedom and peace but
you have put it plainer and in print.

It seems true that people are afraid of
freedom and those who represent it (as
in “Easy Rider” ). Please get through to
these dicks who knock our class and
way of living, that they are the uncool
people who seem to spread unhappiness,
not us man.
Not long ago I hitched up to Cairns
from Sydney which was pretty rare for
a chick, but I had to feel free ’cause the
hassle of the city was hanging me up. I
have never met so many people who
were so envious of what I was doing but
couldn’t do something similar ’cause
they were tied down by people’s strings.
Others were plain right angry that I
should have the right to express my
feelings.
Anyhow just to give you some incent
ive, it’s gas and I am stoked. Keep going
with it.
To you honey,
Catriona,
Sydney
P.S. I’m on my way overseas now.

Failure

Sir,
Congratulations
(hearty, deep-felt,
etc. etc.). Being a university student
(communist, anarchist, ratbag, dope,
perverter-of-youth etc.) and also having
a great interest in modern music (blues,
rock, underground etc.), I have for some
time despaired of seeing a rock maga
zine appear in Australia which might
credit its readers with a minimum of
intelligence and humanity, and be cap
able of casting off the cultural hege
mony of the “Australian Junior Women’s
Weekly” (also known as Go-S*t).
“Revolution” is a good try but, of
course, it’s doomed to failure. (Pre
diction: You will crash finally, fatally,
disastrously within four issues). “Revo
lution” seems to be an attempt to pro
duce a native Australian offspring from
cross-breeding the British “Melody
Maker” and the American “Rolling
Stone”. Unfortunately, it’s turned out
to be something of an abortion (please
excuse imagery).
I’d better say why. The first impres
sion I got from “Revolution” is that it’s
all been said before, better, more force
fully by other people a few years back.
On the other hand, the impression I
get from people my own age outside the
Uni. is that it’s slightly “over their
heads” . . . I mean you have to under
stand that the vast numbers of Aus
tralian teenagery are not social revolutio
naries, but good little sons and daugh
ters of our own obedient “silent major
ity”, and will grow up as such (sure,
their hair’s a little longer, and their
clothes a little stranger, but inside they’ve
got a true-blue, short-back-and-sides
mind).
Therefore a suggestion. O.K., most
people get shit off with the Establish
ment (whatever that is) by various direct
physical ways such as having a police
man kick you in the tentacles (?!) at
a demonstration, etc., but there’s more
behind that, as Steppenwolf call it, a
monster . . . one which controls 80%
of this world’s resources while it, itself
contains only 3% of this world’s popula
tion (which means that in the other 97%
someone starves to death every 10
seconds . . . count ’em, folks, sit a
minute! 360 an hour!). Therefore, in
stead of vague exhortations to get
stoughed ( Ye olde English,
there,
mister censor, sir) or stoned on read
Che or Norm Mailer which would go
over the heads of most of your readership, anyway, put them wise to things
like Paul Goodman’s books on educa
tion, etc., let them see how schools are
useful, mainly for castrating human
sensibilities, and mutilating imagination
(jee especially, even before Goodman,
A. S. Neill’s “Summerhill”, Pelican
Books), or how the U.S.A. is rapidly
de-gutting (de-peopling!) this earth, as
shown in books like Chomsky’s “Ameri
can Power and the New Mandarins”.
Most teenagers (impressionable dupes,
I hear Mr. Gorton mutter) would be
only too glad to join the “Movement”
(again, whatever that is) if they had a
little true information for a change . . .
but you’re not going to get it to them,
through using a patronising tone, and
that irritating “we” in all of your stories,
you’ve got to start at the bottom, man,
not half-way up.
Anyhow,
All Power to the Revolution,
Yours Incoherently,
Simon the Zealot
Uni. of Queensland
St. Lucia, Brisbane
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THE MORATORIUM-

AN EXERCISEIN REVOLUTIONARY
POLITICS
The Moratorium was of course the war must have been forced to
an unprecedented success. All make a display of solidarity with
shades of right-wing predicted the underdogs! But more inter
either a collosal failure or a estingly (since Cambodia’s signi
riot, and their predictions came ficance needs little explanation),
to nothing. The most interesting the shooting of four students
statements came from the Na needs comment. For the shocked
tional Civic Council’s organ, and numbed response, while ful
Newsweekly, which in its May ly justified, must be said to be a
6th edition referred to “ . . .the racist response. Mike Jones of
ailing Vietnam Moratorium. . .” Sydney SDS referred to the
attacking the Age for its “bold shooting at the Sydney Stadium
heading" predicting 40,000 in meeting of the Moratorium as
Melbourne streets on the Fri the beginnings of the “Second
day demonstration. “The estim US Civil War”. This forgets,
ate of 40,000 would seem just a however, that for the last two
little optimistic . . .” it added. The years or so the activist leadership
same issue referred to Melbourne of the Black Panther Party in the
University and RMIT being US has been either shot dead or
close to the “riot area" (Bourke charged with multiple major cri
Street
between Swanston and mes that promise very extended
court hearings and lengthy jail
Elizabeth)!
So the Moratorium came at sentences.
So the Civil War which has
a strategic point in time, such
that a combination of the ghastly begun long before Kent State:
contradiction between Nixon’s now it includes whites in a
“withdrawal/vietnamisation” po major way. And make no mis
licy and the extension of the war take, there will be many more
into Cambodia — also perhaps Kent States.
the shocking killing of four white
The Moratorium. What kind
students in Ohio — that a real
of assumptions underly the
mass movement of Australian
event? What kind of political
people came out in a moving
action is it? And we must ask
protest. This confounded
the
what the Moratorium’s political
critics, and in that sense the features are, for if the event is
Moratorium was a real victory.
just a spontaneous outburst of
“conscience”, humanitarian sen
The timing of the Moratorium
timent, the desire not to be
in Australia was strategic because
of Cambodia, the Ohio shootings, caught guilt-ridden, then it is
an apolitical event, one not cal
and perhaps the unprecedentedly
vicious attempts to undermine it culated to bring about specific
by those with “power and influ changes, either in the minds of
the rest of the people of Aus
ence" in society:
politicians,
tralia, and elsewhere, or in
church “leaders", headmasters
and so on. This welter of daily Government policy.
attacks, and real repression in And to be sure, there is much
places of work, schools, univer of that feeling — that one Mora
sities, etc., so overstated the ma torium is enough to satisfy one’s
lice and political devilishness of outrage.
It' we are to take our colthe Moratorium organizers that
many fence-sitting opponents of lecitve outrage and horror at

the war to serious and more
sophisticated conclusions, politi
cal conclusions, then there are
two ways of treating events like
the Moratorium. That is, two
ways of looking at the question
whether we should have another
one (October is the mooted
date) and what its character
should be. The two approaches
may be called radical and
liberal.
The liberal Moratorium sup
porter sees a collective and dis
ciplined act of protest more or
less sufficient to make the voice
of conscience heard in the cor
ridors of power. The rulers of
our society will respond to this
public opinion, and adjust their

policies. After all, this is a society. Therefore the Vietnam
democracy. Further, Vietnam War is important as an issue to
(and Cambodia) is an isolated convince people of this power
issue which can be agitated structure’s existence and dan
around, propagandised, by itself, gerousness; you cannot, there
without discussing anything “ex fore, ask it to reform itself, you
traneous”. In short, an act of have to develop out of the mass
protest which says to our movement a desire to build a
leaders that they have gone society on different organising
wrong somewhere, and we, the principles. Also, the radical,
people, must and can put them unlike the liberal, sees the ob
jectives of the protest as relaicd
right.
The radical approach is dif more to the nature of Australian
ferent. It assumes that some politics, rather than American or
thing like Australian participa Vietnamese politics. The protest
tion in the Vietnam War was is aimed not so much at a spe
an inevitable result of deep tra cific situation in Indo-China, but
ditions in Australia, and real at revealing and challenging the
structural links between Aus entrenched and undemocratic
tralian society and American power of the Gortons, etc., who
rule Australia.
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Underlying all the rhetoric of
“Peace Now!”, and the “taking,
a stand” against the most hor
rible and genocidal war in his
tory, there is a battle in people’s
minds between what I have
called the liberal as against the
radical analysis of the war’s
roots. The Moratorium this
May has sharpened the tension
between the two, if only because
the war seems so endless still,
and because the form of the
Moratorium— stopping business
as usual, a strike, in other words
— is implicitly radical, rather
than liberal. It assumes an un
responsiveness by officialdom,
and the need to escalate the
forms of protest that we call
“changing public opinion”.
The tension reveals itself in
the real anti-climax that many
people in Sydney, for example,
considered the two mass rallies
to be. And the desire for an
other Moratorium itself springs
from the feeling that much more
is at stake, much more must be
done. The overwhelming clap
ping and cheering at rallies
shows that the form of protest
is somehow inadequate to the
intensity of feeling, and the
seriousness of the war as an
issue.
This tension will have to be
progressively resolved one way
or the other, if another Mora
torium is to get wide support.
Two possibilities face the Octo
ber Moratorium: either there
will not be another like the May
one; or we have just slightly
taken the lid off something much
bigger than we all know, and it
will be larger than ever pre
dicted. To a large extent, the
ability of the Moratorium to
mobilise new masses of people
will depend upon an honest
attempt to face up to the basic
analysis — liberal or radical?
That is, are we going to present
the war as an occasion for in
dulging our horror, or are we
going to analyse why it came
about, what it is about our
society (and American society)
which makes the war so pro
tracted, what it is about the NLF
and North Vietnam that makes
their resistance so heroic, and
what kind of power is needed to
stop further Vietnams. It is only
the latter course— implicitly
radical in the sense of getting to
the roots — that will give the
Moratorium a force and power
that is something qualitatively
different from May. That is, we
must see the war as an out
growth of a basically non-politi
cal society, a non-democratic
society. And we must see our
fears of Asia as a racist and
nationalistic tradition that is in
herently imperialistic. From the
fears of the first convicts that
China was just over the Blue
Mountains, to the “threat from
the north” and the domino
theory, Australia has stood in a
potentially imperialistic situa
tion vis-a-vis Asia. In this light,
our intervention in Indo-China
seems less accidental, and more
the restilt of deeply ingrained
tendencies in our society. The
Moratorium, then, must become
one blow amongst many for a
completely different kind of
society, a new Australia.
We must stop asking Govern
ments to see the error of their
ways when they cannot possibly
do so, and we must begin to
build a new attitude to Asia —
solidarity with the forces of
social revolution, rather than
defensiveness and fear and the
horrors of “forward defence”
- as part of the basis for soci
ety that is built on humaneness,
rather than a society which is
only accidentally a humane one.
-— Warren Osmond

THE M ORATORIUM IN SYDNEY
S T O R Y : G REG Q U IL L

The Sydney Moratorium was a lot
of things. It was not only a protest against
Vietnam, the monumental atrocity of the
twentieth century, the greatest screw-up
of a deluded society that somehow in
its early years convinced itself that it
could never be wrong; but also South
Africa, Greece, the Middle East, South
America, Kent University, Czechoslova
kia, Cambodia. A very human anger
hurled itself down wintry city blocks and
stamped into cold pavements.
It was speeches and pamphlets —
thousands of individual burdens brought
out into the open. Dragoumis, the Greek
democrat leader talking about concentra
tion camps in his homeland — the cradle
of democracy. It was the young leader
of the high school underground move
ment struggling to get the bureaucracy to
allow student discussion of political issu
es in high schools. Charlies Bowers, an
Australian who has lived for the last
year in a Draft Resistance Commune in
St. Louis delivering a message from the
refugees of American militarism: “It’s all
lies. Tell them that whatever they’re told,
it’s all lies . . . ”
The cop standing outside North Syd
ney Police Station watched the mar
chers on Saturday afternoon. He smiled,
looked around for disapproving obser
vers, and seeing none, held up a peace
poster as the demonstrators waved to
him. The little lady — a representative
of the /Save Our Sons movement — stood
on the Town Hall steps and said to the
30,000 gathered there on Friday after
noon: “.The Vietnam war is a brutal as
sault against man and nature . . . the
Vietnamese are a gentle people who
never left their shores to invade us . . ”
An Australian sailor in William Street
on Saturday night carried out a one-man
anti-Moratorium campaign. Drunk, car
rying a painted, big-boobed moll pas
sively on his arm, he spent an hour racing
up and down the line of marchers screa
ming dementedly: “VICTORY TO THE
ALLIES IN VIETNAM! DEATH TO
ALL YOU COMMUNIST BASTARDS!”
Ten thousand filed past him.
And yet it never looked like becoming
much more than a gesture. The utimate
frustration was knowing that the Mora
torium was allowed to go off smoothly.
The cops were unmoved, almost benevo
lent. They were under instructions not
to interfere, not to provoke or be provo
ked. The shootings in Ohio might have
frightened the government, but a likelier
explanation is that the more inconspicidus demonstrations are, the less signifi
cance they have (and inconspicious means
lack of violence — numbers don’t count).
There was very little baiting by reac
tionary groups — what opposition the
processions did encounter were indivi
dual efforts, confined largely to spasmo
dic abuse from (strangely) American ser
vicemen in the Cross on Saturday li ght.
Someone had painted signs on
"'W..
paths around the Town Hall declaiming
that the “Moratorium Is A Com;
a
Front”, but even the cops had a giggle at
that. To my knowledge there were only
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three arrests for which the Moratorium
lias taken responsibility. One — a stu
dent from N.S.W. University was snat
ched rather savagely on the way down
from Anzac Parade, but apart from that,
the marches were incident-free.
Yes, it was all very smooth, very pe°ceful, and rather ineffectual. For if the Meratorium was meant to change anything
in conventional political terms, then its
achievements were negligible. Parliament
sat on Friday, May 8. Parliament rarely
sits on Fridays — a spurious attempt
to ignore one of the most important de
monstrations of the last two decades.
One member — Tom Uren, refused to
carry on with “business as usual” and
travelled
to Sydney to speak to the
30,000 in George Street. Arthur Calwell
left the House during the debate on the
Indo-China “problem” muttering: “It’s
all the same old lies . . . ” And the same
old lies were hard to take on that day, of
all days.
But Parliament continued. The absence
of a few old lefties made no difference.
The debate whined on and on . . . There
could have been a war right outside.
And Gorton was holidaying in Japan. I
wonder if he heard the shout (meant for
him) that rang through the bleak streets
of downtown Sydney — 30,000 voices:
“All troops — OUT NOW!” I wonder
if he heard those 30,000 approve the
message that echoed off the walls of the
Woolwordths building in G e o r^ ^+r-et:
“F —
NIXON! F —
GORTON!”
Still, as long as anti-government de
monstrations are so benignly condoned
their
effectiveness must be doubted.
There’s a power in taking to the streets
that every civilised person should know.
But as an example of power to the people,
of practical democracy, the Sydney Mo
ratorium was a failure. It was blatantly
ignored by conservative politicians (not
that anyone expected otherwise) and dis
torted by a large section of the media.
(Notable were initial news reports stating
that an “apathetic crowd of about 7,000
demonstrated” on Friday: and sneering
radio commentators who denounced the
Moratorium as a failure, saying that
most of the crowd just went along for
the stir and didn’t even know what it
was about.)
As long as they are merely tolerated,
demonstrations remain relatively unim
portant to the Australian population out
side those who actually attend them. An
inconvenience to peak hour traffic and
little more.
But as a gesture the Moratorium was
magnificent. It did not advance the revo
lutionary cause much, but it did prove
that more than twice as many people
than at the last big anti-Vietnam rally
were prepared to carry their anger into
the streets. It proved that peaceful de
monstrations were peaceful as long as
the cops were. It proved that peace — and
that above all — was the point of the
whole exercise.
On Friday, May 8, over 200,000 po
litical bikies successfully pack raped
democracy in every major Australian
city. It’s a wonder the old girl survived...

TH E S TO R Y
Most lectures in Sydney's three universities were sus
pended on Friday morning. Those that weren't had
folksingers and pamphleteers stationed outside to dis
courage the overzealous from carrying on as usual.
Students at the Uni. of NSW had a full program of pop,
jazz and folk performances throughout the morning.
A t 12 o'clock there was a mass meeting in the Round
house where students and staff spoke on the was and
prepared their strategy for the march. A t 2 o'clock nearly
nearly 6,000 assembled on Anzac Parade to begin the
3 mile march into town.
The Sydney campus was energetic confusion. As 2 pm
approached, 7,000 gathered on the front lawn to prepare
for the short hike down Parramatta Road. A fter some
blood-curdling revolutionary cries from Hall Greenland
(an older campus radical who was present at the 1968
Paris uprising) they made one giant sweep through the
main quadrangle and spilled into the highway where the
first two hundred yards were lined by as many police.
A t the other end of the city, 1,000 Technical College
students were preparing to march down from Taylor
Square. During the morning they'd seen folksingers,
poets and unionists in a program of Moratorium
activities. Not far away in Hyde Park 28,000 unionists
had a stop work meeting in support of the campaign.
34 unions were represented there. By the time the
Town Hall gathering was scheduled to begin many had
drifted awaV- But at least half of them made the
march down Park Street.

The Sydney University contingent -- upwards of 7,000
student demonstrators. The momentum was incredible.
They covered the three miles in less than 25 minutes,
chanting the catchcry which was to be heard again and
again during the Moratorium weekend: "One, two,
three, four, we don't want your f — ing war". Well
known pop and folksingers were among the Sydney
students. Here Declan Affley and Peter Parkhill lead
the singing Parramatta Road....................

The guerrilla theatre from Sydney University. The girl
is a Vietnamese peasant being whipped by an Australian
soldier who is in turn being whipped by Uncle Sam.
Further down the road both of them raped her.
Symbolically, of course...........................
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Standing in the George Street - Park Street intersect
ion. The police had stopped all traffic in George
Street between Market and Goulburn half an hour
before the rendezvous time. We got there about 10
minutes before the corwds started arriving. It was
cold. There was a slight drizzle and the wind
whistled down George Street and right through
our clothes. Usually Sydney's busiest downtown
intersection, everything was now still, waiting.
About 4 0 0 police were lined up on each side of
the street. They didn't speak. Then, over the
moaning wind the faint cry: "One, two, three,
fo u r...." It grew louder. In a matter of minutes
the street was filled. The first contingent had
arrived. Seconds later a voice cackled over the
loudspeakers: "Arriving from the other end of
George Street is the second contingent...........
students from all Sydney's Technical Colleges
and the representatives from 34 Trade Unions...."
A welcoming cry and several thousand more
crammed into the already crowded square.
The atmosphere was very tense now. The
chant hadn't stopped, and everyone was looking
ervously at the cops. Someone let off a smoke
bomb. The cops didn't flinch and suddenly it
became clear that they weren't going to inter
fere. Then: "Arriving from Park Street is the
third contingent -- the students from the Uni.
of NSW ." Another cry went up, and arms were
raised in greeting.
All down Park Street you could hear the Lennon
anthem: "All we are saying/ls give Peace a
chance...." Everybody turned to see. It set the
whole mood - it was what everyone wanted.
Not agitation or threats or street fighting who
had already arrived joined in. The Moratorium
had begun.

The Moratorium was all kinds of things. Above
all it was pepple -- mothers wheeling prams,
business men who'd closed their offices early to
allow their staffs to participate, pensioners,
two blind men -- one with a guide dog that
quietly led him through the crowd, another who
tapped away at the curb with his white stick
all the way down George Street.

Sydney, Friday May 8: Looking south along George Street. Flags, banners and slogans. Fighting the Establishment according to the
Establishment rules. The speeches were about to start and everyone huddled down on the^jround. The cold was ignored. To the right
of this crowd the police had started moving across the road from the curb. A t a disadvantage seated on the ground, a few demonstrators
panicked trying to get away from them. False alarm... the cops were only making room for an ambulance nudging its way through.

A bright yellow and blue neon Captain Cook scowls down on
the speakers on the Town Hall steps on Friday afternoon.
Thankfully, very few of them attempted to define what the
Moratorium was all about. Except Tom Uren. He insisted on
recounting rather disjointedly the details of the effects of a
certain type of fragmentary bomb used by the allies in Vietnam
that 'gets into your innards like buckshot and imbeds itself in
your intestine....' A number of speeches were abuse and little
more. Personal gripes that did nothing for most of the 30,000
who seemed to expect some kind of direction, somewhere to
go from here....(By the way, if you look to the very top of
the photo you'll see one of the two or three security agents
who were scuttling around the Town Hall parapets for the
two hours the meeting was in progress).
It's odd that at times like these it's the old civil rights

Saturday night. 10,000 assembled in
Hyde Park at 6o'clock to begin the
march down William Street, up through
the Cross and on to the Stadium. Candles
were provided. Again the police were
passive, although a couple of times bike
cops made sorties into the crowd to stop
them spilling over onto the other side of
the road. The only incidents apart from
that involved abusive servicemen.

sentiment that has a more binding effect than any number of
w ell—prepared speeches. The spontaneous sentiment that
became intolerant of the two radical Communist speakers
for example. And when Declan A ffley stepped up and started
singing 'We Shall Overcome' in his rich Irish brogue everyone
got the wobblffls and joined in after a bar or two.
A nostalgic reminder of the days when street demonstrations
were thought to have some effect on government policy.......
One of the paradoxes of human logic.....while the gaudy
decorations in the background proclaim 200 years of progress
the crowd celebrates one of the most monstrous steps back
in human history. 'This is the most encouraging, warm,
human thing I've ever taken part in....'said Gavin Sinclair, a
lecturer from NSW University.

Mike Jones (in snappy overcoat and polished
shoes), founder and sometime leader of the
SDS in Sydney is always on hand to resume
his old position at the head of large and im
portant radical demonstrations. Especially
when photographers are about. In William
Street on Saturday night the old 'One , two,
three, four..'started up agam.

Filing into the Stadium to the sound of a rock band,
marchers were asked by smiling cops to extinguish their
candles (have you ever seen a cop trying to be nice?
Believe me, they were trying their hardest that night!)
The Stadium speakers were a great improvement on
Friday afternoon's lot. Notable were Lionel Murphy,
ALP Senate leader who spoke concisely and intell
igently about the history of Vietnam's struggle against
foreign intrusion, and Marko Dragoumis, an exiled
Greek democrat now living in England.

THE M ORATORIUM AT MACQUARIE
It was a bleak and dour Moratorium
at Macquarie. It matched the weather.
A savage westerly whipped across the
campus and clouds hung so low and
heavy you felt unsafe walking under
them. Rain never quite happened, but
the threat was constant. So the Mora
torium moved indoors to the Union,
where loudspeakers from windows let
the masses in the library know what was
being said. And not much was: nothing
they hadn’t heard a thousand bumnumbing times before. But that was to
be expected, given the “serious” intent
of the Moratorium, which was meant
primarily as a massive gathering of the
faithful.
After the initial paranoia about the
weather, the day’s planned activities
moved along with ex-Major Peter
Young. You might or might not recall
that he nearly ejected William McMahon
from his seat in (you’ll excuse the ob
scenity) Parliament in the last elections.
Major Young, looking very much the
Whitlam protege that he is, managed to
give quite a passable imitation of his

leader’s more nimble attempts at rhetoric
on Vietnam. Much of his speech was
taken up referring to North Vietnam as
“the agressors”, which could only be
explained by either laziness or stupidity.
Whatever, Major Young faded, and the
parade of speakers started.
One after the other, they gave the
same harangue, varying the speech in
tonation and hand gestures to suit the
changes ill character. The audience sat
for the most part unaroused by the erst
while demagogues, showing real emotion
only when some familiar chant or slogan
was held out for them to swallow.
One reason for the lethargy (apart
from the weather and quality of the
speakers) could have been the rather
extensive lead-up work done by the
organisers. For a week before M-day,
there had been a full and varied pro
gram of speakers, covering most aspects
of the Vietnam War, and so by the time
May 8 came around saturation point had
been reached.
Staff support for the Moratorium was
strong, led by Professor Max Deutcher

*Qf the Philosophy School, who organised
cotnributions from staff for the Mora
torium issue of Arena, and helped orga
nise a petition signed by half the staff.
This petition was presented on May 7
by a representative group of the signa
tories, in full academic dress, to the
Commonwealth Attorney-General. Other
staff members refused to give lectures
or if they did, gave them a distinct Mora
torium emphasis, while tutors in some
schools turned their tutorials into dis
cussion groups about the war.
Probably the most original feature of
the May 8 program was the “Anti-War
Revue” put on by a group of students —
although most of the material included
leaned on easy targets and catch-phrases
to ram the point home. A sincere, if
primitive, sneer rather than probing
satire. Two sketches stood out: one for
the sharpness of its dialogue, the Alf
Garnett adaptation (although the finale
did fall rather flat); and the Allport Duet
doing “Dinky Di”, a delicious if overlong swipe at the more obnoxious Aus
tralian national characteristics. However,

it should be said that the audience seem
ed to dig the revue fiercely in places, so
who knows, there ain’t no accountin’ for
taste.
The most impressive part of the revue
was far from humorous. Synchronised
with Simon & Garfunkel’s song Silent
Night/7 O'clock News, slides of Viet
nam and all its misery flashed onto a
screen. Somewhat unusually, the accent
was not on the horror but the humanity.
A t last. Even we felt a tear or two well
up in parts, seeing the slides of normal
life in Vietnam, all the time aware that
in fact these scenes had become, in the
obscene logic of war, abnormal in that
poor and ravaged country.
Of all the many words spoken on
May 8 at Macquarie, the most pertinent
was from David Morgan, the convenor/
co-ordinator, who said at the conclusion
of the day’s events, “our Moratorium
program has ended, but the war has !
not”. And that about sums the whole
Moratorium campaign up.
— Mark Butler and John Dease
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MORATORIUM■70.000 forPeacetake
over the streets of Melbourne
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This incredible shot by photographer V E R A KAAS-JAGER shows the attem pt to get Dr.JIM C A IR N S with a rock (called an egg in the Melbourne "H erald"). The assailant (at left) is caught in his followthrough, while a bodyguard catches the missile on his left shoulder. C A IR N S is just behind him.

The City of Melbourne was much
quieter than usual on that morning of
May 8. 1000 police had been called
upon in preparation, and as they stood
in larger numbers than usual that morn
ing, helmets in hand, it was interesting’
t osee the wry smile on motorists faces,
smiles that said: “We know what you’re
going to be doing this afternoon. Ha,
but we won’t be there.”
And as you walked the streets of the
city, you found yourself, unwillingly
consciously and unconsciously measurign the people you encountered. “He’ll
be one of us. He’ll be one of them.”
Yes, insane, but that’s what that week
of prodding and digging had reduced
the event to.
I had a taste of violence early when
an elderly R.S.L.-er attacked our sta
tionary car and broke our beautiful
flags. He foamed at the mouth and
called us traitorous bastards, and we
sat, vulnerable and foolish, furiously
thinking PEACE PEACE PEACE to
ourselves, and two ordinary little house
wives called feebly to him, “Good on
yer! Good on yer, dirty longhairs that
they are!”
Before the march I felt sickened and
edgy because of this man. But when we
walked down Spring Street and saw all
those people I felt clean again. Seventy
thousand!
When finally the hour had come, 2.00
p.m., we assembled in the Treasury
Gardens, fitting for their proximity to
the city, but fitting also in their prox
imity to the government complexes.
Parliament House some hundred yards
away, the State offices towering just
beyond the gardens, well in sight."
Somewhere lost in the mass, speakers
were whipping up our emotions, singers
were singing songs of why we were
there. The old faithful ‘We Shall Over
come' still said most. Dr. Cairns not the

most appreciative welcome. His integrity
throughout had won all. In fact in a
way, /whether he wanted it or not the
whole Moratorium triumph in Mel
bourne was partly attributable to Cairn’s
having staked so much on the out
come. He was an unwilling figurehead.
Finally the time had come to move,
and though progress was painfully
slow, it was also orderly and somehow
the thought of impending doom had
escaped inbetween time. Gaiety seemed
to have set in, a fire fanned probably by
our togetherness — the single minded
ness.
Loud-hailer trucks went with the
crowd. Chants like ‘We Want Peace’ and
‘1-2-3-4 we don't want war, 5-6-7-S
negotiate' were popular.
Bourke Street ‘the golden mile’ of
capitalism, had been taken over. The
flanking buildings took on the charac
ter of a ‘Laugh-In’ set as onlookers
opened and shut their windows, gazing
down upon the throng.
After the mass sit-down the mass
worked its way down Swanston Street
off at right angles to Bourke Street,
heading down a block, past the Town
Hall to the famed unfinished city square,
forever disguised from visiting dignitar
ies. Here the La Mama theatre once
more performed their war rite.
Situations . . .
Where beside anarchists waving their
black silk pennants marched catholic
priests bearing slogans like T he Bible is
anti-war . . .’
Where a tiny old lady stood on the
kerb with a sandwich board around her
neck proclaiming ‘I am a pack raping
bikie . . .'
Where two men wearing R.S.L. bad
ges and short-back-and-sides v/alked
behind hippies distributing Mothers’
Day chrysanthemums to cops . . .
Where a vouns guv climbed a lamp'm m a m m
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One of your 'commie stooges' at the Melb.
demonstration.
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post on the corner of Collins and Swan
ston Streets, carrying an anarchists flag.
He got to the very top, and then in front
of 15,000 people found there was no
where to stick his flag. Then he glanced
down and saw his own shoe-lace which
I he used to attach his proud red flag to
[the very top, and cops smiled with the
I crowd . . .
It’s all over now, and it is hard to
I pin-point the exact things we have
achieved. The less political of us have
smiply a great feeling of euphoria —
we were part of something very big and
beautiful.
I know someone who has probably
never been on a protest march before in
his life who said afterwards simply, “1
felt beautiful inside because I was part
I of it.”
There are many things that it didn’t
| do — that it couldn’t do precisely be
cause of the numbers involved. In no
way was the Moratorium a direct har
binger of the revolution. It did little to
solve the political predicament of antiestablishment
and
pro-revolutionary
1minorities.
Nixon will still withdraw in his own
I good time — a slogan in the Sydney
rally — i f you were being raped, would
you demand negotiations or immediate
withdrawal?’ and he will not be called to
| account for Cambodia.
But I think only the most hardened
| power-game revolutionaries were not
heartened and gladdened by the thing
| the Moratorium did achieve.
*
*
*
“They say I was born in the land of
the free,
But the home of the briefcase is all
/ can see,
With fine houses and highways we

covered the land, But freedom’s a fable if the
conscience is banned ”
from ‘Anthem* by Hello People
“Wait to use the right of your vote,”
they said again and again this preMoratorium week, but that’s a myth, the
myth of democracy — if democarcy
means voting every few years and re
lieving all your political morals until
the next time the chance comes around.
Between votes the Government can
expand the war into Cambodia.
“Use the democratic process,” they’ve
been saying. This IS the democratic
process, This IS our undeniable right.
Freedom’s a fable if conscience is ban
ned.”
The only real achievement of the
majority of demonstrations is that they
appease the consciences of the partici
pants. The demonstrators can go away
and know that they’ve tried to help.
But mostly the impact fails because
somehow, somewhere, someone provides
a detour which leads away from the
point of protest. Violence does this.
If there is violence, it’s said; They
were only after a rumble, not the cause’
or ‘It’s like a University rag’ and out
they sneak. Out the door and away.
Let’s face it, they don’t want to be
shown up. Give them any excuse to by
pass your intention and they’ll happily
do so, and you’ll have lost.
But when more than 70.000 people
turn out to protest against the war, the
biggest demonstration the country has
seen (many more than the hard core
‘goes’ and there is no violence, no
escape exit, no valid (from their point
of view) dismissal point, then we’ve
achieved more than just appeasing our
own consciences momentarily. We have

the strength of those numbers. 70,000.
More. And they’re against the Vietnam
war. They must be, because that’s all
they did— shout “WE WANT PEACE.”
A lot of people made political fools
of themselves, others have been little
short of criminal in their allegations and
accusations.
Our own Sir Henry Bolte, moment
arily shaken from his political pedestal
in a groping, desperate response follow
ing the massive peaceful statement for
sanity, estimated the crowd as a con
servative 20,000 to 30,000 (less than
half the press estimate.)
Our favored father also added how
delighted he was that many anti-Moratorium people did not turn up. He work
ed out that more than I f million people
opposed to the Moratorium stayed awy.
That’s one to note down as a no-no
example of clear thinking. Look at it.
He might get a few hundred at his
policy speech for the coming election.
They’ll all be inside the hall, none
thundering on the door to get in. That
surely can’t mean that everybody not
there is going to vote against him can
it? He’d be out of a job.
What’s more frightening and irres
ponsible. about that little bit of logic is
the tactics which its speaker had em
ployed pre-event. Sir Henry had added
to the panic-building which was going
on by WARNING PEOPLE NOT TO
GO.
Unfortunately, he wasn’t alone there.
The pre-Moratorium week gave us one
gigantic dose of putting down of Mora
torium principles. The violence that
lurks around any demonstration was
pried up to the surface by every medium
breeding hatred and contempt.
Now after the event, should’t we

hear a public apology. 1 was insulted. 11
think others must have been too. Sned
don had called us pack-raping bikies.
Just how many well intentioned people |
had been frightened away?
Nobody enjoys being used as a poli- I
ticians pawn in a game which entirely
ignores their intention, and uses them
for its own gain. And that game invol-1
ves violence.
The game was all too clear on Wed-1
nesday, May 6 when I had the misfor
tune of catching an open-line program
on 3AW. The Liberal candidate for
Balwyn in the Victorian state elections
was giving the Liberal point of view on
the Moratorium, (disguised as his own
opinion.) It was the by-then typical |
Liberal cry — that the Labour party
must take all the blame for the Mora-1
torium turning ugly.
The announcer (Don Taylor) res
ponded; “Don't you think that’s wishful |
thinking on your part?”
Answer: “No, hopeful thinking.”
(Gives a little laugh.)
How many times did I hear that event I
described as a Communist plot? What
about the communist speaker who got
booed? It must be a very clever, intri
cate plot.
We can’t ignore a land so raped by I
technology and chemistry that it will
take generations for anything to ever
grow again, for the birds to sing again, [
for the children to laugh again.
That’s what the march was all about, I
the fate cf Vietnam, despite all the
cross-eyed logic. That’s why the majority
of demonstrators chose to march.
— JEAN GOLLAN
— ED NIM M ERVOLL

Melbourne's “City Square" at the city's central intersection (Swanston and Collins St's.) was occupied by the people for once - for three hours.

R M .I.T . : At R.M.I.T. on 16th August
two motions were put to the student
body by a secret ballot concerning the
Moratorium and both motions were de
feated by slim majorities.
The Motions were:—
1. “That the Student Union of R.M.I.T.
supports the aims and objectives of the
Vietnam Moratorium Campaign, where
these aims are consistent with the imme
diate withdrawal of all troops from Viet
nam, Australian and otherwise.”
218 students were in favour of this
Motion; 321 were against it.
2. “That the Student Union of R.M.I.T.
supports the aims and objectives of the
Vietnam Moratorium Campaign, where
these aims are consistent with the im
mediate repeal of the National Service
Act.”
233 students supported this Motion
and 308 registered in opposition.
In all, approximately 550 students
voted.
A week earlier, a meeting was called
to discuss the Moratorium issue by the
S.R.C. in the Casey Plaza, and at =his
The Wizard (of University of N.S.W.) and his fun-power contingent in Swanston St.

Continued on next page-
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meeting approx. 165 voted for the aims
and principles of the Moratorium as ap
plied to the withdrawal of all foreign
troops from Vietnam and to the repeal
of the National Service Act. 140 stu
dents voted against, and thus the motion
was carried.
This vote was declared void after ob
jections by those who voted against th£
Motion, and consequently the secret bal
lot on the 16th was put to the students.
The Moratorium Campaign had some
sizeable implications for R.M.I.T. A
DLP-type political club to counter the
Labour Club was formed, or is in the
process of being formed. This Club in
vited Senator McManus and Gerard Hen
derson to address the students, and they
both warned about the inevitable violen
ce that would occur due to the march.
Increased political awareness of the
students has come about if one com
pares it with the dismally attended meet
ings of last year.
A large number of students marched
- perhaps more than those who voted
for the two Motions. Also, in both the
cases of Swinburne and R.M.I.T. the
two student newspapers vigorously sup
ported the Moratorium while the student
bodies were opposed to it.
Peter Adair Westfield.

CANBERRA: Three thousand people,
more than half high school and uni
versity students, braved sleet and snow
to march to Parliament House on Wed
nesday May 6. They carried a variety
of banners supporting the aims of the
Moratorium and expressing outrage at
the latest Nixon incursions into IndoChina. Dr. Cairns emphasised the non
violent nature of the Moratorium: “All
the violence is on their side,” he said.
And he warned marchers to be vigilant
at all times against provocations of vio
lence from whatever quarter. Arthur
Calwell reiterated his original opposition
to “this dirty, unwinnable war”. Govern
ment members were conspicuous by their
absence. At the teach-in that followed,
a Vietnam veteran (Mark Piers) said he
had not fired his rifle at all, even for
practice, during 11 months in Vietnam.
“We are there only as a political gesture
to America,” he insisted. He had studied
at Australian headquarters much material
that supported his own view. He said
that Australian soldiers on patrol had
only “to fire their guns in the air” and
the ARVAN (South Viet Govt, troops)
would bolt. Other speakers included
Herbert Kinlock, Lionel Murphy, K.
Enderby, Gough Whitlam, C. McKerras,
Jim Antony from Fiji, and H. McQueen
of the ANU. Two draft-card burners
finally got their sleet-wet bits of card
board alight to the applause of all
assembled.
On May 8 an evening of films, folk
music and poetry was held at Coombes
Theatre, ANU. Poets D. Kevans, D.
Campbell and R. Brissendon read under
a series of film montages. The combina
tion was very effective. Vietnamese
student poet Dien read movingly from
his own and other works in Vietnamese
and English. Ian MacDougall and other
folk singers performed to the 200 people
present. A wine-red gentleman who came
to heckle left, shouting to the American
student organiser who spoke to him, “I
fought in bloody Vietnam, and I’m not
going to be told what to do by any
----------Yank!”
— Denis Kevans
NEWCASTLE: Two-and-a-half thou
sand Novocastrians occupied the main
streets of the steel port for a few hours
on Friday May 8. They carried banners
calling on “Tricky Dicky” to untangle
himself and for an end to the genocide
in Vietnam. The meeting was addressed
by clergy, trade unionists, and members
of the business community. On Satur
day May 9 a folk concert at Tyrell Hall
drew 250 people. Bob Hudson’s “Cinderfred” parody and songs by Paul
Brosgarth and Jamie Richards, joint
winners of Newcastle May Day folk
competition were highlights.
Denis
Kevans’ “The Race” struck the right
chord in the poetry section. Ian Hastie,
a Scots migrant, had a real singalong
during his stay on stage.
— Denis Kevans

MORATORIUM I Canberra,Adelaide,
Newcastle, Brisbane,Perth
Adelaide:

Imperialism folded last Saturday evening.
Radicals had demonstrated 200 strong
on Friday night during peak-hour traffic
and the state’s bourgeoisie quadrupled
that number Saturday morning. Having
thumbed noses and slenched fists at the
government we finished the day with a
picnic at Elder Park and a Dance Against
Imperialism on the steps of Parliament
House that night.
A T AD ELAID E UNI: The Teach-In
at Adelaide Uni on the Barr-Smith lawns
looked promising. It started at 1.00 p.m,
Friday with a performance by the Public
Trespass Floating Theatre, whose the
mes of SUPER COMMY-HUNTER and
SUPER STUDENT SNOOPER zapping
the cong nicely dramatised the absurdity
of ‘our’ government’s position. Headed
by Margot Nash the group is the only
permanent Guerilla Street Theatre in
Australia.
Anna Yeatman’s brilliant reconstruc
tion of the invasion of Cambodia was
followed by Rob Durbridge’s theories on
Vietnam in the revolutionary context.
State Moratorium Vice-President Lynn
Arnold spoke on American economic
policies in South East Asia, and Geoff
Wells linked the internal cultural repres
sion in America and Australia with ex
ternal aggressive action.
The President of the A.U. Liberal Club
(Grant Battersby)
spoke calmly on
Cambodia (but was clearly uninformed)
and a clean-cut law-school-student-cumVietnam-veteran spoke sincerely and ir
relevantly about his personal experiences
‘earning a living’ in Vietnam.
The President of the SRC (Peter Balan) had difficulty in spotting the link
between imperialism and Vietnam. Ob
viously intent on furthering his reform
ist student political image Balan took the
stand several times. The Teach-In audi
ence seemed to agree with John Tapp
that Balan “had done more to harm the
student Moratorium than all the rhetoric
of the anti-protest reactionaries combi
ned.”
Despite Balan’s attempt to split the
demonstration, 1500 students began the
March Against Imperialism from the
front lawns. The number swelled to 2000
by the time the crowd reached the North
Terrace-King William Street intersection.
The trouble started when a group of
drunken Nashos on leave and out of uni
form smashed into the front ranks in the
most vicious non-police attack seen at
any Adelaide demo. With fists and feet
wildly flying they attempted to smash
placards, break Jlag-bearing stakes and
used these to bash demonstrators.
At least two girls were attacked, one
being knocked unconscious.
Police stood around apparently intend
ing to do nothing when the first out
breaks occured, although they eventually
moved in ad held the attackers off. No
arrests were made for a long time and
attacks continued from the front and
side throughout the march. Captured
flags were set alight and thrown blazing
back into the crowd.
At one stage the army boys formed a
human barrier in an attempt to stop the
march. The police found themselves in
the middle — fortunately they broke the
barrier before the confrontation climaxed.
It would have been little use against the
2000 bearing down on it.
Even inside the campus the Nashos at
tempted to provoke violence, but most
were removed from the grounds by po
lice.
Despite the intense and continuous
provocation hardly a punch was thrown
by demonstrators.
And at the end everyone agreed it
was a ‘good demo’. The marchers were
happily non-violent (it meant they didn’t
have to take their analysis of what they
were demonstrating about too far).
How much have we changed anything?
The only confrontation that actually
occurred was between victims of the
same oppressive system. Radicals who
wanted to smash the Nashos were simply
no longer thinking in terms of their own
analysis. The situation was counter-pro
ductive; to feel anger at the pitiable, in
doctrinated soldiers, whose only claim to
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Destroying an N .L .F . flag on Friday night in North Terrace.

having ever done anything right is to
have killed in Vietnam, is to deflect the
direction of criticism away from the
real source of oppression, the govern
ment and the military-industrial com
plex.
The violence was the kind of redherring the capitalist press had been
predicting for weeks, and they used it
to divert the public’s attention from the
central issue of the Friday demonstra
tion, which was the role of imperialism
in Vietnam.
The Advertiser's leader was head
lined “Soldiers attack city Marchers”,
and in the article spread across four
columns, the slogans were only men
tioned once. The rest was devoted to a
description of the fighting (valiant police
action) complete with personality-feature
on the gallant Horatian police comman
der who “held the bridge between
marchers and counter-demonstrators”.
Prominent photographs of the two girls
who were knocked down were balanced
‘democratically’ with pictures of the
‘counter-demonstrators’.
The ultimate impotence of the whole
business was reflected by a left-hand
column story headed “Enemy blasts
Viet cities” — retaining all the assump
tions that support the government’s
policy.
If Friday’s march was to that extent
impotent, Saturday’s was close to what
O’Leary in his Friday Teach-In paper
called a “psychic disposal unit.”
The army had its leave cancelled and
disappeared to the hills.
All the heavies were there — Medlin in virginal Amco white, unsullied by
his NLF badge, triumphantly led the
masses, megaphone in hand.
Dunstan ensured his forthcoming elec
tion triumph by not once mentioning the
issues of Vietnam in a ten-minute har
angue replete with Churchillian cadences
( “And we will maintain that right!” )
and a constant stream of plugs for the
the ALP. Dunstan’s role on Saturday
was analogous to Balan’s on Friday
(once a politician always a politician).
More words from the Mayor of St.
Peters (yes!), Rob Durbridge, and the
“Moratorium Means Murder” propa
gandists of Mr. Posa’s Citizens For
Freedom. Then a mass stroll back to
Elder Park for a picnic.
Curiously overnight, maybe in response
to Friday’s demonstration, a number of
US flags appeared on top of buildings,
even on Parliament House! The march
was quick to notice the pollution of the
warm autumn air.

In the last analysis, for the demon
stration to be at all effective it must |
have the mass media bring the issues
before the public.
And the simple fact is that issues are
not news.
Even if one could bring the issues to
the public through the media, it is im
possible to divorce any single issue from
its social context.
You can’t expect corporations to stop
making profits, or governments to vote
themselves out of office, or war veter- |
ans to voluntarily invalidate their own
past-lives because you get 2000 people |
shouting in the streets.
—GEOFF WELLS — A D R IA N H AN N
(A D E LA ID E UNI).
— GRIEG PICKHAVER
(FLINDERS).
A T FLINDERS UNI: Pre-Morator
ium the Flinders SRC passed motions
supporting strike action and expressing
support for academics prepared to
strike. A student meeting pushed pro-1
ceedings along with overwhelming sup
port for the strike.
Academics announced their decision |
to strike or to donate lecture and tut
orial time to discussion on Vietnam.
On Monday May 4 a vigil on the I
steps of Parliament House began — and [
at Flinders John Tons and Martin Kelly
hunger-struck for the week in the Re
ligious Centre. They collected a large
number of sponsors to support them
and provide the exercise with some j
point. The Revolutionary Socialists set I
up a trading table with a good supply j
of Quotations and flags.
Friday May 8 and Flinders had its
own Teach-In. Anna Yeatman analysed
press reports on the Cambodian invas
ion and Dr. Robert Catley outlined the j
history of US imperialism and its relation to the situation in Vietnam. Both
addresses were of a quality rarely heard
at this university.
Meanwhile about one quarter of the {
staff struck, those who persevered faced I
dwindling attendances at lectures. The j
library was deserted — the majority of j
students struck for one reason or an-1
other.
A thinner Tons and a ravenous Kelly I
completed their hunger-strike 100 hours
after it began. They lost weight but
gained over $600 for the Quaker Limb
Centre at Quang Gnai.
After a screening of John Wayne and
David Jansen playing Green Berets —
an appalling movie the crowd delighted
in ragging — the Flinder’s contingent
moved off to the Big March.
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PERTH RALLIES TO
MORATORIUM
The Vietnam Moratorium campaign
rally in Perth was witness to a call for
young men eligible for National Service
to ignore the law and refuse to register.
The call was made by Miss Carmen
Lawrence, a Ph.D. student, a speaker in
the rally held in the Perth Town Hal!
at the conclusion of a march for peace
through the streets of Perth. She recived
a standing ovation.
Miss Lawrence pointed out that by
urging 20-year-olds not to register she
was breaking the Crimes Act and was
therefore liable for two years imprison
ment. She also said that “the Allies
have no right to stabilise or restructure
the Vietnamese society or impose west
ern ideologies on it. The Vietnam War
is for the United States’ interest and
prestige. Australia and other countries
are just pawns in this battle.”
The march by over 3000 people in
pouring rain through the streets of Perth
was the biggest anti-war demonstration
ever held in West Australia. The only
incident occurred when a single counter
demonstrator ( “Don’t be a Commie
Stooge”) was told to “bugger off” by
one of the bystanders.
Other speakers at the rally included
Senator John Wheeldon, who proposed
that those opposed to the Moratorium
on the grounds that it would provoke
violence were the very same people who
were responsible for the slaughter in
Vietnam and Cambodia.
Other speakers included schoolteacher
Merv Knight, public servant Mr. B
Collier, conscientious objector and stud
ent John Kobelke, journalist Leslie
Anderson and Father John Harte, who
concluded that this was not the last
Moratorium.
The rally was also the scene of more
street theatre — much of which has been
seen in Perth ill |h e past six months.

The University Dramatic Society brought
guffaws from the packed house when
their President Nixon led an Australian
Digger in on a leash. The Digger period
ically waved a miniature Australian
flag.)
— David Roe
BRISB. MORATORIUM
To Brisbane Uni’s revolutionary so
cialists and anarchists, Friday’s Morato
rium was from the beginning an immen
se tactical mistake resulting in what they
and others would describe as a political
farce. Whilst to all remaining political
positions
(with the exception of the
RSL, NCC, Liberal Party and other
rightist groups) it was considered a re
lative success and also a victory.
The reasons behind these statements
will be obvious as each participating
group’s role in the Moratorium is exam
ined.
First consider the peoples park.
The Peoples Park (or Tent City) as
an experiment in involvement, was ori
ginally set up with the intention of pro
viding a base for the moratorium cam
paign, and as a place in which to involve
students in discussion of the war in IndoChina and imperialism. It more often
than not gave the appearance of being a
sick of political sideshow.
More productive were the Forums.
Based on the general
atmosphere
around campus and evident at all the
forums, it is obvious that there exists
large support for the antiwar movement,
within the university. Possibly in excess
of 60% of the students sympathized with
the moratorium’s aims.
The Moratorium was in fact largely
university organised.
The bulk of the preliminary work for
the moratorium was done by R.S.S.A.
(Revolutionary Socialist Student Alli
ance), as well as R.O.C. (Revitalisation
of Christianity), and the New Left
Group. Virtually no effort at all being

A B O V E: Wounded Vietnam war veteran, as reported by the local daily newspapers, battled
his way on crutches to verbally attack the speakers at the Roma St. Park rally. He was
eventually allowed to address the meeting, and denounced the demonstrators as Communists.
BELOW: (N ot in local papers) - here is a photo showing how he battled his way to the Roma
St. rally.

placed into organizing support for the
moratorium by non-university groups (i.
e. C.P.A., UNIONS, A.L.P., etc.).
The off-campus Moratorium Co-Or
dinating Committee (composed of rep
resentatives from all these groups) did
not even plan to organize a march in
stead wishing only to hold a rally. How
ever their attitude changed when they
saw the publicity and support being
gained for the university march.
The reason for the failure of the offcampus groups to mobilize the people is
found in the very nature of the groups.
All bureaucracies, they relied on ineffec
tively sending out letters and circulars,
being unable to find strong support as
they have no REAL grass roots organiztaion. (Most workers who did become
involved in a strike only took the oppor
tunity to use the Friday for a long
weekend.)
And on campus — *staff were little
affected by the Moratorium.
The lack of strikes in lectures and the
fact that during the March only one
lecture was cancelled (Courier) is some
indication of the University administra
tion and staff’s attitude. (Even though
most lectures were conducted with
empty classes)':
On the student front, several highschool students did march, the large
proportion stemming from Brisbane
State High (a well known revolutionary
breeding ground) and Inala. (cf. the
number of high school students march
ing in Queensland to the number in
Victoria.)
Events got underway with a pre
march rally in Roma St. — but when
R.S.S.A.’s elected spokesman Brian
Laver (a mistake?) was due to speak he
was immediately suppressed and gagged
by those members of the moratorium
committee (incorporating communists,
laborites, and unoin personel) who did
not wish him to propose that a forum

Brian Laver addresses members of the R.S.S.A. before being
dragged from the platform .

be established in Queens St. in the pro
cess of the march.
The march itself was 5000 strong in
Queen Street, 3,500 strong in Corona
tion Drive. These figures show just how
significant the university contingent was
— a condemnation of the off campus
organization and a credit to the rise in
student consciousness over the last four
years. (Remember when the Engineers
used to disrupt the earlier marches of 27
or less people in the mid-sixties).
Overall the march was a fizzler due to
this collaboration between conservative
elements in the march and the authori
ties which kept the demonstration away
from the central focus of the city.
After the march another forum was
held in the safe confines of Roma
street, away from the city area where
is would be “disrupting traffic and shop
pers”.
(In Melbourne, the debating point
was HOW LONG to occupy the main
street for a forum during the mach.
Occupation itself was not the question.)
— BRUCE DICKSON

Queen St., Brisbane

Photos by Geoff Strong and Glen O'Malley.
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BEATLES7LETITBE—an obituary?.,™:. .™
THE SHORT note on the sleeve of “ Let It
Be ” claims that this is a “ new phase
Beatles album.” Looking at it, as we must,
from the perspective of more than a year
after it was recorded, nothing could be fur
ther from the truth.
It has the feel of early Beatles, of the era be
fore “ Rubber Soul ” almost, when the complexi
ties were still natural and the possibilities of the
recording studio comparatively unexplored.
It also has the appear
ance of an epitaph, pack
aged in a black box with a
lavish black-covered book
of some 174 pages contain
ing many beautiful colour
and monochrome pictures
taken at the recording
sessions which produced
the album (and, of course,
the forthcoming film of the
same name). Also included
are various conversations
between
the
musicians
which are at least as
interesting and revealing
(particularly about
how
they construct their songs)
as a dozen interviews.
A beautiful thing to own,
then, but already it has the
feeling of finality about it,
as if you are holding the
last document from that
collective personality known
as
the
Beatles.
The
difference between “ Let It
Be ” and “Abbey Road,”
which was recorded seven
or eight months later, are
enormous: here they are
obviously singing and play
ing together, still revelling
in it despite the small
clashes of interest. Paul’s
personality seeps through
into John’s songs, and vice
versa, whereas each song
on “Abbey Road ” was the
statement of one man

As it is, there are only
seven new songs on the
album: “ One After 909 ”
and “ I’ve Got A Feeling ”
by John AND Paul, “ Two
Of Us ” and “ The Long
And Winding Road ” by
Paul, “ Dig A Pony ” by
John, and “ I Me Mine ”
and “ For You Blue ” by
George. There are two
fragments (“ Dig I t ” and
“ Maggie
Mae ”)
plus
different takes or mixes of
“ Get Back,” “ Let It Be,”
and “ Across The Universe.”
Phil Spector was recently
called in to “ re-produce ”
the album, and apparently
for the most part he chose
different takes and did
some
remixing.
Only
“ Winding Road,” where he
added choir, harp and
strings, bears a noticeable
difference. Track by track it
breaks down like this:
“ TWO OF US ”: Paul
and John chanting happily
together over a pounding
mid-tempo beat. Poignant,
because it’s reminiscent of
when they were really

plnep

“ DIG
only

A

PONY”: the

real “ John ” song.
Opens with a tremendously
funky unison guitar riff,
and the insane words and
wanderine tune are tvDical

contemporary Lennon. In
fact the words are rather
reminiscent of “ All You
Need Is Love,” but more
lighthearted and nonsensic
al.
“ACROSS
THE
UNI
VERSE ”: a different mix of
the song which appeared on
the Wildlife Charity album.
Obviously a product of the
“ Indian Period,” with a
fl o a t i n g ,
disembodied
quality. Utterly charming.
“ I ME MINE
great
organ/guitar intro, medita
tive verse and a tempo
switch in and out of the
rocking chorus, which has
guitar riffs one step away
from Chuck Berry. George
put a lot of strength into
this song.
“ DIG IT”: a few seconds
of Lennon imitating Jagger
(maybe it’s Jagger imitating
Lennon?) and mentioning
Matt Busby, Doris Day, the
BBC, the FBI and the CIA.
“ LET IT BE a different
take, with a much harder
guitar solo. It still doesn’t
seem to me to have enough
substance to become a
McCartney standard.
“ MAGGIE MAE”: rough
version of the old Liverpool
folk
song,
ends
very
abruptly.
“ I’VE GOT A FEEL
ING”: for me, probably the
best track. A knock-out
rocker with a bit of Bandstyle funkiness, with John
and Paul singing a verse
each and coming together
for the roaring choruses.
Very
neat
background
guitar from George.

“ ONF AFTF.R GOQ”•

teresting because John and
Paul wrote
it together
while at school or college,
in all probability during the
days of the Quarrymen.
Very simple, of course:
“ Move over once, move
over twice, come on baby
don’t be cold as ice.” Jerry
Lee lives!
“ THE
LONG
AND
WINDING ROAD”: Pauls
songs seem to be getting
looser and less concise, and
Spector’s
orchestrations
add to the Bacharach at
mosphere. The strings add
a pleasant fullness in place,
but intrude badly near the
end and the harps are
literally too much. Like to
hear Dionne singing this.
“ FOR
YOU
BLUE ”:
starts off as an acoustic
Country
Blues,
adds
camped-down
bottleneck
guitar,
and
mutters
“ Elmore James got nothing
on this, baby.” The cry of
“ Go Johnny Go ” suggests
that Lennon is playing the
bottleneck, and it’s
an
amusing trifle.
“ GET BACK”: recorded
on the roof of Apple, and
John prefaces it by shout
ing “ Sweet Loretta Faart,
she thought she was a
frying pan.” You know it’s
a natural-born gas without
me having to tell you. But
they can rarely have swung
so hard, or with such
sureness.

FOOTNOTE: This
album has only hit
Australia in the form
of several Bootleg
versions. The ‘official’
LP should be released

•I
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A MADWINDABOUT
TO BLOW.......

I have been cynical about Australian
music for a long time; it’s not an atti
tude which is singular to me. Mafly'
of the people interested in the progres
sion of serious music have been dis
appointed by this country’s failure
produce one significant music band.
The musicians accorded adulation iff
Australia have done damn little to de
serve it.
Iremember Geoff
King's
comment on the end of the Tully’s
concert in Melbourne’s Sir Dallas
Brookes Hall, when he “wished that
more than praise could have been heap
ed upon their heads!”
There have been bands playing for
years here without beginning to develop
a recognizable musical style; the Mas
ter’s Apprentices have been acclaimed
as ‘original’, though their records have
been trite and facile from first to last.
Not one of their singles has borne a
stylistic resemblance to its predecessor,
which is condemnation enough. There
have been bands which have attempted
originality, but their technical limitations
and their amazing inability to distin
guish bad material from good have left
them “in the middle of the mulch”, as
John Sebastian once said.
Taman Shud and Tully had the op
portunity to elevate their music while
they basked in uncritical acceptance,
but ultimately neither band had the
ability to do so. Taman Shud’s first al
bum was plainly appalling, “though
some might not agree”. The Procol
Harum song that quote comes from also
says: “And although the crowd clapped
desperately, they could not see the
joke.” Unfortunately, there’s no joke
to be found in the music of Taman
Shud and Tully, just a lot of desper
ate people clapping.
Anyway, suffice it to say that I am
cynical of music which has originated
in this country; perhaps it’s grown into
a prejudice, but it’s not hard to see
why. There are fine musicians here,
no doubt, but they’re not doing fine
things.
John Varney is a musician of incre
dible talent, whose bass playing has
amazed the people who’ve heard it.
Unfortunately, these audiences have
been largely restricted to the Univer
sity he attends, as he has been content
to play in bands there.
It’s a directionless kind of existence
common to a great many musicians,
who don’t think of extending their
music. It’s a lot easier to ‘jam’ than
to sit down and write meaningful music;
one requires a lot less patience and
direction than the other.
John had,
however, written the songs which vir
tually form a suite on one side of his
projected album. With his brother
George, who plays guitar, and drum
mer Robert George, he has now formed
Mad Wind with the aim of getting his
music into the ears of anyone who’s
willing to listen.
And when the record comes out, you
should listen. I don’t mind admitting

that I’m writing this to publicize what
Mad Wind is doing, because the music
John has written for the album is stun
ning. I am amazed by its depth and
subtlety, and by the beauty of his song
structures. In approaching this article,
I wanted to talk to John about the
music rather than to write about it my
self.
Robert George is new to Mad Wind.
Has he made a difference to the music?
Not really — I mean, it was the music
that was changing, and we needed to
find a drummer who suit it. I’d actu
ally known Robert for some time be
fore he joined, but it wasn’t until re
cently that I heard him play.
Are you going to add to the band?
Yes, though not immediately. I want
to find someone who can play sax, flute
and oboe, though for some reason, ftoone seems to be forthcoming! And I
want a singer, but we’ll have to add
these people gradually to the band;
we’ve got to think about each step
carefully, so that the musical style isn't
deformed into something we dorf’t want.
Too many groups make records that
show (5rily now far they’ve advanced
technically; we want each album to be
a statement of mood not dependent only
on our technical capabilities.
What is the mood of the record you're
writing?
Melancholy, I suppose. It’s a mood
of— I don’t know . . . searching sadness,
perhaps. It’s somehow hopeful, though;
perhaps I’m too close to it to see its
mood clearly, but these things are what
I felt when I was writing the songs.
What is Mad Wind trying to do
musically?
Well . . . two things, I suppose. The
themes we explore in the studio can be
expended on stage.
We want each
thing to be painstakingly perfect in the
studio, but we can be much more free
in performance.
Musical or lyrical themes?
Both. Much of the music has been
written around the themes set down by
the lyrics in these cases.
There are
songs with words and songs without
words; but the songs without words are
descriptive as well, because of the in
strumentation. The mood can be at
tained without lyrics.
There can’t be anything superfluous!
There’s to be no thinking, “put a guitar
solo in there”, just because a space ex
ists over a few bars. Each part of a
song must be in keeping with what the
song is trying to do.
How much have you written?
I’ve finished the first side. All the
songs are written down, but they’re not
familiar. It takes time to be able to
play them freely; after you’ve composed
something, you’re then faced with the
practical problem of how to arrange it.
It’s got to be familiar to us before we
can record it all. I won’t call the side
I’ve written a ‘suite’ because it doesn’t
mean much with everyone putting out
‘suites’ and ‘song-cycles’ and so on, but

the songs are linked by their tone; they
have a mood in common. They were
written around December-January; the
other side will probably be different,
because I’m affected when I write by
what’s happening at the time.
Has the group evolved what you'd
call a distinct style?
I hope so; it’s not really comparable
to anything I’ve heard.
But you're hardly isolated, even in
this country. It's dificult to imagine
a group without influences.
I’ve taken in an enormous number of
influences— since I was nine! The most
important recent influences have been,
oh . . . Jack Bruce, Matthew Fisher,
Larry Coryell, Steve Swallow— I could
go on indefinitely. It’s when you come
to name them that they begin to stretch
out like some great queue, all waving
their hands and shouting at you that
you’re not to forget them!
What about Procol Harum?
Matthew Fisher was superb on A
Salty Dog. The music he produced for
Keith Reid’s words was just . . . in
keeping.
It was perfectly suited to
Keith Reid’s lyrical themes; it didn’t
just back the words, it extended them.
That’s what I want to do. Now I think
of it, most of Procol’s music has achiev
ed this.
The bassist whose sound is closest
to your own is probably Jack Bruce.
The sort of thing he’s trying to get
is the sort of thing I’m trying to get.
I’ve listened to him a great deal, you
know, so his influence is bound to rub
off!
It's been said, though, that Jack's
gone about as far as it's possible to go
on bass, but he plays piano and 'cello
as welt. Can you forsee your own piano
playing becoming more important than
you bass playing? What are the limi
tations?
There are none. Bruce’s technical
ability, his knowledge of what note to
put where and his incredible imagina
tion are such that he is constantly break
ing down any limitations that bass may
appear to have set, if only in the minds
of people who choose to see limitations
in music.
But Bruce has stressed continually
that he doesn’t want to be known just
as a bass player, but rather as a com
poser and a musician; remember, he
plays piano, ’cello and guitar.
He’s
taking up drums!
How seriously do you take your own
piano playing?
Well, I use the piano largely as a
means of collecting my ideas for com
posing. But I’ve got so much that I
want to do— that I have to do— on bass,
that piano is going to take a back seat
for some time to come . . . unfortunate
ly. Although ironically, the piano will
be the more prominent on record.
Will you play piano or bass in 'live'
performances?
It’ll depend on what we feel like
playing, or where we’re playing . . a

lot of factors come into it. I’ll keep
some kind of balance between the two
— on some nights I’d play bass, on
others piano.
Mad Wind hasn't played around Mel
bourne, though you've all been playing
for a considerable time. Why?
Well, we’ve been playing in different
bands, and George and I have done
session work.
We don’t want Mad
Wind to go out on the road until we’re
sure we’re ready. It means that we’ll
have to put a lot of things aside; both
George and I teach music, and that’s
obviously going to suffer.
I’d like to have the album out so
people knew what we were playing, too.
It doesn't happen here, though. In
England the thing is to get your record
out and then go on the road; in Aus
tralia the opposite happens. It's not
logical, but the attitude of the record
companies here is that they appear to
have only just begun to realize that a
group need not have a name to sell a
record. A band like Mad Wind would
sell more on word of mouth than on
prior reputation.
Well, I’ll just get it finished as soon
as I can, and I’ll let people hear it. It
won’t be played on radio, but then
radio seems to largely ignore attempts
at serious music.
You're cynical about acceptance
here?
No, a lot of people will accept it.
I’m certainly cynical about the pop
business, though.
In Melbourne it
seems such a clique of people who are
supporting each other against anything
that might be outside, trying to get in.
Why don't you go to England?
Oh no. I’ll try to make our music
happen here first. Really, I’ve got faith
in the number of people who are in
terested in it . . . who will be when
they hear it. That might sound pre
tentious, I suppose, but then so’s Ian
Anderson standing on one leg. And
it hasn’t done him any harm!
At this point, John got up and wandered
around the room, muttering about
Tony Williams and Jack Bruce, and
threatening to go to England, “just to
have a peek at the scene”.
Mad Wind will make a mark on the
music scene here which won’t be soon
forgotten. I hope that other bands
with comparable purposiveness will
spring from these beginnings.

Rob Smyth
talks to
John Varney
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COUNTRY
PE
AND
THE
FISH

byRobSmyth
Country Joe McDonald was co-founder,
with Ed Denson, of the San Fransisco un
derground paper ‘Rag Baby’. ‘Rag Baby’
has long since folded, but it was on the
streets at a time when very few people
rallied against the Vietnam War; at that
time the word ‘underground’ hadn’t come
to the notice of big business (or even small
business), ‘Rag Baby’ was at that time
one of the relatively few points of focus
for radical youth in America. Joe Mc
Donald regarded himself as one of the
leaders of the ‘hip New Left’; the word
‘hip’ isn’t out of place, because Joe’s ap
peal was to the uncommitted, unaligned
groups who were potentially the hippies
and, later, Yippies (from Youth Inter
national Party). It was to these kids that
Joe directed ‘Rag Baby’ and his music.
He offered a channel of action and dissent
which wasn’t obviously Political. He ap
pears to have recognized the fact that the
New Left’s appeal was restrained by its
political nature, and Country Joe and the
Fish became the first revolutionary band,
radical without being Political. They
didn’t push any doctrine other than oppo
sition to Government and support of Left
activity. The motivation was humanita
rian rather than political.
‘Rag Baby’ included the earliest recorded material
by the Fish, put out on one of those rubbery records
that Reader’s Digest and other such garden-gnomes
use to push their product.
Joe McDonald was aware of the potency of the
media; he’d been influenced by Woody Guthrie, and
he knew precisely how to condense the message and
get it across. The problem was that he was reaching
only the converted, really, but his recent activities,
confusing as they are, indicate a change of attitude.
His song ‘Maria’, a Vietnam Waltz, must have been

Why
No
Underground
Radio?
America has a secondary radio broad
cast system distinct from the system
we know (and love?) here in Australia.
That system which permeates our tran
sistors and our mantelpiece sets goes
under the technical pseudonym “ampli
tude modulation”, AM, after it oscillo
scope character.
Alternative to AM is FM (frequency
modulation) broadcasting, operating on
a higher frequency band than AM, thus
giving it a higher (better) fidelity (sound
quality) but a shorter broadcast range
(limited listening area).
To control the broadcasting of sound,
our Government authorities delegate
certain frequencies for particular use.
Originally the range from 92-108 mega
cycles had been reserved for FM, but
television has since eaten into that range.
In Ameirca, however, the higher fre
quency range has been exploited to the
development of FM radio as a secondary
broadcast system.
Needing to establish its own character
apart from traditional radio, the commer
cial FM outlets began to turn towards
a serious focus on rock.
Taking full advantage of the near
stereo quality of FM, American stations
play albums — sometimes whole sides.
And they didn’t compromise with “safe”
rock albums (Beatles, Bee Gees, Stones,
Hendrix, Cream), but rather did a “true”
underground scene with new albums,
unknown groups, a whole refreshingly
new approach.
Added to this fresh and revolutionary
program content were announcers (not
djs) who expressed political opinion and

used a lot of “authenticity” in their
speech (with the odd no-no).
That was around ’66 or thereabouts.
It must have contributed a great deal
to the emergence of the “underground”
scene and the general liberation of rock
from commercialism (more accurately —
conscious-commercialism).
Sadly, though, FM managements have
lately become a bti sensitive to the pat
ter of their announcers, fearing the re
mote possibility of a rap over the knuckle
from Government control bodies. As a
result there have been a few dismissals
on obscure grounds, a few walkouts, and
a general “clean up or get out”
campaign.
That might be OK. You could listen
with a can of disinfectant ready for the
first “helllooooo”, or a “that’s a backto-back, cheek-to-cheek, bum-to-bum,
sound-sandwich powerplay”.
But unfortunately the programming,
too, has developed self-induced reins.
They have become as restrictive in their
scene as Top 40 are in theirs, and
middle-of-the-road are in theirs. They
lost the way, but not completely.
FM is still more sensitive to pro
gression (advancement) in rock. The
trend in the market (to use their term)
is such that given enough exposure and
attention, the album will eventually
strangle the single all-together.
So what we’d really like to know is
whether there is ever going to be the
possibility of FM here “down-under”
with our isolation syndrome.
Of course there’s Buckley’s chance (a
fitting phrase I thought) of our ever
liberating the tongues of our radio men.
(Visions of a fat, balding politician in a
pin-striped suit sitting in a swivel chair
with Ward Austin's waggler between his
meaty fingers.) No, we’re not going to
reelase that grip too quickly, but the
fact of FM remains. Is there any hope
for the establishment of FM in sight for
Australia?
Frankly, the chances are dim.
The first big obstacle is facing a
menacing crowd of Parliamentarians and
PMG associates, all with their hands on
their hips, safety-pin on their pockets,
all leaning forward chorusing one big
terrible “WWWWHHHHYYYYYY?”.
Why should we have FM radio? Can
we. justify, through finance or necessity,

written as an attempt to get an anti-war song onto
the radio. It breaks up into a mock-maudlin “afterthe-battle-is-over” recitation in the middle, while the
band plays “after-the-dance-is-over” in the back
ground.
In the days of ‘Rag Baby’, though, the Fish were
a bawdy and tremendous band whose music screamed
revolution instead of insidiously suggesting it. Joe
McDonald’s ‘Superbird’ and T-Feel-Like-I’m-Fixin’To-Die-Rag are indicative of what the band’s attitude
to its audience was: they were trying to forcefully
but humorously subvert, to undermine the smugness
instilled by the middle-class origins of their listeners.
There’s been no survey that I know of, but I expect
these songs changed the political thinking of a great
many American kids from middle-class homes, and
drove a lot of glandular, ex-Italian Liberator fatherfigures deeper into the bottle. The original Fish
Marauder’. This is a masterpiece of condensation,
F, gimme a U, gimme a C, gimme a K!” The audience
would shout it back, and then the Fish would scream,
“What’s that spell?” (“Fish”, of course!).
The lyrics to this song are the finest anti-war
lyrics ever written, I suspect. The fact that it’s so
funny doesn’t mean that it’s not serious. Both ‘Super
bird’ and ‘Fixin’-To-Die’ came out on Vanguard
when finally the Fish (managed by none other than
Ed Denson) went into the studios to get their music
onto a large label and out to a wide audience. And
a lot of people in that audience were amazed to hear
the words of ‘Fixin’-To-Die’ for the first time:
Well, come on all of you big strong men,
Uncle Sam needs your help again;
He's got himself in a terrible jam
Way down yonder in Vietnam,
So put down your books and pick up a gun—
We're gonna have a whole lot of fun!
( Chorus)
A n' it's one-two-three-what are we fightin' for?
Don't ask me, I don't give a damn,
Next stop is Vietnam!
A n' it's five-six-seven-open up the pearly gate;
Well, there ain't no time to wonder why—Whoopee, we're all gonna die!
Well, come on Generals, let's move fast;
Your big chance has come at last!
Got to go out and get those reds,
The only good Commie's the one that's dead!
You know that peace can only be won
When we've blown them all to Kingdom Come!
Well, come on Wall Street, don't move slow,
Why, man, this is War a-Go-Go!
There's plenty of good money to be made

setting up this alternative? Why should
they?
And looking at that harsh, demanding
“Why?” all we can really offer in re
sponse will have to be a coyly aesthetic
“It’ll sound better”.
When last the Government was asked
to make an enquiry into the feasibility
of FM in Australia the reply was thus:
1. That television expansion has
primary consideration in the allo
cation of frequencies in the Very
High Frequency range.
2. That fixed and mobile radio ser
vices used for business, industrial
and professional organisations and
by essential services are increasing
at such a fast rate that provision in
the High Frequency Range must
be considered, based on an in
crease of 200% in these services
between 1955 and 1960.
3. That some of the shortcomings of
Medium Frequency broadcasting
can be overcome by the use of
improved techniques such as direc
tional aerials.
4. That today's radio programs would
not make good use of the qualities
of FM even if it were introduced.
5; That it is not a matter of Australia
logging behind. <(The stimulus to
FM overseas has not been so much
because of its intrinsic merits but
because of the degree of over
crowding and interference in the
Medium Frequency band (normal
radio), arising from verv large
populations to be provided with
service. Interference to such an
extent does not exist in Australia.
“In the United States it has
been stated that some Medium
Frequency stations are limited in
coverage by signals from stations
operating on the same channel to
a distance of not more than about
four miles at night-time. This is
borne out by the fact that there
are 4000 stations in the Medium
Frequency band in the United
States, whereas in A ustralia, in
about the same land area, there
are fewer than 200.
6. That the logical place to site an
FM service in the Ultra High
Frequency range (given that the
Very High Frequency range is

unavailable) would be on the same
sites as are used for television
services, taking advantage of their
technical similarities. This would
give coverage to 95% of the
population but certain areas where
national service could be improved
would be no better off.
7. The expense, not just of initiating
the broadcast end but also in the
receiver side. <(The public has
been slow to accept FM services
overseas, evidenced by the reluc
tance of people to purchase FM
reecivers which in general cost
more than Medium Frequency
receivers. In the United Kingdom,
the number of FM receivers sold
is only about one-third of the
number of households. In the
USA there is evidence that the
popularity of FM services is still
growing, but receiver production
figures indicate that the MF ser
vices are still providing the basic
service to the population. It is
expected that this will be the case
for many years to come."
So there it is. FM has just got to be
humble behind television, business radio
services and AM broadcasting. None of
these have been exploited to their fullest
and therefore logically must take pre
cedence in any reshuffling of frequency
allocations. FM has got nothing better
to do than just stand in line with the
rest, raising itself to its highest potential
so that it might be noticed.
There is nothing whatever to guaran
tee that FM will revolutionise program
ming. Can we really expect FM to do
what the transistor-centred program has
failed to recognise?
On that same point, we cannot deny
the fact that the traditional radio has not
reached any sort of saturation point here.
FM would have to promise something
radical.
The meaning of all this? Simply that
we might, repeat, might see the introduc
tion of FM in Australia but even then
it will be just to show that we’re not
THAT behind the rest of the world, not
through necessity. And for a starter it
will most likely only be an “academic”
FM, probably a Gcvernment-run network
for “openers”.
— Ed Nimmervoll
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By supplyin’ the Army with the tools of the trade.
Just don't he frightened if they drop the bomb,
They drop it on the Viet Cong!
Come on mothers throughout the land,
Pack your boys off to Vietnam;
Come on fathers, don't hesitate,
Send 'em off before it's too late!
Be the first one on your block
To have your boy come home in a box!
Country Joe and the Fish were more than just a
political band, though; their first two albums are
amongst the greatest rock music has produced to
date. The first, Electric Music For The Mind And
Body, stepped further into free form music than any
band has previously done. The extended pieces,
‘Grace’ and ‘Section 43’, demanded more attention
than anything any band had done (though, to be fair
to the Doors, their first album was out and included
‘The End’ and ‘Light My Fire’).
‘Bass Strings’ was the haunting funeral march of
the drug-taker; this song is really frightening; it’s the
balance to things like ‘Flyin’ High’, which dreams
of the day when wealthy ‘straights’ will pick up long
haired freaks on the freeway and begin to freak with
them. Joe sings in his nasal voice: “I picked up my
harp an’ I played ’em a tune; I could see they were
diggin’ it”.
The other song on Electric Music which stands out
as a landmark of progresisve rock (and, whether you
dislike titles or not, that’s what it was) is ‘The Masked
Marauder’. This is a masterpiece of condensation,
comprising several distinct (but linked) sections in
its three minutes. So Country Joe and the Fish put
out a first album designed, in short, to reach the
‘heads’. The second album was in the same vein:
it was a better record musically and in terms of its
political content. ‘The Acid Commercial’ is not likely
to ever find its-way on to the radio. At this point,
the band reached a crossroads.
Obviously, they
could go on recording esoteric and advanced rock,
and incorporating the political nature of their music
into it; but by the time of Fixin'-to-Die their audience
had probably reached its potential size. The third
album, Together, came out when the group couldn’t
have been less together. Joe had ceased writing songs,
and Chicken Hirsch had begun. Barry Melton emerged
as a stronger forced in the group, but the album was
divisive and disunified because of Joe’s apparent dis
interest. This was, according to those reports of it
that reached us here, due largely to drugs, but it
was at this time that Joe disassociated himself from
the New Left and declared that he was disillusioned
with the politics that had obsessed him for the pre
vious few years.
The songs on Together in which Joe had a hand

had been written before the record came out; after
this record failed to make any real impact, the band
broke up. Bruce Barthol went to England to escape
the political climate in America; I have no idea what
happened to Chicken Hirsch and David Cohen. Joe
and Barry Melton, however, remained to reform the
Fish and put out a fourth album, Here We Are Again.
This album restated some of the themes of the
earlier records, but in a different way. The music
was not as determinedly advanced as it had been
before; instead, Joe had framed his songs in an older
style-music-hall and waltz music, the cultural mayon
naise of the older middle-class; It’s not the music
that people had come to associate with Country Joe
and the Fish; it was aimed at radio, at the Establish
ment, at the silent majority. It least, I hope it was,
because Joe’s music has suffered in the transition.
Neither the third nor the fourth album had the sense
of musical liberation which the first two possessed.
Joe has recorded and released a solo album, Thinking
About Woody Guthrie, which further reinforces the
view that his dissent has become abstract and un
committed. These days, ‘Pretty Boy Floyd’ has an
appeal which is little more than whimsy; it has no
immediacy, no political presence.
Joe McDonald,
while still a figure in America who commands con
siderable attention, has (like Dylan) opted out from
political statement, At this point, then, with the
release of Thinking About Woody Guthrie marking
the completion of Joe’s circle, it’s possible to look
back ino his achievements and examine their impor
tance.
The music has undergone constant change. Electric
Music was rough, raw and loaded with cosmic power,
as its title implied. At a time when acid-rock was
the term used to describe the new West Coast music,
this album emerged as the most biting, most acidic
experiment in modern music anywhere. Barry Melton
became America’s foremost guitarist on the strength
Of ‘Death Sound Blues’ alone. David Cohen showed,
particularly in ‘The Masked Marauder’, that he was
also an emergent force; his guitar-playing on the next
album rivalled that of Melton. Hirsch and Barthol
were outstanding, and above all Joe McDonald
towered, charismatic and definitely singular. He sang
with a voice at once nasal and full, querulous and
strong; he pounded out some of the most intense
lyrics rock has produced:
/ hear that death sound, baby, oh, like an echo in
my brain;
You know there's one of us dyin', now things'll
never be the same.
The second album pushed the music form further,
employing sound-effects of storms, guns and bombexplosions to totally involve the listener. ‘Magoo’
is the most truly beautiful thing the Fish ever did,
delicately imposed upon a background of rain and

A fewwords from
theViIentines - or

How a Teeny group got Busted and Subsequently learnt the
Truth of the Old Adage ‘Honesty is the Best Policy’, admitted
to their Fans that they were Louts and Morally Degenerate and
Learned to Live with Themselves and their Music.

About 18 months ago Bubblegum
swept over Australia in a wave of.tulleclad masculine bodies apparently hous
ing equally tulle-clad minds and emitting
what can be kindly described as unin
spired musical sounds. The kids loved
them — the pop industry in Australia'
received an incredible fillip, and musos
who had been struggling along on $15
a week and no publicity suddenly saw
a way to cash in on a very Good Thing.
Among the first to realise were the
Valentines. They claim that they were
actually the first group to see that
Bubblegum was It and to really make
themselves into the full frilly produc
tion. Before that they had been just a
group, struggling to make a name in
Melbourne after winning the Perth
Battle Of The Sounds, playing medium
heavy music off albums medium well.
Bubblegum paid off for them. Simple
music, banal lyrics frills and flounces,
sexual inneundo onstage that sent the
teenies wild, (image offstage pure as dri
ven snow — no sex, no durgs, no poli
tics) and the glamor of being pop
stars was theirs. Now they freely admit
that it was all bullshit, ^carefully staged
and constructed and completely artifi
cial. But let them take up the story . . .
Says lead singer Vince Lovegrove
the brains behind all the group’s P.R.
and their main spokesman), “Our whole

idea was to become popular, and we
thought you could only do that through
the young kids. If we realised there was
an older audience interested in pop
music then we didn’t admit it. But I’m
not really knocking that era of our lives
— Bubblegum made our name for us, so
that now we can play the sort of music
we really like and command top prices
and publicity as well.’’
The Valentines went about becoming
a top Bubblegum group very carefully
— Vince describes how they did it . . .
“We completely fabricated an image.
For a start we all dressed in uniforms on
stage — nothing could be more fabri
cated than that. And we all became pub
lic yes-men, smiling nicely for photos,
saying what a happy group we were —
all that sort of thing.
“Yet in reality we probably have
more personality conflicts within the
group than anyone else — Bon and I
have often come really close to punch
ing shit out of each other. But with all
of us the Group is the most important
thing — it always comes first, before
personal arguments, before chicks, be
fore smoking, everything. At that stage
the image was the group, so we all con
formed to it.
“I did all the P.R. etc. but Bon was
the one who looked after the musical
side of things. 1 admit now that I'm not

thunder:
Sometimes when I look into your eyes,
The hurt and pain I see make me want to cry . . .
‘Thursday’ is as simple lyrically, and has a spare,
elegant grace:
Some people, they find each other:
I found you . . .
Most rock bands seem to have reached the point
from which they could not progress, for whatever
reasons; the most common seems to be simply disunity
among the individual members of the bands. The
Fish would have had to produce a supreme recording
Together,
to better Fixin'-To-Die; they couldn’t.
however, is an interesting document. Its satire is
a little obvious, as is its humor, but its intensity is
great. Barry Melton’s ‘Streets Of Your Town’ is a
song of bitter alienation, brought about by the band’s
trip to New York. People shouted and swore at
Melton in the streets, and threw things at him because
of his long hair. He was shocked and deeply hurt,
and wrote his song out of pain and anger at the
stupidity of the people:
A s l walked around the streets of your town,
Try in' not to bring myself down . . .
I should quote one other line from this song:
“Square is not the word for the sucking, squeezing
herd!”.
But there’s a change to be noted in the tone of
the record as a whole. Perhaps it can be found best
in Barry Melton’s changed attitude towards his
society. It was great to freak and scream before
the Establishment clamped down, but he suddenly
found himself carrying a gun, and driving by when
he sawr a hitch-hiker on the road— something he’d
never have done in the past. The band had come
face to face with the hard realities of America’s
sickness. The music couldn’t accommodate it, as it
was really a good time music, a represenation of the
San Fransisco scene at the time when Country Joe
and the Fish were born as a band. He We Are Again
is, then, the change Joe thought he had to make;
whether rightly or not, he did abandon the revolution
ary fervour of the earlier recordings for something
which had nothing in common with it. Fie denies
responsibility, virtually: this is no condemnation of
him, for he’s free io do it:
It feels like the end; feels like the end, my friend . . .
Here I go again, off down the road again . . .
It’s difficult to know where to place Country Joe
and the Fish among the myriad rock bands of the
‘sixties, but they must be somewhere at the forefront.
More than any other band, they created a music
which had its own life while maintaining an absolutely
direct relevance to their society. Their records will
be priceless, musically and sociologically, in a few
years— if they aren’t already.
— ROB SMYTH

a musician’s arsehole, but Bon is a musi
cian — that’s why we fight all the time.”
But all that changed when the Val
entines were busted for smoking and
possession of the dangerous drug mari
juana. After that it wasn’t really feasible
to go on pretending to be everybody’s
ideal boys next door, was it? Whether
they liked it or not, their image was in
for a drastic change. They insist that
they’d already decide to change any
way . . .
“I have dreams sometimes where
there are all these people accusing me,
and I start screaming 7 1 is not a drug
of addiction."
“We’d already decided to admit to our
manager that we smoked, and to change
our public image along with our music
to a more honest thing. I’ mnot saying
that we would have told the press that
we smoked — I think it’s like screwing
— you do it but you do it in your own
time, privately. You don’t tell everyone
about it. You have to be especially cool
about things like that in our position —
no-one wants to encourage the kids to
break the law. But the bust showed us
that our fans could take it if we were
really flesh and blood, so we could
afford to be more outspoken about
things — more Jionest.
“But pot doesn’t rule our lives — we
don’t try to build an image round being
druggies. It’s just a natural thing we do
like eating and screwing. I don’t believe
it’s a dangerous drug — if screwing was
illegal I’d still do that too.”
Musically the Valentines now claim
to be looking for originality— they have
taken up where they left off before
Bubblegum, except that instead of doing
their own arrangements of Moody Blues
etc. they are now also writing much of
their own material. They will never be a
heavy blues band, and they freely admit
that they don’t dig the blues, but they
could become something like an Aus
tralian Rolling Stones if they manage
to find their own thing. As has been
said, the other singer, Bon Scott, is the
one who worries about the groups musi
cal thing and he has this to say . . .
“We have nothing to ooffer the world
yet that is different. We are heavily in
fluenced by the Rolling Stones — as
people not as musicians — we’ve had
the same sort of hassles and we’ve come
to the same sort of anti-establishment

position. They’re not brilliant musos
and nor are we, but they represent
something — people who’ve been vic
timised for being young and alive.
“When we have the other thing that
they’ve got, that’s a distinctive sound,
then we’ll be ready to travel. At the
moment we’re trying things, feeling
around for a musical direction. The
Valentines haven’t got anything to take
to the pop centres yet — it may take ten
years before we have, and then we
might have to take it to Africa!*’ But
we won’t be leaving Australia until
we’ve got what it takes — that’s unless
someone offers us a hell of a lot of
bread of course.”
<(The Australian government deserves
a few ripples. They'll be the last to
legalise homosexuality and pot will
be the same." Bon Scott.
Considering that Vince is already a
bond-breaker (for assaulting a police
man at a pop concert last year) and
that drummer Paddy Beach is in danger
of being deported for the pot convic
tion, the Valentines are being danger
ously outspoken, but they no longer
worry . . .
“We aren’t telling the cops anything
they don’t already know,” says Vince.
He doesn’t really like cops. “There are
some good and some bad, and 90 per
cent of the ones we’ve met have been,
bad. They’re so much against pop music
and young people it’s incredible, yet out
of uniform they can be really good guys.
The uniform’s their authority and once
they get it on they become real bas
tards — ‘Let’s give these long-haired
guys a bad time’. You know.
“And they stand around and laugh at
us in the street because of our hair and
our clothes. But that’s OK — I know
they belong to a force that can’t catch
Biggs and all about the abortion graft
and corruption. Just who’s the arse —
them or us? We’re enjoying life, giving
people pleasure but they just make the
whole scene miserable.”
So far the Valentine’s policy of frank
ness is paying off. They have managed
to keep both their original teeny fans
and attract a large sophisticated adult
following. Nowadays they do perhaps
have the thing that the Stones have —
stage appeal and subtle sexuality for the
kids, and good music and shared philo
sophies with their own generation.
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TRUDEAU JETSETTING REFORMER
by PhillipFrazer

The revolutionary critique of
W estern society starts with Marx’s
theory of econom ic determ inism —
or, sim ply, the idea that the capi
talist system of “free enterprise”
necessarily produces political, social
and philosophical system s guaran
teed to protect the interests of the
capitalistic ruling class.
This overall system (as exists in
Australia as m uch as in any country
of the “free-w orld” ) is inherently
oppressive because violation of any
part of the system (e.g. allowing in
dependent bodies to control adver
tising) ends up upsetting all other
parts of the system . The oppression
can charitably be seen as an unex
pected and often unrealised out
growth of relatively good intentions.
( It doesn’t really m atter to the argu
ment, but m ost revolutionaries see
the oppression as a calculated part
of the whole m alicious capitalist
conspiracy).
I said “good intentions.” By that
I mean that m ost of the catchcries
of the W estern world — freedom,
dem ocracy, representation, etc. —
are still on, in fact they were the
original (M arxist) goals of the class

less (com m u nist) society. The sam e
catchcries underlie socialism .
The point is, deliberately or not,
the system w orks against m any of
these ideals in so many interlocking
w ays that it does seem hopeless to
untangle the exploitation, persecu
tion, injustice, inhum anity and ine
quality, and still retain the system .
One politico in the W est m aking
a last ditch stand to confront the
problem is Canadian Prim e M inister
Pierre Trudeau.
Before getting into his politics
(th eories), let m e get all the Trudeaumania crap over. Pierre E lliot
Trudeau is 50 (young, as P.M.’s go),
a m illionaire, he has a tanned, pock
marked face w ith the eyes of a
sleepy Siam ese cat, intelligent, and
a professional politician in that he
know s all this and uses it to win
votes and chicks. (As my Canberra
cab driver said — h e’s a bit of a
shagger).
“As long as differences be
tw een peoples are p e rm itte d
to degenrate in to h atred and
violen ce, w e cannot rem ain un
m oved by appeals for help
from the victim s of w ars. (W e

sh ou ld) create a Canadian
international d evelo p m en t re
search centre w hich w ill bring
togeth er Canadian and foreign
experts on the pro b lem s of d e
veloping econ om ies.”
But, assum ing the system is (a )
capable of being saved and (b )
worth saving, what is Trudeau doing
about it in Canada?
He has enorm ous problem s —
apart from inheriting a population
of twenty m illion m ainly suburban
m iddle-class conservative sheep,
m uch the sam e as all silent m ajori
ties. Canada is so tied to the U.S.
econom ically it is alm ost just an
other State (or another South Ame
rican State?). Inside Canada the
fact that there are tw o large d is
tinct groups (English-speaking and
French-speaking) has m eant all
those separationist hang-ups, cul
tural conflicts, and the sam e trouble
som e provincial governm ents as
Gorton has found infesting Austra
lia.
So Trudeau confronts rampant
U.S. econom ic im perialism by es
tablishing the Canadian Develop
m ent Corporation to buy Canadian

com panies threatening to sell out
to Americans. H is governm ent has
also sim ply barred som e U.S. take
over bids.
One of the few politicians to take
pollution seriously, he has unilater
ally declared a 100 mile zone around
the Arctic a Canadian-patrolled pol
lution-free area (to stop U.S. oil
ships filling the ice with oil pock
ets). In fact, in this case Trudeau
took the ultra-liberal line of ignoring
(international), law as secondary to
moral obligations. ( “We will not go
to court until law catches up with
technology.” )
Once again, all this is no m ore
than a holding-operation against the
acceleration of American worldeconom ic-control. Already 60% of
Canada’s manufacturing, oil and
mining is owned by U.S. interests.
He does, however, realise there is
m ore to it than dollars — fighting
pollution of the mind by U.S. dom 
inated TV programming is one of
his latest struggles. He has also al
low ed and encouraged universities
throughout Canada to introduce
greater student participation, and
is pushing tax reform s and liberal-
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isation of laws on individual rights
such as hom osexuality and drugusage. ( “The State has no business
in the bedroom s of the nation
“A disturbin g elem ent in
m any countries has been the
rising tide of u n rest, particu 
larly am ong young people.
M any citizens in our own
cou n try believe that they are
en titled to assum e greater res
p o n sib ility for the destin y of
our society.
Such dem ands
. . . are the expression of a
tru ly dem ocratic ideal."
Late last year he approved a sec
ret m eeting (in a railway carriage)
betw een Canada’s Com m ission on
m arijuana and John and Yoko Len
non. Later he m et the Lennons in
his office and they agreed on peace
and what a beaut idea it was. (One
story had Pierre inviting Lennon to
roll a joint for his Pot Com m ission
m em bers . . .)
At Canberra last m onth Trudeau
strolled into a lecture theatre at
Australian National University, sat
out front, and answered student
questions in a room double-packed
to double-capacity. No heavies with
rifles or m ace for peaceful Pierre
— ju st A.N.U. chicks lying panting
at his feet on the carpeted theatre
floor. Q uestioners hom ed in on the
contradictions between all these
liberal ideas and The System.
“Y ou’ve talked about greater par

ticipation, how can students and
alienated youth participate more
under the capitalist system ?”
“By low ering the voting age —
and by your expressing ideas on
a new moral code. This generation
has not been m oulded by m orals
of parents, church and school, but
by the media. At least you are free
to find new an sw ers.”
“What advice w ould you have for
som eone w h o’s disgusted w ith the
ruling Liberal Party, but thinks the
Labor Party’s w orse?”
“The stru ctu re of our tax
system m u st be a d apted to re
flect m ore accurately the true
circu m stan ces of individu al
Canadians and of bu sin ess o r
ganisations in our m odern
so c ie ty .”
“If it were in m y country — to
be diplom atic about this — I ’d say
pick the party w hose policies are
nearest to yours and try to change
it. I mean, when I w as a law
professor w riting about politics all
the tim e I pointed out the im p os
sibility of changing these institu 
tions from w ithin — and now I’m
within!
I think w e’ve changed a
few things. . . .”
Sure—but so has Trudeau chang
ed. For a guy w ho threw sn ow 
balls at a statue of Stalin, canooed
to Cuba, and w ent to China to write
a book, h e’s sw opped his powderblue M ercedes for a governm ent
black Rolls. R evisionist. Liberal

com prom ise. It’s possible his prag
m atic M achiavellian style is in
schizophrenic juxtaposition w ith a
socialist soul. Maybe he ju st en
joys the lim ited pow er for chang
ing things he now has.
He has
very clearly dem onstrated his bore
dom w ith parliam ent and his Con
stitutional C om m ission is frantic
ally dream ing up variations on the
representative dem ocracy them e.
While this one-man crusade for
reform from w ithin is lim ited pre
cisely because it is from within a
far vaster entrenched world-wide
system , one elem ent in the Tru
deau rhetoric is encouraging. He
always em phasises the largest, m ost
crucial, world-wide problem s. H is
'overview ’ approach raises new p os
sibilities. He can 'use’ Canada and
her m em bership of those inter
national organisations that do exist
(no
m atter how farcical their
operation) to elevate the con sciou s
ness of w orld leaders around him
—as far as th at’s possible.
“The size, co m p lex ity and
.fallability of the stru ctu res
that technology im p o ses on
m odern so cieties are often in
con flict w ith the p ro tectio n and
d evelopm en t
of
individual
values. The w orkin gs of both
p riva te and pu blic in stitu tio n s
m ay endanger the in d iv id u a ls

free expression of M s unique
personality.
He m u st th ere
fore be p ro tected from any
thing that jeo p a rd izes his
rights or lim its his personal de
velopm ent
I doubt the whole m ovem ent ( it
is alm ost, as I said, a one-man
crusade). Trudeau can preach and
talk softly to the alienated, and
wave at Barbara Streisand in the
gallery of Parliament — but h e’s
still a Prime M inister of one of the
w orld’s m ost prosperous, stable,
and therefore vulnerable 'advantag
ed’ nations. That nagging feeling
that he doesn’t believe all the bulldust on the surface of parliam ent
ary dem ocracy could be just
rom anticism , but one aspect of par
liam ent is its inherent capacity to
attract bureaucrats, bores, stooges,
hypocrites and puppets — and yet
Trudeau got to the top inside three
years.
Perhaps the bureaucrats,
bores, stooges etc. are so inbred
they no longer recognise a stranger
in their midst. Or they may be too
arthritic to m ove against a very
sm art newcomer.
Whatever his aims, goals a n d m otivations, Trudeau is a superb
strategist ( which is how he des
cribed
Chairman
M ao).
H e’ll
probably be the last of the great
hopeful liberals too.
—PH ILLIP FRAZER.
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la n n a
round the com partm en t. We all squat
together, some of us on the floor,
others on the luggage racks-cum -bunks
where we sleep at night.
Baluch
begins to sing a strange song, nasal,
m ysterious and subtle. His voice is
pitched high, it trem bles with the
m otion of the train. He is silent and
we fall into a reverie which is a close
concentration on being able to p in 
point the exact spot at which the
ground we are passing ceases moving
to the left and becom es steady h o r
izon. Stones pass, and stones pass.
B aluch’s friend is eating w hat looks
like hash out of a little gold cosm etic
box with a m irror in the lid. By the
tim e we are halfw ay to Q u ette, Baluch
is stretched out on his back on one of
the benches, looking at me steadily
w ith his eyes of a penetrating grey - or
are they regulation brow n? One of
his friends indicates to us in sign
language th at in Lahore everyone is
high all the tim e. Baluch says you can
get hash very cheaply in Q uetta, at
w hat he calls the “hashish sh o p ” !
One rupee (ten cents) an ounce, he
says.
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o u t, th e y ’re b eautiful!”
The Pakistani student w h o ’s travelling
with us looks puzzled. “ I think they
are done by am ateurs” , he says.
“M an” , raves Tall, “back in the States
those would fetch eight, nine dollars
apiece!”
A necdote 3: Tall American nearly
slips into a too baltant dram atisation
of his role: he reveals him self as a
crypto-businessm an. A chink in his
arm or of cool? He tells us how he
approached an im port-export firm in
the States before he left, and got a
cool reception.
“I m ean, m an, like, everyone goes-to
India, everybody’s gonna send back
stu ff - and nobody does. But I do. I
deliver the goods. And th e y ’ll know
th at when the stuff reaches th em .”
A necdote 4: To break the silence in a
room positively hum m ing w ith the fact
th at we have nothing to say to each
o ther, Rat-face asks Tall to change
some m oney for him. Tall has a bag
stuffed with Pakistani rupees because
he paid for his meal at the eatinghouse with a 500 - rupee note (i.e.
$100).
The m oney-changing is ac
com plished w ithout hum or and w ith a
little too much swinging dialogue:

Suddenly th ere’s a hoy!
outside;
the train is still moving along, and I
look out and see three soldiers swing
ing along the outside o f the train by
the handrails. Quickly and m eeting
with no resistance they frisk all the “Need any more dollars, m an?” (snap)
Pakistanis and then go m ethodically
through their bedding rolls, pillows “ Are you giving me 7.50?”
and cooking tins which are scattered
about. They pull the stuffing o u t of a “No, I gave you 7.80 - best rate in
pillow and leave it lying there all in a to w n .”
mess. They confiscate a scruffy bundle
from one of the young m en ’s bedding, Anecdote 5: In Zahedan on the b o rd 
climb out the door and swing th em  er betw een Persia and Pakistan we
selves along to the nex t co m p artm en t, spend a week waiting for the w ater
followed by the curses o f the b u n d le’s train to come through. In the hotel
owner. We discover th at w hat th e y ’ve we pay 4 rupees a night for a clean bed
been looking for isn’t hash, as w e’d and a heater in the room where four
feared - no-one seems to care about of us sleep: the two of us, a Negro call
drugs here - bu t socks. Baluch and his
ed Leon and a Canadian cook called
friends trium phantly produce socks
G ordon. Leon tells us several times a
(com m on or garden nylon ones) from
day how one day he ju st got up and
all kinds of clever hiding places, in
left everything he had in Washington,
cluding under the dunny floor and
how h e ’s going to travel everywhere,
above the cistern. At Q u etta they
how he believes in freedom and love,
leap off the train with socks stuffed
how things and possessions aren’t im 
into their clothes and bedding. We all p o rtan t when you ’re on the road
say affectionate goodbyes.
We’re impressed. G ordon, however,
is a silent, skeptical fellow, though
THE AMERICAN PRESENCE, OR A
friendly; h e ’s been travelling with Leon
DISILLUSIONMENT
for some tim e, which is no doubt why
h e ’s silent. He coughs all night and
The Am erican presence in Asia is as there are blood-stained tissues by his
m uch enhanced by travellers as by bed in the morning.
armies, advisors and am bassadors. You
will see w hat I m ean.
Leon and Gordon decide to go to the
border by bus instead of waiting for
A necdote 1: We arrive in Q u etta after the train. One m orning Amin the
a three-day train trip. We w alk to the Persian comes and wakes them to say
hotel, stretching our legs after so m any the bus is there. From this p oint on,
hours of being cram ped in th e smelly
L eon’s Love and Beauty image is
third-class com partm ent. There is an
irrevocably besm irched by everything
enorm ous m oon and the air is clear
he says and does. He packs his clothes,
and cold, with stars. We hear m usic,
including his $75 coat, and his $25
and there are strange smells. But Tall
shoes th at he did n ’t want b u t w o u ld n ’t
Am erican, Rat-faced Canadian w ith his
give away lest some ignorant Persian
weedy m ustache, and a second solemn
break down their backs as they do
Yank are so deep in talk about ex
here. As he rams things into his k it
change rates, train fares, stu d en t co n 
bag, Bill remarks from his com fortable
cession cards, investm ent of dollars
position on his back in bed, hands b e
and the like that they d o n ’t seem to
notice m uch. T hey’re so busy w orking hind his head, “Well, Leon, you can ’t
have left much behind when you came
out the cheapest way to get to the
away - I ’ve never scene a man carry so
next place that th e y ’re unaw are o f the
much ju n k .”
one th e y ’re in.

THE
TRAVELLING
GAME
HELEN GARNER
Travelling is hard work.
All the travel hints y o u ’ve read w on’t
help you once you get there, into
Asia or the Middle East or wherever
y o u ’re going, because what makes it
hard work is th at you have to shuck
o ff a whole layer of attitudes, expect
ations and fastidiousness you never
knew you had in the com fortable
world of corner shops and honest
Post Office officials - you have to get
rid of these merely to survive. So that
your days on the Road (a beautiful,
self-glorifying phrase that even the
most nervous and squeamish delight
in using) are a fabric of fears criss
crossed with risks that worked.
There is a hotel in the back streets of
Old Delhi called the Crown. I t ’s a
microcosm of the drug scene on the
road: on its ground floor we fumble,
the tyros, juicers from way back, sold
hash by trustw orthy-looking natives
and feeling ill and nervous; but grad
ually, storey by storey, expertise grows
until on the top floor tow er fullblown
heads in their glory, while we hum bler
creatures toil below. A similar hier
archy exists among travellers simply
in their daily survival, as I shall
explain.
You can achieve a divine resignation,
a submission to events that no action
of yours can alter, and this is after all
the only way to react when you are
sitting in a decrepit bus which is
hurtling desperately along unm ade
roads in the snow-covered Turkish
m ountains. The driver is a maniac
Persian, a Beagle Boy, an Orson Welles:
he drives seventeen hours a day, talk
ing and gesticulating over his shoulder
as the bus shaves a fine spray of snow
o ff an incipient avalanche, and veers
wildly past the edge of a thousand

foot drop. In tim e all you can think
of is the cup of tea y o u ’ll get in the
next village, or you w onder vaguely
about the man y o u ’ve just seen walking
out of miles of em pty snow towards
the road.
Hours of sitting still in buses and trains
develop in you an immense and m ind
less patience. In Pakistan the train
toils for days at 30 m ph over endless
miles of desert. The only signs that
there are people in the wilderness are
small m udbrick fortified enclosures
every hundred miles or so, at which
the train stops for no apparent reason.
At every stop we stand for two or
three hours, som etim es up to six.
A fter a while your edginess goes
away and you gaze silently out the
window for hours at a stretch with
no need of m ore exciting ways to
pass the tim e.
Does the dream y,
accepting attitu d e of the East spring
from the inefficiency of their officials,
or is it in fact the cause of official
hopelessness? It doesn’t m atter, any
way, that the custom s and railway
men are so painstaking in the p er
form ance of their duties: not even
in the m ost thorough search are our
rucksacks touched.
Europeans are
above suspicion.
And the young
Pakistani officials are beautiful in
their solem nity, unlike the corrupt
and ruffianly Turkish border guards
behind their m ound of confiscated
television sets, radios and washing
machines.
On this train everyone turns on.
Apart from hawking and spitting, it
appears to be the national pastim e.
A man called Baluch (which is like
calling him “ F ritz” or “Y ank” - he
comes from Baluchistan) with narrow 
ed eyes and big flashing teeth, ex
pertly rolls a joint and passes it

We envisage a cartoon showing two
American travellers in a train, having
one of these conversations. One of
them looks up and says, “ Say, m an,
th ere’s the Taj Mahal out th ere!”
The other replies, “ Yeah, yeah, sure” .,
glancing up and away again .. “but
m aybe we can get eleven and a half
rupees to the dollar in ................. ”
Anecdote 2: Under the shaggy coat
of m any a traveller lurks a walking
dollar sign, w h a t’s m ore one th at lights
up, flashes and beeps when it gets
within range of a Commercial P ropo
sition. In an eating-house in Lahore:
Tall American com m ents on the wall
decorations, a set of taw dry murals in
lurid pastels: “Man, th e y ’re so way

“ Listen, m an,” replies Leon, firing up
at once, “I left a whole goddam n
duplex behind, I just walked out on
the whole thing!” He takes his coat
off the peg and notices a m irror hang
ing there; he studies it carefully, and
there in that poor miserable hotel, he
actually steals it, casually observing, as
if to justify the action, “T hey’ve got
another one out th ere.”
Leon looks out the window and real
ises that the bus they are to travel to
the border in isn’t a bus after all, b u t
an orange Land Rover. His reaction
knocks us out:
“What? Is that it? I ’m not riding to
the border in th a t.”
“Why n o t? ” we chorus in am azem ent.
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“Why n o t? ” he repeats as if he can’t
understand the question. We point
o u t th at it will be much quicker than
a bus.
“ But in a bus you get a com fortable
seat, you can look o u t.”
Meanwhile, G ordon is quietly packing
is gear and saying nothing.
“ If we have to sit in the back, the
f ------- Ju st will choke u s” , continues
Leon, getting heated. Gordon quietly
points o u t in his grating phlegmy
voice, “The air in a bus would be just
as b a d .”
Leon is silent for a m inute. Then he
starts quoting poetry and singing a
song about “ Sons of the seasons, sons
of the soil” , and shouting, “Man, i t ’s
all so beautiful! Man, am I on my way
or am I n o t on my w ay?”
At the height o f one such outburst,
G ordon rem arks, “We’ll prolly be
b ack ” . Finally they go down to the
jeep, which prom ptly drives off and
leaves them , m uch to our am usem ent
from the window. However it tran 
spires th at it has simply gone for
petrol. It returns at last, and when
they do eventually leave, we are dis
m ayed to see that Leon claims the
front seat and consigns poor coughing
G ordon to the back and the dust.
So long, N ature Lover.
WOMEN, LOVE AND HOSPITALITY
In Muslim countries wom en wear veils.
They d o n ’t wear trousers, they d o n ’t
show their ankles or even the outline
of their breasts. There husbands never
see them until after th e y ’re m arried.
They are chattels, valued possessions,
and treated as such. So i t ’s not sur
prising to find yourself, in jeans and a
ju m per, punched, pinched, proposit
ioned and perved upon from the
Bulgarian border eastwards. The stares
you get used to ; the pinches you might
have endured on any crow ded tram in
M elbourne; the propositions you can
refuse politely (or accept); but the
punches h u rt, specially the elbow in
the tit. Tit-punchers abound in crowd
ed streets. I t ’s possible to get your
m uscular com panion to walk just at
your shoulder, glaring warningly at
anyone who doubles his fist as he
approaches. Folding your arms would
help, b u t then th at leaves your crutch
vulnerable to flying hands at a lower
level. Finally you learn to turn your
shoulder at the last possible m om ent,
as the fist or elbow swings. Nine times
o u t of ten y o u ’re too late. You can
get your revenge by stepping on the
b ru te ’s baggy trousers if y o u ’re quick
enough.
But usually y o u ’re not.
Y o u ’re ju st a juicy target and th ere’s
very little you can do about it.
A Persian bo y , Amin, who speaks a
little English, befriends and helps us
in Zahedan, where our packs got left
behind during a change of buses. I
suppose I ’m the first girl, outside his
own fam ily, th at h e ’s ever talked to.
He knows w e’re n o t m arried and he
can ’t understand w hat our relation
ship m ight be. Anyway, whatever it is,
h e ’s obsessed by us, and follows us
everywhere in his
gleaming white
sneakers, gazing at us with his m ourn
ful eyes. He asks me to teach him
Germ an, so I start; we sit in the w intry
sun on the flat roof, he squats at my
feet and repeats what I say, copies
w hat I w rite. When i t ’s time to go
aw ay, he writhes in shyness and looks
at his feet and says, “ Later time I
co m e” .
He asks us to his room for a meal. His
cousin cooks - an older m an, no
English, works at the Post Office. He
squats on the floor in front of the
prim us stove, swinging the kettle to
and fro over the cups with a kind of
gentle style. What surprises us is that
neither Amin nor his cousin will eat:
they drink tea when we do, bu t they
eat nothing. Is it some ritual we d o n ’t

understand, or because
they are
Muslims, or because they are too poor?
We are m ortified by our failure to
understand.
We squat on the bed
where we have been p u t, and eat
bread, eggs and rice, while they watch
and wait.
Amin constantly derides his own hos
pitality, the quality of the food (which
is delicious), the poor room which he
rents - he is a student from a smaller
village. We tire of denying th at every
thing is bad. He tells us th at in his
hom e village he w anted to m arry a cer
tain girl but th at his family had oppos
ed it. Then he gets ou t his dictionary
and looks up
“p ro stitu tio n ” and
“ad u ltery ” and ask us if these things
exist in Australia. All this tim e he
squats at m y feet like a dog, smiling
nervously up at m e. The only thing
that saves us from this painful situation
is a recurrence
of
m y chronic
diarrohea.
Explaining aw kwardly th at I am sick,
we stagger back to the ho tel, exhausted
by over-eating and excessive politeness,
feeling th at we have w ounded him but
not knowing how.
Travel hints are a drag.
But h ere’s one: never go anyw here
w ithout the W onder Drug “ enteroviofo rm ” . D on’t wait till the stab of pain
in the stom ach translates itself into the
unending liquid stream for the bowels:
swallow a pill, tw o, even three, right
away! In five m inutes you will have
regained the glorious equilibrium of
the intestines which is taken for grant
ed in M elbourne b u t regarded as a rare
and precious gift in Persia.
And a warning: bew are of inferior
local im itations of indispensable com 
m odities like tissues and chewing gum.
Fiendish Ay-rabs package these things
in such a way th a t to the casual (or
desperate) observer th e y ’re indisting
uishable from the real thing, until you
open them : the chewy is b rittle and
tasteless, the tissues harsh and n o n 
absorbent. Startled, you look again at
the packets, and find to yo u r dismay
th at
you
have
been
eating
WRIGGLERS chewing gum and wiping
your nose or arse on
FELINEX
tissues.
THE GAME
Europeans who travel in Asia and the
Middle
East
are alm ost
always,
w hether they know it or n o t, involved
in the Game. The aim o f the Game is
to give the im pression th at you, com 
pared w ith the other
Europeans
persent, have travelled further, by
m ore prim itive m eans, finding out
m ore, by expending less effort and
less m oney, and are treating the whole
business of being a traveller w ith the
utm ost cool - as if there were nothing
out of the ordinary in being there
(wherever you are).
A necdote 1: An exchange betw een
Tall Am erican and a Swede, both of
whom are playing the Game b u t whose
styles differ radically. (The Swede
gains m any points by having a Burmese
wife). The hotels in Pakistan send ru n 
ners down to the station to con travel
lers off the train, and a chubby boy has
attracted our Pakistani student and
Tall American to his cause. The Swede
approaches:
“Which hotel are you going to ? ”
“The one this k id ’s from .
two rupees.”

I t ’s only

“Two rupees! You w o n ’t get a shower
th ere.”
“ I know , m an, I kn o w .”

I m ean, m an, w anting a show er is so
m uch against the rules of the Game
th at the question d o esn ’t even require
an answer.
A necdote 2: On the bus from the Pakistani-Indian border to Ferozepur there
are a lot of Europeans. The ones th at
stand out are a dark Englishman with
thick hair, an eager expression, a loud
voice and a guitar; and a tall thin
sparsely-bearded Englishman with red
hair wearing a trem endously furry
Afghan coat. Both are blatan tly com 
peting in the Game.
Dark-hair: (in a very loud voice) I
w anted to hitch som ewhere nobody
had ever hitched before, like across the
Sahara.
Red-hair: (cutting across him ) I m et
a cat w ho’d done th at. H itched from
Lagos to., w h a t’s th at place in Algeria?
Tunis, yeah. Really liked it; only went
to Tunis for a bit of civilisation, then
he went back o u t into th e Sahara
again. Too m uch acid. His jaw was
kinda outa socket.
Dark-hair is a bit stum ped by this, b u t
being fairly new at the Game, he
bounces back soon enough: a m ore
experienced player w ould have used
the Silence Ploy at this p o in t. He tells
the story of some people w h o ’d given
him a lift to the border; they had their
children with them , and from Greece
eastwards th e y ’d eaten nothing b u t the
tinned food th e y ’d brought w ith them .
N ot only th a t, b u t they d id n ’t tell the
kids anything about where they were
going. There is a slight pause while
Red-hair and a third co m p etito r sitting
in front flip through several possible
reactions to this anecdote. With an
audible click the gear change is ac
com plished, and these
words are
spoken:
Third C om petitor:
They probably
travelled really com fortably. (Little
disparaging laugh, b u t n o t quite sure
yet w hat h e ’s disparaging).
Red-hair: Yeah - m aybe th ey w anted
to m ake it to Australia.
Dark-hair is obviously throw n by this
turn o f events: he gives a laugh th at is
a little too loud and fades o u t with
“Yes ... b u t i t ’s ridiculous...... ”
The irony of this story is th a t, had
Dark-hair suggested this gam ily’s m ode
of travel as an enviable or adm irable
one, the other tw o w ould have re 
m arked coolly th at th e y ’d been eating
local food and w h a t’s m ore drinking
the w ater ever since Istanbul, and
probably have topped o ff their claim
by saying th at th e y ’d either stolen this
food or been given it by friendly
natives.
The Rule to be drawn from this ex
change is: Never agree w ith anyone
else’s opinions or com m ents about
anything. Seek, on the o th er hand, to
disconcert them by taking up the very
opposite standpoint. Always react in
the opposite way to th a t displayed by
your opponent.
Everyone you m eet is y o u r opponent.
A necdote 2: Dark-hair claims to have
paid no fares at all since leaving
England. Since he makes this claim
while sitting on a bus the co n d u cto r of
which has carefully ex tracted a fare
from everyone on board, it doesn’t
seem easy to docum ent, b u t no-one
questions it.
Thus: another Rule. Never exhibit
surprise. N othing can surprise you as
a true traveller because you either
know everything or have no ex p ect
ations. To betray pleasure, interest or
enjoym ent loses you m any points.

“Well, d o n ’t you w ant a show er?”
Having asked this loud and genuinely
puzzled question, the Swede falls back
with his suitcase as if in silent tribute
to the A m erican’s having won a round.

An essential ploy is never to talk about
where you come from , or w hat you do
for a living, or particularly how you
earned the m oney to m ake the trip.
In fact, your background virtually

ceases to exist. This is m ore than cen
tral if you come from an u n im p o rtan t
tow n, or one with a comical name.
Anecdote 3:
Dark-hair has a bad
m om ent. He is, I adm it, p u t at a dis
advantage by being asked the direct
question:
“What tow n do you com e from ?”
“ Leeds, actually” , he replies.
It is possible, indeed advisable, to
m anoeuvre yourself out of this p o sit
ion. There are several excellent evasive
tactics:
“ All over, m an.” is reliable.
A nother way is to list, with a vague
wave of the hand as you tu rn away,
the m ost exotic places y o u ’ve been to ,
e.g. Bhutan, Moulmein, even K atm an
du, though this last has becom e a
little too popular with am ateurs of
late.
Never introduce yourself. Y o u ’ll have
noticed th at none of the characters in
these anecdotes (except Leon and
G ordon, b u t we were with them for a
week) has a nam e. This is why. N ot
m any travellers have parents groovy
enough to have given them a nam e th at
would score points if m entioned in
Q uetta, Istanbul or Rangoon.
The ticklish m atter of m oney often
creates an awkwardness in the Game.
You ask someone how m uch he paid
for som ething - his room , or anything
h e ’s bought - and when the answer is
given you allow a slight flicker o f am usem ent to pass over your features
(rugged b u t still sensitive) and indicate
in some way th at in this particular city
i t ’s possible to pay half or even a third
of the sum m entioned. When som eone
asks you where you stayed, you say,
“ In the tem ple, of course.”
And if y o u ’re questioned about how
m uch you paid for som ething, you al
ways at least halve it.
I t ’s very bourgeois to suggest th at the
natives are robbers: to allow even a
hint of this attitu d e to cause vibra
tions in the presence o f another travel
ler would class you irrevocably as a
Tourist. A corollary of this rule is to
make a rem ark about the national
character o f the race through whose
country you are currently passing
which is totally at odds with the b e
haviour o f the people you have en
countered in hour travels.
Anecdote 4: A shattering example of
this was brought to my atten tio n in
Istanbul. Tall American said, “Turks
are very tim id people.” There is, quite
sim ply, no answer to this.
AN ADMISSION: A COP-OUT
The fact of having w ritten this article
loses me so many points th at I may
just have to opt out of the Game al
together. The Calcutta H ilton, next
tim e, perhaps?
Dear Tall,
I defer to you in realms of travellerdom . I thought I could m atch you b ut
now I am beaten and hum iliated. I
have lost face. I let people charge me
a dollar for m ediocre fried rice. I for
get to ask how m uch before I order.
I lose my tem per. I hate walking. My
pack is full of useless things that I
can ’t bear to throw away. I t is hard to
talk to people on trains. Sometimes I
even want to shout at them n o t to
stare. I do not get good exchange rates
I am afraid of fireworks, dogs, unlit
side streets, and hotels with rats.
Every night I put insect repellant on.
I realise now that I should never have
tried to com pete.
Yours hum bly,
Helen Garner.
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As the result of countless hours of
rapt attention to dusty laconic Cowboys
and painted warriors of the great Indian
nations, we groove into the Western
trail at the sign of the first Colt 45 or
Stetson. Whether in theatres or by
means of our 21 inch range, we know
the people and events that will occupy
our attention for the next few hours
as we sit huddled in the flickering light
of our campfire of visual images and
thundering sounds.
Why we never tire of watching West
erns is the question we may ask when
we have given up trying to discover
why we watch them in the first place.
Their popularity may be due to the
fact that the visual imagery serves a
reassurance function by portraying how
the Western hero, unaided by others,
overcomes trouble and difficulties by
applying his own individual resources
to their resolution; it may serve as a
source of gratification to some viewers
for its symbolic portrayal of the victory
over evil by good; for others the ap
peal may be in the form of nostalgia—
a looking back to times when social
and psychological relationships were
simple and unrestricted; for still others,
the violence of Westerns may act as a
psychological valve for letting off steam.
Whatever the reasons, Westerns have
been in constant demand by audiences
and we can analyse the Western genre
in terms of characters and situation.
In Westerns we see strong characters
played by forceful or peculiar actors.
These films are great vehicles for actors
as diverse as Jimmy Stewart, Gary
Cooper, Rory Calhoun, Dean Martin,
William Holden, Ricky Nelson, Robert
Redford,
Humphrey Bogart,
Glenn
Ford, Richard Widmark, Jimmy Cagney
and Jack Lemmon. It seems as though
most actors can situate themselves satis
factorily within the Western genre.
The stories are relatively simple and
clearcut. The manner of presentation
is direct and straightforward. Whilst
we know the conventions of the Western
world as an audience, we never seem
to become bored seeing the background
details sketched in— the life of a cattle
man or rancher, the bunkhouse, the
sheriff’s office, the main street shootout
— all are minutely illustrated through
many scenes which recreate a supposed
ly historical reality.
Some film directors have become
identified with films of this genre. John

FILMS
Z is a film which demands that the
critic should make his perspective clear.
All the more important with a paper like
this, which covers many scenes. I would
imagine that the politics of Z would pre
dispose some readers to a favourable view
of the film whether or not its photo
graphy was by Raoul Coutand. There
will also be pure filmies whose hackles
will rise with suspicion on knowing the
humanist viewpoint of the film. “There
goes another phoney riding to a false
reputation simply because of its bloody
message.”
“Sight and Sound” writers slugged out
the form-versus-content argument for
three
solid years until they became
bored with themselves and dropped it,
but after some of the “judge the film by
its message” men had moved a bit clos
er to the other side. Ideas expressed in
“Cahiers du Cinema” had sparked off
the row, but the French magazine did
not engage in debate to any serious ex
tent, its most controversial assumptions
being issued rather in the manner of
decrees.
To restate, the “politique des auteurs”
and “mise-en-scene” ideas is not neces
sary. Basicallv the French wanted films
to be seen as films and not as vehicles for
something else. Their ideas were the
most influential in cinema throughout
the sixties.
But that is simply history. Values can
and do change, and to try proving that
certain
values should or should not
change is a rather fruitless
exercise,
(Though fun if you just like words.)
And so back to Z. If you are leftwing, dislike military bases, have an un

qualified villan-image of right-wing ar
my juntas, but have no interest whatso
ever in cinema as such, then you will be
highly impressed. Otherwise one’s reac
tion are more complex.
The setting is a provincial town in a
country which is not identified but is
clearly implied to be Greece. A lead
ing opposition Deputy arrives to speak
at a rally. Hostile, violent demonstrators
try to break up the rally, while police
stand and watch. The Deputy is knocked
down as a van speeds through the square,
and he later dies in hospital. An Examinr
ing Magistrate commences an inquiry,
with army and police chiefs exerting
pressure for a quick conclusion
of
accidental death. The Magistrate’s inqui
ries lead him to evidence of murder, and
the involvement of the army, police, and
an under-cover right-wing organization.
Despite pressure from the Public
Prosecutor, the Magistrate proceeds
with charges against army officers, the
Chief of Police, and their assisting thugs.
A military take-over of the country in
tervenes: the thugs receive light senten
ces and charges against the officers are
waived.
Shot in Algeria, with a largely French
team, the film is intended as an account
of the death of Deputy Grigonis Lambrakis. Allusion to real events and
people gives some air of the documen
tary, but this is countered by the cut
and dried portrayal of character. The
goodies are goodies and the baddies are
baddies. This is taken to an extreme
with the army officers, where the pic
ture verges on caricature, and becomes
outright comic opera in the scene where
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Ford is the most respected Western
director with such films as “My Darling
Clementine”, “Fort Apache”, “The
Searchers”, “Two Rode Together” and
“The Man Who Shot Liberty Vallance”.
In 1939, Ford made “Stagecoach”
which starred John Wayne in his first
major role and in this film we can ob
serve a classical form. All the elements
of the Western . . . social myth, a sense
of history, psychological perception and
the traditional theme of the struggle to
establish new frontiers . . . were per
fectly balanced. Howard Hawks is an
other director who has continually re
turned to the dusty trail for his material,
producing such classics as “Red River”,
“The Big Sky”, “Rio Bravo” and “El
dorado”. Other directors such as Rob
ert Aldrich, Anthony Mann and Budd
Boetticher have also earned a place as
great Western film-makers.
But what of the “New Westerns”,
those films made in the late 1960’s and
early 70’s which claim to be a new
breed of this well-established genre?
How original and different are they?
This is not the first time that it has
been asserted that the Western has
changed its form. After the Second
World War there emerged a new kind
of Western which the French critic
Andre Bazin calls, the “Super Western”
This label is attached to those Westerns
which are not satisfied with being what
they are naturally, and instead, try to
justify their existence by adding as many
extra themes or points of interest as
they can. These films made after 1945,
reveal that Hollywood began to consider
intellectual subjects, and in Westerns,
where previously History had merely
been the setting of the films, it was now
frequently the very subject of the
films.
The traditional themes of the West
ern were replaced by elements which
could be aesthetic, sociological, moral,
psychological, political or erotic. “High
Noon”, for example, presented a story
which could have been developed in any
genre but was made to coincide with a
traditional Western theme. It may be
thought that the evolution to the stage
of the over-inflated and heavily symbolic
“Super Western” actually signified the
decline of the “true Western” and was
a last gasp before it faded away. But
the Western is of a different type to the
Musical, Horror or Crime film. The
changes that the form goes through do
not alter its basic character which con
tinues to exist within the Hollywood

mentality and approach to storytelling in
films.
For one thing, Television continues to
present both old Western films and new
Western TV series which keep alive the
traditional elements of the genre. These
ar not intellectually or aesthetically of
great value but are aimed at making
money by combining a strong and at
tractive cast with an interesting and ex
citing story.
It is against this background that we
consider the “New Westerns”, one rep
resentative example being Sam Peckin
pah’s “The Wild Bunch”. Described
as being in the “new tradition of the
Dirty Western” and being hailed as one
of the best films of recent years and
as some kind of breakthrough, “The
Wild Bunch” at first sight has every
thing going for it. Made by Sam Peck
inpah who was responsible for such sup
erb Westerns as “The Deadly Compani
ons”, “Ride the High Country”, “Major
Dundee”, and who wrote the screenplay
of “The Glory Guys”, like them it por
trays the Westerner and his life, violent
ly, starkly and yet with an evocative
economy and force that immediately
calls to mind the Westerns of the late
1940’s and early 1950’s.
But looking back at his earlier films,
we can observe the weaknesses and dis
tortions that are to lead to the setlse of
frustration and disappointment that we
feel with “The Wild Bunch”.
The reliance on direct statement by
the characters of their feelings which is
gvien the task of supporting one per
son’s or a group’s complete and com
plex attitude to their world; these verbal
socio - psychological gems drop all
through “The Wild Bunch” as William
Holden, Ernest Borgnine and Robert
Ryan yell at those around them about
duty, loyalty, commitment and the time
being out of joint. This labored and
artificial presentation takes the place of
an established structure of the charac
ters’ motives. “The Wild Bunch” tends
to appear as a succession of “signifi
cant” comments, pauses and gestures
interrupted by three fast-moving action
sequences at the beginning, middle and
end. There is a lot of slow-moving,
prententious rubbish in between these
few moments of bloody glory.
The
famous violent scenes, some parts shot
in slow motion, are in fact visually un
satisfying and disappointing, the dissect
ing of the mechanics of killing and death
actually resulting in their shock value
being dissipated. They become instead

choreographed displays of what seems
to be quite neutral action; they are not
“dirty” or even that “messy”, especially
when compared to Arthur Penn’s unex
pected outbursts of human destruction
in “Bonnie A nd Clyde”. It is almost
as if Peckinpah’s too reverent approach
to violence has robbed these scenes of
any impact.
The sequences throughout the film
which show the pursued men sharing
moments of laughter are obviously de
signed as some sort of motif, indicating
a shared experience, a recognition of a
common fate or linked destiny. Here
again, they do not reflect a feeling pre
sented in the film through character or
story, but attempt to substitute for such
a feeling. We actually know very little
of the characters in “The Wild Bunch”
as we see them do very little and even
their anachronistic place in the new
West of motor cars and machine guns
is just another aspect of their back
ground, never being tied in to any major
theme.
Like Sam Peckinpath, Burth Kennedy
has ridden the trail before, having been
screenwriter on four of the Randolph
Scott films directed by Bud Boetticher.
He now seems content to devote him
self to making Westerns, which although
set squarely within the old traditions,
take a lighter view of their characters
and actions. “The Good Guys and the
Bad Guys”, and “Support Your Local
Sheriff” send-up many of the conven
tions and cliched situations that we are
familiar with, poking fun at the lack of
heroism of the hero, the meekness of
lethargy of the villain, and the stupidity
of everyone else. Burt Kennedy’s films
straddle the Bar 20 barbed wire, being
neither very traditional as Westerns, nor
very funny as comic versions of the
genuine article. The objects of the
humour are so well known and respec
ted, that it requires a very bitter or
ironic approach to succeed in causing
us to laugh whilst recognising that the
conventions are being honoured as they
almost must be to some extent.
Films such as “Butch Cassidy A nd
The Sundance Kid”, and earlier “Cat
Ballou”, also try to have it both ways,
insisting that we appreciate both the*
drama and the comedy of the situa
tions they present, and the result is
usually like the “Super Western” de
scribed above. We feel that the fact
that the action has been presented in a
Western framework is merely coinciden
tal and not really necessary or central

to the values endorsed in the film. Poor
did “Butch” doesn’t quite know what
he wants to be. The combination of ap
pealing big name stars, catchy music,
broad comic style, sentimentality blen
ded with, savage violence adds up to an
tmsatisfactory conglomeration of scat
tered refrences to other types of films
yet having none of the appeal of any of
them, m is is not to suggest that it is
impossible to make a film combining
such diverse elements— Just very difficult
to do and make it work. It’s probably
in this area (that is, when you get down
to spelling out what these films lack)
that one gets closest to stating the es
sential appeal of a Western film . . . a
sincerity; a willingness to be content
With a story that develops step by step
as we witness interesting characters, en
gaging in struggles and conflicts which
excite and please us, where tricky plots
are taboo and any humour arises from a
re-arrangement f the basic compon
ents, a slight comic distortion rather
than complete fragmentation caused by
broad slapstick and smart wisecrack.
The Spanish Westerns of Sergio
Leone, although lapsing into self-indul
gence occasionally, avoid the deeply
significant and symbolic presentation of
their actions. Unlike Burt Kennedy’s
Western circusses, Leone’s films mani
pulate the well-worn cliches so as to re
veal new depths to the traditions and
conventions that are embodied in the
movement, faces and sly drawls of such
weatherbeaten countenances as belong
to Clnt Eastwood, Jack Elam, Lee
Van Cleef and Woody Strode. Like the
“Super Westerns” these mavericks of
the herd usually end up returning to the
basic formula with which they originally
only had an accidental or superficial
connection. Thus the Clint Eastwood
series gradually makes the journey from
the weird to the conventional, leaving
such films as “Butch Cassidy” to reap
the rewards of being a one-shot oddity.
The future promises that Peckinpah’s
emphatic and concerned gunslingers will
ride again; that Clint will bust his guts
to gather a few more dollars, and that
some-not-too-distant relative of Butch
Cassidy will be resurrected to share his
laughter and tears with us. They may
not all be either “new” or “true” West
erns, but they will all eventually contri
bute their bit to the already impressive
tradition of the Western enshrined in
the halls of that great ranchhouse in the
sky.
— AL FINNEY.

FILMS
they parade through the Magistrate’s
office to hear their charges. The scenes
of violence, on the other hand, are total
ly convincing and pack a hard punch.
Apart from a Resnais style suggestion
of infidelity by the Deputy, the goodies
are pure. It is not, of course, a con
demnation of a film that character-por
trayal should be like this (think of some
of the greatest Westerns).
The problem here is that the goodies
and baddies seem to belong to two
different kinds of film. The officers come
from the strident tradition of film villainry, with a small sprinkling of General
Jack Ripper style philosophy concern
ing mildew and antibodies. Some of the
goodies could have strolled in from an
American TV family series.
There are exceptions. Yves Montand
as the Deputy overcomes the shortcom
ings of his role by manner and feeling,
giving a perofrmance reminiscent of that
in La Guerre est Finie. Marcel Bozzufi,
as the homosexual thug Vago, has as
tonishing impact as he swings through
the violent, the garrulous and the “gay”.
Trintignant, as the Magistrate, has a
very straight role, but in a subdued way
he gives it a feeling of very real
authority.
The structure of the film is simple: a
relentless forward drive. Events occur in
an order that the audience might expect.
As one piece of evidence comes to light
it is followd by another. For all this
the film is tremendously exciting and im
pressive!
These features, an electric visual style,
and those actors who rise above their
parts, give the film its power.

Raoul Coutand is director of photo
graphy, and I suspect, had a fair hand
in direction. Coutand and Henri Decal
have been the great cameramen for the
New Wave directors, and recently Cou
tand has been directing himself (Hoa
Binh, not yet released here.) The camera
work in Z has a nervous, roving quality
that creates moods, and captures subtle
expressions of feeling or scenes of terri
fying violence with convincing ease.
The editing is smooth but brisk. There
is no unnecessary lingering. A fleeting
smile, a moment of fear, a memory, are
cut at the moment they have registered.
Because of this, the extended shots of
the distraught widow have greater im
pact. Irene Papas admirably underplays
this part as is necessary in the context
of a visual style which so magnifies her
role.
The music of Theodorakis is not par
ticularly impressive, but is always rhy
thmically appropriate for the action.
If one must have a label, Z is a highclass thriller. It succeeds despite con
ceptual deficiencies. Director Gravas is
unknown to me, but an English critic of
his earlier Compartiment Tuers accuses
him of high-gloss efficiency — I'm not
surprised. Coutand, Montand and Trin
tignant have given Z that something
extra.
If you have any political feelings at
all
however, the film is so powerfully
single-minded about its subject that you
are unlikely to dwell at length on
camerawork.
— R O B E R T GARL1CK

Right - wingers (members of CROC) battle leftists during political rally in the unnamed European
country - obviously Greece.

The Deputy (2nd from right) played by Yves Montand confronts hostile right-wing demonstrators
after his speech.
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QUINTESSENCE
DAVID: Raja, how did the idea of
Quintessence come about?
RAJA: Well, it was very improvised.
I had no premediated idea. I simply
put an advert, in Melody Maker, which
is the leading music paper over here,
asking for jazz-rock musicians who lived
in Ladbroke Grove. That’s the area I
lived in and it’s sort of the area most
of the creative things are happening
around about in London. And we had
two or three hundred replies from musi
cians who wanted to join and play, so I
gradually interviewed them by telephone
and then played with a lot of them and it
became five or six musicians who were
really the Quintessence of what we were
after.
SHIVjA, you're the lead singer of the
group . . . were you surprised when you
found it was an Australian who’d put
the advertisement in the paper?
SHIVA: Yes, I thought he was ari
American on the telephone. He sounded
like an American. His wife’s an Ameri
can. I was very surprised when I found
that we knew certain people in Australia,
that we had certain things in common.
What made you join Quintessence?
Was it the spiritual thing or did you just
want to get back into a group again?
SHIVA: I think mainly it was the
spiritual side . . . the fact that it was
another musician who had the spiritual
beliefs that I had. That was the thing
that attracted m£.
You joined the group just by chance
because you saw the ad. in the paper?

SHIVA: Well, it was by chance that
I saw the ad. in the paper.
Did you come to England to make
it as a singer?
SHIVA: I left Australia to make it
as a singer but when I got here I wasn’t
very interested in it at all because I
thought: “I’ve left Australia behind —
this gives me a chance to get into the
spiritual side of my life” — which I did
very deeply for four months and then
just by chance I saw the ad. and I
thought “well, maybe this is my part
. . . to express myself spiritually by
singing”.
Do Quintessence play all original
material?
SHIVA: Yes.
And who writes the words?
SHIVA: Well, our manager writes a
percentage of the words . . . probably
50% . . . and the rest is just, you know,
the group is like a musical laboratory as
well. We all throw our different ideas in
and sort them out at rehearsals and
eventually come out with something.
Could they be termed spiritual mes
sage songs?
SHIVA: Oh. . . .
Well, could you recite or say a few
of the lines for us?
SHIVA: Yes, this one:
High on a mount in a sacred place
The whole sun is born to the lake.
Here's the spirit of the lake of time.
It's eyes are the truth you seek.
This face is blue clouded skies.
Very romantic, but it’s that sort of
song.
There’s another one called

FROSTED
IDEALISM..
THE
MOODYBLUES

There’s a System in the pop music
business — ugly and unyielding — and
we all get pretty idealistic about it. The
oldies want it to be a phase we’ll grow
out of. The promoter wants it to be
a saleable product, along with his vitam
inized prunes and hydrated wheaties.
It’s ‘in' like the maxi, the mini, the nono. And there’s the musician who’s
learnt a few chords, has a few ideas,
and would like to use them -— but of
course, the System will engulf him.

The System has a thousand stories of
conquest. This is one of them.
The beginning is very simple — five
boys decide to form a group. (Sighs at
the innocence of the scene.)
There they were, “. . . all in different
groups and we sussed (reasoned) that
if we all formed up we’d know all the
contacts.”
Straight away, from the very begin
ning, there is that non-musical thought
‘to know all the contacts’! It has nothing

DAVID ELFICK TALKS WITH SHIVA AND RAJA, TWO AUSTRALIANS
WHO THINK THAT THEY HAVE FOUND SPIRITUAL TRUTH PLAYING
IN A GROUP IN LONDON.
SHIVA WAS MOST WIDELY KNOWN AS PHIL JONES - LEAD SINGER
IN SYDNEY’S ‘UNKNOWN BLUES.’

“Giants” where we tried to tell every
body that potentially they were all
spiritual giants . . . that divinity is within
each and every one of us.
RAJ., where do you think the line
can be drawn between a spiritual mes
sage and an entertainer?
RAJA: Well, really it depends on how
sincerely one’s doing it. What we do
in our own private homes is also very
spiritual------ it’s not going to be the
same as what we do on stage — we’re
doing it in a musical context. The sin
cerity and the message are exactly the
same as what we do at home, but because
we’re a group of six people we have to
put into it some sort of format so that
people are going to enjoy themselves
and like it. This comes through with a
lot of audience participation. But that’s
not really entertainment — in the true
sense. It is enjoying ourselves and get
ting the audience to enjoy themselves
and what we’re trying to do is create a
blissful atmosphere and an atmosphere
of ecstasy. If everybody joins in the
music, it is very intoxicating.
I saw a group the other night at the
Royal Albert Hall in London where you
were second on the bill to Creedence
Clearwater Revival. When you are not
topping the bill, it must be very hard to
control the audience as they've basically
come to see someone else. Were you
happy to play this gig because you felt
yoy might win some converts or were
you happy to get it because of the status
of playing with Creedence Clearwater?
RAJA: It wasn’t a status thing —

everybody who lives and works around
England knows that the Albert Hall is
one of the big venues and sooner or
later you’ve got to play there. It was
good that we played opposite Creedence
because as you say we probably did
make some converts. But basically it was
good experience and it’s great prepara
tion for the next time we go there in a
solo concert — when we’ll have our fans
and some new people coming along too.
Shiva, you've changed your name since
you've left Australia. Can you fill us in
a little on why you changed your name
and what it meads?
SHIVA: Yes, about two months after
I’d met Raja and Quintessence was
beginning to form, we met our spiritual
leader, Swami Gee. He initiated me into
spiritual life and part of the initiation
was given on the spiritual name, which
is Shiva the god of or the destroyer of
illusion in man’s eyes — it takes away
the barrier that stops a man from seeing
his divinity. That’s the destroyer of the
illusion.
And how do you equate this with the
person whom you were formerly — do
you totally discount this person?
SHIVA: Shiva is who I relate myself
to entirely. All the qualities about this
aspect of god Shiva I try and imitate
in my own life. If I were to call you
Jesus from now on you would imitate
everything Jesus did with true sincerity
— the utmost sincerity, in your heart.
How do you feel, looking back at
your pop career in Australia?
SHIVA: Um, I look back with some

to do with music — yet it was and is
an essential and vital consideration.
The System offers them clubs and
places to play at.
Having walked behind at a distance;
we now move in on our heroes. The
club they worked for had been in con
tact with Mitchell and Butlers, (brew
ers), who put up $4000 for publicity
purposes . . . “So we became the MB
FIVE.”
Their musical direction was blues and
soul, so the MB FIVE tag gave them
the MOODY BLUES FIVE, then
simply the MOODY BLUES.
The camera is now in close-up and
we recognise our heroes.
We have a group. We have a name.
Mitchell and Butlers have handed them
their first move in the game, and next
come record companies who like hit
records.
Outside of endless gigs, the way to
survive is to make records.
Here again we apply our little pre
conceptions. We’d really like to think
that those records are honest represen
tations of the group’s work. They rarely
are though, because the business as a
business seeps into even the most re
bellious unyielding acts (the Rolling
Stones and ‘I Wanna Be Your Man’)
The record company wants a success
and their only criterion is what has
already been done . . . “Don’t be too
adventurous!”
Or the group gets ‘used’. Which is
exactly What happened to the MOODY
BLUES.
Their first record once they got
themselves organised, was something
called ‘Lose Your Money’ in mid ’64.
December of that year found them at
No. 1 in England with Betty Banks’
soul classic ‘Go Now’. That record made
a quarter million dollars profit, of which
the MOODY BLUES shared $600, and
though ‘Go Now’ was one of the finest
records we’ve heard, it did the MOODY
BLUES a great dis-service.
Magnificent and successful as ‘Go
Now’ was, the MOODY BLUES weren’t
capitalizing on it. They’d been thrust up
wards with a gigantic force, and then
left to fend for themselves.
‘Go Now’ was the MOODY BLUES
at their best, but it was also producer
Denny Cordell at his very best. Denny
really is one of the very best producers
England has turned up. After ‘Go Now’
he went on to do the Move’s ‘Night of
Fear’, Procul Harum's ‘Whiter Shade
of Pale’, Joe Cocker and more. The
m anhas real flair.
If you listen to the MCODY BLUES
very first album you’ll see just how

foreign ‘Go Now’ was to the material
they recorded from there on.
It’s the same group with the same
feel, but the imagination of the record
ing is gone, and whatever they were
going to do after was going to be shad
owed by ‘Go Now’, just as ironically,
Procul Harum are haunted by ‘Whiter
Shade of Pale.’
From the maximum acceptance of ‘Go
Now’ the MOODY BLUES just drifted
down, down, down, back to the bottom.
Frantically trying not to ,but not know
ing quite how to stop the process.
It shouldn’t have happened that way.
Good management could have provided
a mid-way landing platform. They
should have made more out of ‘Go Now’
— there was that tour of America
which barely made them enough for
food . . .
By now they were managed by Brian
Epstein, who somehow forgot what
their name meant, what they’d wanted
that name to stand for. He dressed them
in blue suits, changing the interpretation
of ‘blues’ into a uniform, and the
MOODY BLUES began to work the
cabaret scene. Pubs, you know, not
everyday pubs — ritzy pubs — but still
pubs.
Said Denny Laine, then vocalist: “We
got to the top of the tree, and stopped.
Just stepped. Nobody wanted to go any
further.”
They were dry and weary. There was
nothing else to do but persevere.
The departure of Denny Laine might
have given them the excuse to stop the
pretence, but on they went. Laine left,
so had Clint Warwick (to spend more
time with wife and family) but he was
quickly replaced by an old acquaintance
— John Lodge.
“We need a vocalist!” they cried as
Denny turned his back and walked
away. “We need a vocalist!”
This was at the end of ’66, and pure
chance brought them Justin Hayward.
Justin had been around for some time,
had had three solo singles for as many
record companies. Groping, he’d heard
that Eric Burdon was forming the ‘New
Animals' to suppleemnt his ‘New Ego’
and Justin applied. “Sorry, full up,” was
the soulful reply from Black Eric, but
Eric did pass on the message to someone
else, who in turn passed it on to the
MOODIES.
MOODY BLUES Mr. II was com
plete.
It was pure chance, just a twist of
fate, but the: line-up was the equivalent
of putting a number of chemicals to
gether without a thought of any result,
and all of a sudden a reaction begins to
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RIGHT TO LEFT: RA JA , DAVID, SHIVA.
very happy memories of it.
Would you like to go back there and
play with Quintessence?
SHIVA: I would like very much to
go back. I think there are a lot pf
people there who would like to hear
what we’ve got to say:— I don’t know if
there is anyone in Australia doing what

we’re doing.
RAJ., getting on to the group playing
overseas — how do you feel that the
Americans are going to take to a group
like Quintessence? There're plans appar
ently to tour America?
RAJA: Yes, it looks like it’s going to
come about in August or September. I

think it’s going to go down very well
in America because the Americans are
very open people — they’re very swing
ing people basically. English audiences
tend to be colder and more inhibited as
a general thing. Even so, we’ve had so
much success here — especially up in
the northern counties where they’re sup

take place between those substances.
The chemistry in the group began to
jell. They found each other musically.
Tiring of cabaret (they had to even
tually) the group began thinking about
an alternative and there was only each
other to talk with. And then they found
each other.
Their music had become particularly
stale because the group were now man
aging themselves, finally done with the
dictatorial
money-making
managers.
Without someone there to keep the cab
aret meaningful (or seemingly meaning
ful) the group started to look at itself
and couldn’t like what was there.
Musically something began to spark
again. Impressive singles like ‘Boulevard
De La Madelaine’ and ‘Fly Me High’
though not highly successful, renewed
an interest in the group. Reaction was
very good.
They formulated the idea of writing
a 45 minute stage show for themselves
and it was out of this that ‘Days Of
Future Passed’ germinated.
Three songs were written — ‘Dawn Is
A Feeling”, ‘Peak Hour’ and ‘Nights In
White Satin’.
At the same time, Deram wanted to
do a classical-pop fusion of Dvoraks
New World Symphony as a sampler for
a new stereo recording technique. The
MOODY BLUES agreed to be involved,
but once in the studio proceeded to put
those three songs of their own down on
tape.
It was a dangerous risk to lock them
selves into a studio and spend $8000
recording something they weren’t sup
posed to be doing in the first place.
$8000 later, they were found out, and
Deram must have decided that there
was nothing to do but to make the best
of what wasn’t really such a bad lot.
In fact they were so pleased with
what was on those tapes that they hand
ed the group an open cheque for the
next album. There was only one stip
ulation — that it should be ready for
release within a certain time limit —
ironically close to the annversary of the
new Mk. II group.
But ‘Days Of Future Passed’ was
pretty well a failure. Given those three
very expensive tracks, it seems that for
economy’s sake a brake was applied to
the rest. Grasping at the loose theme
around those initial tracks, the MOODY
BLUES added two more to the story —
‘Forever Afternoon (Tuesday?)’ and
‘The Sun Set’.
It became a tale of a day.
There the MOODY BLUES left it,
and lost control — if ever they’d wanted
it.

Something called the London Festival
Orchestra was especially formed to com
plete the original concept behind the
album — a classical-pop fusion.
Conductor
and
composer Peter
Knight added orchestral themes depict
ing ‘dawn’, ‘morning’, ‘luncn’, ‘time to
get away’, ‘twilight’. The themes presen
ted the required picture and thus com
pleted the story, but they were clicheridden as orchestral works go, and their
separateness from the group-work hurt.
The difference was too great. The result
was piece-meal.
For the MOODY BLUES that really
doesn’t matter. It was never really a
MOODY BLUES album and they ob
viously never really regarded it as one,
but it did give them the opportunity to
show the strength of their confidence in
their own music. They’d been able to
present ‘Nights In White Satin’ “. . . the
MOODY BLUES number that cemented
everything we’re doing together today.”
But really MOODY BLUES were
once again caught up in a web not of
their making. Given a near successful,
adventurous album and a contract as a
result, they were obliged to make the
next album a success.
It was the same as having to follow
up ‘Go Now’, only this time fate allowed
them to be prepared.
All they’d done in ‘Days Of Future
Passed’ was smuggle in their own style
and a loose story. The label tied that
story and made it an orchestra-group
fusion, but only o n record, never musi
cally.
So though they’d got their style
across, the next album HAD to have
a theme, it HAD to carry through this
orchestral touch.
The story part presumably was the
easiest to tackle. To recreate the orch
estral fullness would not seem to easy
to achieve.
Actually as it turned out, it was the
reverse. Musically they were ready,
lyrically they ran into difficulties.
“We’ve got to sound like an orches
tra!” What to do? Mike Pinder, organist
of the group, had worked as an elec
tronic tester with the English firm who
manufactures an instrument called the
meletron — somewhere between an
electric organ and a synthesizer — Re
member the trumpets on ‘Peny Lane’?
That was the meletron.
Mike realized the potential. By ad
justing and moulding the tapes he’s been
able to capture a characteristic sound
in front of which the Moody Blues
could work, and still have the meletron’s versatility on hand.
Without that they could never have

carried off the gambit. But that was
still not enough to keep abreast of the
‘mini-orchestra’ tag which wanted to
haunt them.
It’s a game the Moody Blues have
been caught up in and have to play. To
be a mini-orchestra. Look at the credits
of “In Search Of The Lost Chord” and
you must be struck by the impressive
array of instruments played by the
group.
The group have admitted (there’s
bee nno attempt to hide it) that the in
struments beyond that basic core have
been learnt to achieve just that result
we hear on record. They find an instru
ment, find a place for it.
So really their music is much bigger
than they are. It hasn’t been a matter of
the material making use of their abilities,
it’s been more a matter of them trying to
live up to the ideal of the album.
Even on stage they are required to
be able to reproduce that sound live,
and only the resources of the meletron
allow them to do that. They have con
tinually amazed audiences with their
ability to recapture that sound, fault
lessly.
On record it’s their producer who
makes sure of the group’s performance.
As if a result of the non-commitment of
that first producer, Tony Clarke is very
much the sixth member of the group,
musically and financially. He too makes
sure that the group are able to live up
to the high ideals of each new album.
In that they’re very successful. The
Moody Blues have stolen a slice of Sgt.
Peppers, the theatre and the sham fan
tasy-reality of ‘A Day In The Life’ and
from that they’ve built a musical world
of comparable vision and fascination.
You have to wonder at the drama of the
instrumentation, as again and again it
carries you off into a magical world of
frosted idealism.
Frosted idealism? Let me explain
that.
There’s something lofty and almighty
about that music, something you want
to get involved in. If there’s anything
called a religious twinge — that’s what
you get.
Again and again you’ll read the group
commenting that too much is read into
their music, that it shouldn’t be called
pretentious. They say that but at the
same time, or elsewhere you’ll read the
philosophies they are injecting, or how
they’re not necessarily stating their own
views but everybody’s. (Establishment?)
Obviously they too feel the need to say
something but don’t know how to go
about it, having fulfilled the story and
musical side of the demands on them.

posed to be really cold — that's one oj
our best audiences up there — so I feel
America’s going to be a gas in the re
spect that people are going to really get
with us. The record “In Blissful Com
pany” will be released before we go, so
there’ll be air play and publicity.
You were mentioning earlier that you
were working on an opera. Will this be
performed in America?
RAJA: Excerpts will be. That’s what
we’re doing — we play two or three
numbers from the opera because ft’s
such a massive production. I don’t know
who would undertake to produce it on
stage in any country at the moment be
cause it needs a Western orchestra, an
Indian orchestra plus the Quintessence
assorted musicians and it’s a giant en
terprise. So right at the moment all we
can do is give little side trips off it.
Shiva, do you think that the group
would find itself to a greater extent if it
lived in India rather than in England.
SHIVA: No, not at all. I think we’re
doing as much as we can no matter where
we do it. If we have the spiritual master
with us — if we’re living in Sydney or
Melbourne and the spiritual master was
with us — we’d be doing as much as we
can do here. In our spiritual life perhaps
we couldn’t do so much. But musically
— well, there’s more freedom to express
yourself in this way.
Have you ever been to India?
SHIVA: No.
Is Quintessence basically six people
who make up one unit who think the
same?
RAJA: Well, three of the group have
got the same spiritual master. The other
three are pursuing their own spiritual
paths but they’re doing it independently.
There’s a feeling of brotherhood and
unity in our general beliefs about God,
realisation and art.
Shiva, would you say you're happy
now?
SHIVA: Oh yes, I’m very very happy:
The music is dreamlike— a ‘jewelled’
music — dazzling richly in ornament.
Any reality they do try to discuss be
comes viewed as through a pane of
frosted glass, where reality lurks diffused
and muted. You’d really much rather
gaze at the texture of the glass and the
tricks it plays on the light which falls
on it. Behind that reality move unde
tailed shapes.
So the idealism which the Moody
Blues continually present or try to pre
sent it ‘frosted’ by their music, lurking
shapelessly behind the hopefulness.
If might be different if the group
were in the position of knowing what to
say, but they’re not — it’s the web the
System has cast upon them.
They are English. No English group
or artist is radical. England has no for
midable Establishment — it bends and
stretches to make allowances for both
the freaks and the straights, and both
make allowances for each other.
And in a country with a loose Estab
lishment the Moody Blues tend more
towards that establishment than to the
other end of the scale. Those lean years
did that. They had to move into the
realms of economic survival. So now you
see pictures of the Moody Blues and
their hair is only ‘longish’, which is OK
if it wasn’t so uniform through the
group. You don’t expect them to wear
outlandish clothes, OK too, but still
there’s that uniformity.
And all that must be reflected in
their music.
The Moody Blues music which is so
fresh, so sensitive, is a product of cir
cumstances more than group direction.
Given a situation by walking a number
of cross-roads they’ve made the very
best of that situation. They now sit back
running their own record company, re
cording other artists, recording them
selves, knowing that their music has the
magic to sustain, knowing that you
listen to three Moody Blues albums, not
just the latest. They’re alone and know
it.

Count the wounds of a tree, compare
Them with the lines on your face;
Subtract death from life and you
Still would be waiting for some
Sort of an answer.

G U L L IV E R .
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THE BASEMENT TAPE- BobDylan’sIsolation
The Great White Wonder is a record
which divides itself into two sections: the
basement tape from Woodstock, and a
number of other songs which span a
period of roughly ten years.
I don’t want to dismiss these other
songs as insignificant, but I ought to
make my feeling about Dylan’s writing
clear. He was, for a long time, heavily
derivative of two things — the blues, and
Woody Guthrie. He developed, slowly,
his own music from these sources; finally
he abandoned the blues and passed from
Woody Guthrie’s more rural vision of

America to his own surreal and urban
vision of it. He wrote some astounding
and some beautiful things during that
time of his development, but it was not
until Highway 61 Revisited that Dylan’s
new music finally took form. In this
record, the most important single album
of our time, his vision of Amreica found
mature expression for the first time.
When you're lost in the rain in Juarez,
and it's Easter Time too,
And your gravity fails, and negativity
don't pull you through;
Don't put on any airs when you're

down on Rue Morgue Avenue;
They've got some hungry women there,
and they really make a mess out of
you.
So, if I give to these earlier songs less
significance than you believe they de
serve, remember that each person who
admires Bob Dylan has his own idea
about which period in Dylan’s history
contains his best writing.
The earlier songs on The Great White
Wonder (for obvious reasons, a random
collection)
are predictably uneven.
“Only A Hobo” (Only a hobo, but one'

more is gone/ leavin' nobody to sing his
sad song) is as good as anything Dylan
did before he decided to augment his
acoustic guitar with amplified instru
ments, and “Man Of Constant Sorrow”
is sung with great feeling and strength.
The latter is prefaced by a hilarious
monologue aboout East Orange, New
Jersey, and a dream by Dylan about the
place ( “Don’t ever go to East Orange,
New Jersey,” he says.) The most recent
track on the double album is “Living
The Blues”, taped from the Johnny Cash
TV show. I liked this well enough at
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first, but I find myself regretting the fact
that Dylan should have given up the
music he was writing at the time of the
basement tape for songs like “Living
The Blues”. I also have the nightmare
of Johnny Cash ruining what would have
beeen an exquisite rendering of “Girl
From The North Country on Nashville'
Skyline.
The basement tape is not included
here in its entirety; I’m not sure how
many tracks comprised the original tape,
but The Great White Wonder is missing
several. These include “You Ain’t Going
Nowhere”, “Tiny Montgomery”, “Please,
Mrs. Henry” and “Million Dollar Bash”.
I don’t know whether the tape included
“I’ll Keep It With Mine”, but the tone
of this song is in keeping with the tone
of the songs on the basement tape, so
it is more than possible.
In any case, there are seven of those
remarkable songs here, and they are
sufficient to make the album priceless.
If Columbia has this tape, it must release
it (by itself, without any of the earlier
cuts that accompany it here), because it
is the finest thing Dylan has done.
The quality of the recording is cer
tainly bad, but it becomes secondary to
the performance of what are certainly
some of the best things Dylan ever
wrote. I have never heard Dylan sing
with such emotion, but perhaps what
makes these songs so moving is the
nature of the session at which they were
recorded. Dylan does appear to be sing
ing only for himself; the Band plays
beautifully behind him, but these are his
songs, his statements, and the sense of
his isolation is astounding.
“Mighty Quinn” opens with Dylan’s
“Waitin’ on you . . .”, presumably
directed at Garth Hudson, who launches
into a peculiar, fair-groundish organ part.
Dylan sings in an unusually deep voice;
he sounds weary, and mature here as he
had not done before. Levon Helm joins
him on the choruses.
“This Wheel’s On Fire”, probably the
most recorded of these songs, is taken
with less tension than most of the other
versions of it.
“I Shall Be Released” is one of the
most affecting things Dylan has written.
The Band’s version on Music From Big
Pink obviously comes very much from
this performance of it; Richard Manuel
sings the harmony almost exactly as he
sings it in the Band’s later recording of
the song. A significant difference here,
though, is the instrumental passage at
the finish. Jaime Robertson plays some
very sensitive guitar phrases over a fine
piano piece by Richard Manuel. The
original lyric to the first verse is slightly
(but significantly) different:
They say everything can be replaced,
They say every distance is not near;
So I remember every face
Of every man who put me here.
“Open The Door, Richard” is light in
mood, and is taken at mid-tempo (some
thing like “When You Awake” in feel).
The Band is great at getting this kind of
backing going, and it seems to inspire
Dylan. Die words are worth quoting in
their entirety:
Now, there's a certain thing, that /
learned from Jim,
That he'd always make sure I'd
understand;
The money's there, there's a certain
way we all must swim,
If we expect to live on the fat of the
land.
(chorus)
Open the door, Richard, I heard it
said before;
Open the door, Richard, I heard it
said before;
But I ain't gonna hesitate no more.

Now, there's a certain thing, that I
learned from my friend Mouse,
That feller who never blushes;
And that is that one must always flush
out his house,
If he don't expect to be housing
flushes.
Take care of all your memories, said
Nick,
For you cannot relive them;
And remember when you're out there,
trying to heal the sick,
That you must always first forgive
them.
“Too Much Of Nothing” is lyrical and
tight. This is the most striking charac
teristic of his work of this period: it is
superbly condensed and space, both
lyrically and melodically. Jaime Robert
son’s songs on the Band’s second album
have this quality, but there are few other
songwriters today who are achieving
anything approaching it. “All Along The
Watch Tower” is the best such song
Dylan has written, outside those con
tained on the tape. Again, Levon joins
on the choruses; Dylon appears to sing
the words wrongly on two occasions, but
the quality of recording makes it difficult
to tell whether or not he does.
“Nothing Was Delivered” is slower
than the Byrds’ version. Jaime Robert
son’s joyous, guitar, Garth Hudson’s soar
ing organ and Richard Manuel’s plod
ding, distinctly barrelhouse piano carry
the song through its changes of pace in
great style; Dylan sings with a lot of
force, particularly on the choruses, joined
by what sounds like Levon Helm. They
sound as though they really cut loose
on this track and had a great time doing
it, perhaps to balance the tension of
songs like “Tears Of Rage”. This is just
perfect. It is infinitely superior to the
Band’s later version, which was in itself
excellent. Dylan’s voice is soaked with
pain- and resignation as he sings the
words to one of his least accessible
songs. “Tears Of Rage” is, I think, a
hymn of disillusionment directed at
America. The Band made a significant
change in the lyrics in their Big Pink
version, when they sang“I myself was
amongst the ones who thought it was
just a childish thing to do”. Dylan sings:
And 1 want you to know ,that while
we watched you discover there was
no-one true,
That I myself — remember now? —
thought it was a childish thing
to do."
The Band’s dropping of “remember
now” has changed the meaning of the
words considerably.
The Band took a lot from Dylan; it’s
been said that he introduced metaphor
into their music. This tape (or at least
those tracks from it included on The
Great White Wonder) shows that the
Band did a lot for Dylan, too. But
finally, it is the singular nature of Bob
Dylan and of these songs that makes
this his best recording, in spite of its
great technical limitations. Actually, I
think the roughness of the recording has
added to the impact of the music: Dylan
sounds raw, often hoarse, but never
forced as he tended to sound before
John Wesley Harding.
There are moments in these seven
songs when they are painful (but no
less elevating) to listen to; Dylan has
never sounded so deeply involved in his
music as he does here. More than any
thing else he has done, the tracks from
the basement tape place Dylan apart
from his contemporaries; he is isolated
as the most important single figure in
the history of rock music. It is ridiculous
that his finest work should be available,
incomplete, only on a “bootleg” double
album.
— ROB SM Y T H

JOHN SEBASTIAN
John B. Sebastian
on U.S. Reprise records.
John Sebastian was the heart
of the Lovin’ Spoonful. His first
solo album has at last been re
leased, nearly two years after
the Spoonful’s breaking up; it
misses something of the Spoon
ful’s magic.
John B. Sebastian suffers
from weaknesses not apparent
before in John Sebastian’s song
writing. His melodies tend to
be a little trite, and his lyrics
tend to be a little shallow. It’s
not that thi sis a poor record—
it’s a fine one, but there are not
more than a couple of songs on
it that stand up to the better
things John Sebastian has done.
‘How Have You Been’ is a
remarkable piece of writing;
it is casual and a little obscure,
but remains longer in my ears
than anything else on the al
bum. The three presents John
Sebastian brings home in the
song represent a beautiful bal
ance between the exotic and the
local: a string of beads, a
strange guitar string from Mar
seilles and a turtle from the
Long Island Expressway. This
has always been one of the
great strengths of John Sebas
tian’s writing: he has care
fully balanced the beautiful
against the plain, the privileged
moment against the ordinary,
rarely noticed passing of many
moments.
Sebastian sings as beautifully
as ever; he possesses one of the
very few mellow and melodic
voices in rock—he is a singer,
not just a vocalist. His solo
effort on ‘You’re A Big Boy
Now’ is a knockout, though
the fact that this older song
should stand out so clearly on
this album underlines the weak
ness of a lot of the other things
on it.
‘Magical Connection’ is love
ly, drifting along as it does, but
it’s just not right, somehow.
It’s sadly out of its time. This
is, I come to realize, my main
objection to John B. Sebastian:
it is self-consciously hip. I ob
jected to seeing the names of
Crosby, Stills and Nash on the
record. These three are cling
ing desperately together to pro
duce a really weak music, suc
cessful commercially because
of their names.
Crosby and
Stills have hit rock bottom (and
Jesus Christ, who was Nash
anyyway?). It’s a pity that a
musician of John Sebastian’s
stature should use them. His
music on John B. Sebastian
somehow clings to the old days
when flowers and joy and the
‘magical connection’ w e r e
everywhere, and everyone be
lieved in the dream of a new

world. ‘I had A Dream’ on the
new album, sums it up. This
track is just atrocious; I can’t
believe that John Sebastian
would record it, let alone write
it in a euphoric moment.
The new single, ‘Rainbows
All Over Your Blues’ is pretty
(in the best sense), as is ‘She’s
A Lady’, a sad little song which
came out a while ago as a
single.
‘Red Eye Express’,
which opens up like the old
‘Money Honey’, is a fine song,
driving and intense, punctuated
by a wailing harp. It’s a pity,
too that there’s n«t more har
monica on the record, as Sebas
tian is unapproached as a har
monica player by anyone else
playing.
As I said, this is still a fine
record; it’s great to listen to
from start to finish, but it’s dis
appointing if you want to get
really involved in it. I’s the
kind of music you can go to
sleep to — which, after all, is
the test of a good record!
There are actually a number
of other things you can do to
it as well; you can ice a rubber
duck to it, for example, but of
course this proves nothing
about its musical quality.
It will come out here sooner
or later; hear it when it does,
if only to erase the confusion
this review may have created
in you.
— ROB SMYTH.

The Grateful Dead
AOXOMOXOA
Warner Bros., WS1790,
U.S. Im port
Talking of the Grateful Dead in I
Rolling Stone, American pop writer
Michael Lydon wrote of the Dead’s |
recording sessions as largely unsuccess
ful attempts to capture the sheer devas
tation of their live performances. I
Probably quite right, for this group, more
than any other (and the list is formid
able: it includes the Airplane and Quick
silver) represents the San Francisco I
sound. Their music contains all that
made that city unique in the 60s — the j
hippies, Haight-Ashbury day-glo crazies,
the acid tests and the peace/love philo
sophy. Just as Ken Kesey and the Merry !
Pranksters reflected one aspect of the
movement (its impact on straight
society), the music of the Grateful Dead |
reverberates with the message itself.
Australia of course, has to content |
itself with largely secondhand experi
ence of all this — so those “unsuccess- |
ful” recordings become our only sign
posts: our participation in the San Fran
cisco scene extends little further than |
Tom Wolfe’s “Electric Kool-Aid-Acid
Test”, and the Grateful Dead on record |
(and maybe dropping a little acid our
selves), which is too bad. Although
secondhand, these experiences have their |
worth, and Aoxomoxoa, the Dad’s third
album is no disappointment, on any level,
musical or historical.
This album, like Anthem Of The Sun
(their previous one), reveals the abso
lute mastery these guys have over their
instruments, and their complete under
standing of, and devotion to, their roles
as musical acid-explorers. But unlike the
previous album, which was notable for
its uniform excellence, Aoxomoxoa is an
inconsistent record: a classic example of
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the group’s famous anarchic approach
(cases of them turning up in Cleveland
I when booked for a gig in Los Angeles
have not been that uncommon). Those
I expecting an extension of Anthem Of
I The Sun will be disappointed, for they
oscillate between country music (such
las “Dupree’s Diamond Blues” — would
[you believe acid-folk) to absolutely
[freaked-out electronics. But this is cool:
[nothing can stagnate a group as much
[as being cast in one mould, usually by
| some go-getting promoter who decides
[that one image will sell and forces a
| group to stick to it.
But acid can be a promoter’s nightI mare. Certainly some have succeeded
in marketing acid rock (notably Bill
Graham), but the Dead have been the
antithesis of all that is predictable in
rock.
And this, partly, is why no individual
member of the group is distinctive on
A oxomoxoa, because their music is per
meated with the acid logic of HaightAshbury: the all-one, putting every
thing out front, being on the bus. The
Grateful Dead play as a group, and an
entity. There may be better guitarists
than Jerry Garcia and Bob Weir and
better organists than Pigpen, but together
they are unique. Hendrix and Clapton
will be remembered when the Experience
and Cream are long forgotten, but the
[members of the Grateful Dead will die
[long before the group itself. Each memI ber of the group helps the others with
| their, load: they have complete under
standing of each other: they are totally
[synched. When one solo dries up, some
b o d y else is there to keep the song going.
| The acid logic again, as expressed in
‘St. Stephen”, uone man gathers what
^another man spills”.
“St. Stephen” is the opening track:
the gentlest of the beginnings as Jerry
Garcia, as if waking up, caresses his
I guitar until it finds the melody. And
then the others work their way into it.
The song bounces like boulders in your
head, stops for a soft refrain and a poetic
description of dawn, then after the cryp
tic message
wrap the babe in scarlet covers,
call it your own,
thunders back with Garcia’s guitar
glistening dewdrops over Bob Weir’s
rhythm and Phil Lesh’s bass, and finishes
almost as quietly as it began.
Then “Dupree’s Diamond Blues”
opens up: a happy song based on a folk
tune about a simpleton who steals a
diamond ring for his chick. The “who
cares” attitude, even in the face of death,
is beutifully portrayed by Garcia’s
laughing voice and Pigpen hollow, happy
organ blasts. The song goes round and
round. The tune chang6s to “Rosemary”
— “no-one may come here since no-one
may stay” — this is quiet, short: even
majestic. An acoustic guitar backed by
heavy bass, while the vocals seem to be
filtered through water. From the bottom
of some crystal ocean.
Any everywhere I go,
And everywhere I go,
the people all know
everybody's doin that dag. . . .
Strange, this song, because for once the
group is unsettled. The melody fluc
tuates and is extremely confused:
Garcia’s guitar sings in patches but he
can’t seem to squeeze himself in between
the double drum set-up. Pigpen on organ
is brilliant for one verse, then is unheard
I of for the rest of the track “Doing That
Rag” is a song which gets the Dead into
trouble on stage as well, but it can also
be one of their best songs. Perhaps a
better version will be included in their
forthcoming live double-album to be
released in June.
The first side ends with the eerie
“Mountains Of The Moon”, a song £f
extraordinary beauty. More Grateful
Dead diversity; like “Dupree”, the song
has its roots in country music, but Tom
Constanten’s keyboards and the exclusion
of a female choral backing to it, makes
the song an experience that can’t be had
anywhere outside the Band.
The other side unfolds with “China
Cat Sunflower”, one of the highest, hap
piest and most raucous tunes on record,
and yes, two sets of drums ARE better
than one.
It’s just like “Cosmic Charlie” in a
| way — an off-stage voice yells “make it
loud” so the drums fall like bombs and
the lead guitar wails ecstasy at the peak
j — “he’s out to get you”, but that doesn’t
matter. Somehow this track is a reminder
I of the first Acid Test when everybody’s
minds were blown and the Dead were
beginning the exploration and some
straight cat called Big Nig came up to
Jerry Garcia at the peak of the acid

frenzy and asked for the rent. “The
Rent?” said Jerry and replied with a
volley of notes from his guitar: orange
laughter. And “Cosmic Charlie” is just
like all that: sheer exuberance. Pigpen
floats on nothing again, laughing all the
time, while Weir and Garcia flutter
stoned guitar runs over the top, Pigpen
sends everything sky-high by throwing
the occasional old-time barn dance
sequence. The whole scene is crammed
into this one track.
Between these two acid epics is sand
wiched the sinister and weirdly sombre
“What’s Become Of The Baby”. We’re
not going to try and explain this song:
it’s too twisted, or else we’re too straight.
Just sit back and listen to the gongs,
weird electronic crashes, twisting thumb
screws and distorted vocals. If it doesn’t
freak you out of your skull, you’ll
enjoy it.
So ends the saga of Aoxomoxoa— like
so much of today’s music, it demon
strates the immense pleasure in sim
plicity, although there is a complicated
side as well — a continued reference to
infancy and infanticide, as well as the
cover, a symmetrical arrangement of a
skull and crossbones with plants and
foetuses revolving around it. But these
are pointers for those who wish to mull
over: we prefer to listen to the music.
We enjoy it.
— John Dease and Mark Butler

L WEEKS

CCCCCDS
It takes a lot of getting used to. All
To walk and talk and be deceived
of a sudden Van leaped far ahead. But
Td give my all, and all, and all I
once you’re there you’d recognize the
would do, oh yeah
sheer brilliance (honestly) and beauty
If darling only you and I could be
of this man’s artistry.
as two
Comes Moondance and the critics are
If we could dream and buy dreams
up from their seats shouting their appre
sow this wicked world up at the seams
ciation. I suspect it’s very much a matter
Td give my life, and mire I would do
of realizing the masterpiece they’ve
If darling you and I could be as two.”
overlooked and they’re atoning for that
His songs would take on this tragedy,
mistake. Moondance isn’t as significant
or would paint visions of walks through
as Astral Weeks, but then it’s a different
“miles and miles of golden sand” or
bag again.
“the cold grave yard” or “through the
Now he’s singing concise lyrics again.
park”.
Again and again his love would have He’s singing songs which form units.
He’s stringing his sentences together into
complications of some form of barrier,
money in “You Just Cant Win”, time in definite lyrical patterns. Much more use
“Little Girl”, doubt in “Could You is made of backing now. still jazzlike
Would You”, ‘pretending everything is but not dreamlike as on Astral Weeks.
fine’ in “My Lonely Sad Eyes”, or “Hey You’re listening to his voice again now.
As an instrument. You migh pick up
Girl” love is cramped by the city.
It seems like American Bert Berns, patches of the Band, who he’s been re
composer of numerous R&B classics, in ported to have been staying with re
cluding “Twist and Shout” had some cently.
The poems are more than one line
how recognized the potential. He pro
duced Them sides, wrote songs for now:
“We born before the wind
them (no pun intended) the only British
Oh
so younger than the sun
production I’ve heard of him ever hav
And the bonnie boat was won
ing done. In fact most of his stuff
A s we sail into the mystic
(Solomon Burke, the Exciters, Garnet
Hark now hear the sailors cry
Mimms) came through strict R&B
Smell the sea and feel the sky
sources.
Let your soul and spirit fly
So it might have been expected that
Into the mystic
on the eventual break-up of Them, Van
When the foghorn blows
turned up in America, on Bert’s soul
I will be coming home.”
label Shout, everybody else black (Erma
I feel sure that CBS will release
Franklin’s “Piece Of My Heart” written Moondance. Perhaps we’ll be able to
by Bert was of that period — later done get them to release Astral Weeks too.
by Janis Joplin).
— ED N IM M ERVO LL
From that came the first solo album,
“Biowin’ Your Mind”. Now his poetry
runs loose in endless ramblings. Here
Van has no time to collect his thoughts
into any strict sequence or flow. It’s as
if he’s afraid of losing a thought, be
cause here comes another. He jumps,
stutters, repeats himself, falters. This is
particularly effective in “T.B. Sheets”
written about Van’s life with Sonny
* j
Boy Williamson why was doing of T.B.
You feel the panic in Van’s mind at the
smell of the sheets. He wants water. He
wants to get out. The room is cool.
Humor him.
i
Only that, plus “He Ain’t Give You
None*’ (I’ve done more for you than
your daddy’s ever done) and “Who
Drove The Red Sportscar” are really
important.
It stared coming on rain/it started
coming on rain/cause I had nothing
on but a shirt I and a pair of pants I Frank Zappa
and I was getting wet/was getting HOT RATS
wet/saturated saturated/and Maggie Bizarre
opened up the window/and Jane
Frank Zappa is the Mother of In- j
swung out her right arm/she said h i/ vention.
I said hi/how you doin babe/she
The Mothers grew stale on Frank,
said come in out the rain,y
not their fault or Frank’s, but they were
Rambling, cloudy images in a blues becoming too much of an establishment I
idiom.
to have the impact Frank wanted.
Bert Berns died. Shout folded and There’d be too many people knowing,
Van Morrison moved on, on to Warner or thinking they were knowing, what the
Bros, and Astral Weeks.
Mothers were all about. Uncle Meat and
The stories on Astral Weeks are Burt Weenie Sandwich express Frank’s
looser still, the pictures are coming frustration at having been rendered dir- |
much faster now, quick, bubbling, kalei ectionless.
doscopic. He’s still repeating for em
He broke up the Mothers.
phasis, but the idiom is no longer blues.
Hot Rats is his only work since that I
Strings chirp in the background and break-up, Frank saying “OK read some
there’s acoustic guitar and the jazz meaning into this — music.” So he and
feel of Them has re-entered with a ex-Mother Ian
Underwood
gather
brand new sophistication.
around them a few musicians and that’s |
“Astral” is a clue. It’s as if now Van what they play — just music.
doesn’t have to get out of the rain. His
There are no Mother’s trappings. No
voice is disembodied, flowing in an ebb dialogues. No electronic distortions. N o |
ing stream through those visual walks belches.
he’d taken with Them. The backing tune
Frank chooses or creates themes I
marches on in purity, steadily in big around which the various line-ups im
definite strides. Around it Van’s voice provise, Frank on guitar. There is the
is like the child dashing ahead, waiting, unmistakable touch of Zappa in the |
touching the grass, skipping, laughing, tracks, touches he’s introduced in the
feeling the wind, dancing around and variations on Uncle Meat and Lumpy
around that basic song in its desire to Gravy.
capture all.
This shows Frank as a brilliant guit
It's a beautiful loving experience. As arist (“I had it all the time” ) as he I
you listen you catch phrase on phrase, thunders and slides in and around the |
missing some in between, but each one basic structures. He’s not a blues imyou hear is like a one-line poem that povisationalist, more in a jazz mould, I
you’d like to rest on. But the child using wah wah like nobody else has
dances on in its boundless energy.
used it, playing just everything.
“Madame George” is picked up by
One session has a vocal by Captain i
the police. The story is buil tup by a Beefheart, sung in his roughest of rasp
steady imposition of images, images of ing styles flanking the long middle in- |
“Madame George”, the street, her room, strumental workings.
the weather outside, the whole picture,
Unlike the music Frank composed
color by color. Seurat’s pointillism.
for the Mothers Hot Rats is easy to

FRANK ZAPPA

Van Morrison
ASTRAL WEEKS
MOON DANCE

Warner Bros.
I wonder if it’s fair today to talk
about Van Mcfrrison in terms of Them,
a relic of English Rock.
Them, formed way back in ’64,
moved from Belfast to London because
that’s where it was happening. Most will
only have caught the smallest of glimp
ses in “Gloria”, flip side of the group’s
second record, but right back in those
formative years Van Morrison was
building a lyrical phrasing and poetry
which only now sees him hailed of
Dylan stature, years later, many singles,
two Them albums, three solo albums
after.
It’s still more of a ‘privilege’ now to
have ‘grown up’ with Van, through all
of his records, waiting with impatience
for the next unpredictable offering, hop
ing that non-success hadn’t drowned the
wonder. His new songs mean all the
more if you’ve come along with him, a
child behind the Pied Piper. His visioii
and voice have that fascination.
When rock was banal and unimagin
ative, Them used flute, sax in jazz-like
approach to their instrumentation. Now,
reflecting, it’s obvious that this was
Van’s influence because through many
changes and every chance, only Van
has emerged. The rest are lost.
They’d done quite a few Rock clas
sics, “Bright Lights Big City”, ‘“Route
66”, “Something You Got”, “Turn On
Your Lovelight”, “I Put A Spell On
You”, “I Got A Woman”, “It’s All
Over Now Baby Blue”, “Hello Jos
ephine” and “Baby Please Don’t Go”,
like every Rock group was doing, and
(to a lesser extent) still do. But even
now, the character given to them by
Van’s rasping feel and that instrumenta
tion still lives.
Yet it was Van’s own songs which
warm with the emotion of a longing
smile between estranged lovers. Take
the feeling “If You And I Could Be As
Two” from the first Them album:
‘W as on a Sunday and the autumn
leaves were on the ground
Kicked my heart when I saw you
standing there in your dress of blue
The storm t’was over my ship sailed
through
What is this feeling, what can I do
If you and I could be relieved

HOT RATS
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into. The first, “Peaches En Regalia”
instantly demand your attention for its
freshness. Then there’s “Willie The
Pimp”, Beefheart, the lyrics and violin
as feature. From there on it’s much the
same, repetitive themes, even repeti
tive from track to track, around which
| Zappa builds layers of texture.
Probably the beauty of the album is
I the formlessness it takes on after having
to pour hours into Mothers albums and
their tight restless structures. Or maybe
its beauty is just the briskness of the
| misic.
— ED N IM M ERVOLL
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JETHRO TULL

Jethro Tull
BENEFIT

(Island ILPS 9123, U.K.)
Ian Anderson is possessed by a desire
to articulate his emotion; with each new
record he becomes more subjective in
his attempt to do so. Jethro Tull began
its life as a blues band, and the band’s
first 1-p had the detachment of the
blues:
My Sunday feeling's coming up over
me;
’Til I get it more together, I’ve got to
clear my head so I can see . . .
Stand Up was noticeably more sub
jective; with the change in the band’s
music, a change in Anderson’s lyrical
style became evivdent. And now, comes
their third 1-p, Benefit, which seems a
mixture of extremes: its high moments
are inspiring, its low moments just low.
But it confirms the fact that Jethro Tull
are the finest rock band playing in Eng
land just now. The group is sophistica
ted in everything it does; on Benefit’s
finer moments, the playing is rapturous.

Ian Anderson has written no more
hit a reef a day from her destination, and
elevating a song than inside’; if it fails
all attempts to free her failed. All the
to lift you up in your heart, then your
officers and friends boarded the life
vision must be dim indeed( and your
boats and 154 sailors were thrown aboard
liver watery).
a make-shift raft. After a day of not
‘Nothing To Say’ almost doesn’t make
making headway the raft was deliberately
cut adrift. All but two of the men aboard
it at times; the tempo is such that in the
early stages of the song, the guitar
died before the raft was sighted on the
17th July.
sounds stilted. But the vocal carries the
song over the awkward moments, and
This story of betrayal and steadfast
Martin Barre’s guitar work at the fin
ness and of nature’s enforcement of fatesish is consummate. Again, this song is
verdict did not change, but it leant sup
lyrically striking; again, its theme is a
port to, the questions that must be as
personal conflict grown from a problem
ked: it aroused mistrust of a regime
which later collapsed and of its favorities
of communication:
. . I have the
and increased sensibility for that mo
answer, proven to be true/but if I were
ment when the scales tremble between
to share it with you/you would stand to
loyalty and disloyalty towards the un
gain, and I to lose/so I’ve got nothing
known.
to say.”
Theodore Gericault started work on
Jeffrey makes his appearance in ‘For
Michael Collins, Jeffrey And Me’; it’s his epic painting of this incident a few
months after it became known. Using
more acoustic than most of Benefit, and
corpses and the two survivors as models
it closes the first side very well. Ian
Anderson’s voice sounds quite different he spent two years creating his master
at times on this record; wherever he is piece. He attempted to raise a contempo
double-tracked he sounds tremendous, rary issue above the level of mere rebut at times ( ‘With You There To Help , portage to that of monumental art, and it
Me’) he’s definitely flat. He produced is his work that has in fact raised this
the record himself, but then I once had incident to the level of a symbolic state
an uncle who farmed a small plot of ment of the necessity for revolution.
land in South Melbourne, and he pro
Hans Werner Henze has found in
duced a huge marrow himself, which
these facts a basis for a work which
had no effect on his voice.
restates the objectives of the revolution
aries, and has dedicated it to Che Gue
The second side (though it contains
vara. Musicians and composers are not
‘Inside’) is not as good as the first;
noted for their social and political con
“Sossity; You’re A Woman1, though, is
cern let alone attempting to express in
an unusual song which I haven’t yet
volvement through their work. Such acti
managed to remember — each time I
vities are generally left to the exponents
hear it, I think, “Yes, that’s unusual”
of pop culture.
and then I forget it as soon as it finishes.
Even in this latter field it is highly
So it’s either good or bad (or all three!)
doubtful whether political comment (such
— I suspect that it’s very good. The
as in the works of Countrv Joe and the
title-line changes to, “Society; you’re a
Fish and the La Mama Troupe etc.) is
woman.” I remembered that.
ever raised above the level of a romantic
In the end, Benefit doesn’t put Jethro
cliche. As such, most pop-politics bears
Tull much further past the point they
a relationship to the real issues in much
reached on Stand Up. By the time of
same wav as a post-card relates to the
the latter, Clive Bunker was the most
reality. The post-card is a visual cliche.
innovate drummer in English rock,
Henze’s oratorio overcomes many of
Glen Cornick had been pushed forward
to show just what a sensitive bassist these problems and becomes a fitting
he is, and Martin Barre had already tribute to Guevara. The style of the
established himself as a fine guitarist. work is fairly traditional — Henze’s in
And lan Anderson, of course, over terest in serial music and Stravinsky
shadowed everybody with his breathless among others gives the work its charac
ter. But for a go^d two thirds (covering
flute-playing and tight-lipped singing.
Benefit could very easily have been a the period aboard the raft) the careful
great disappointment, but it’s not. It is, musical understatement in the form of
simply, a collection of (for the most breathlike choral dissonances creates an
part) fine songs, masterfully played (and almost unbearable tension relieved only
affectionately listened to!). It’s us who by the brilliance of the performance and
recording.
benefit.
Thus this recording achieves what
— ROB SM Y T H
many people believe to be impossible in
artistic treatment of such tragedies — a
direct translation into artistic terms of
the horror and agony of the incudent.
As a staged oratorio the work has se
veral unusual features — to begin with
the choir is on the left of the stage de
signed the ‘Side of the Living’ and during
the work most of the choir cross over to
the ‘Side of the Dead’ where the style of
singing is altered. This of course works
even better in a recording and uses nor
mally gimmicky stereophonic technique
in a new and more valid way.
l i \ \ S m.'HM .It ID A/. I
LOSS »>*:« MKIH S\
Perhaps the biggest drawback given the
>**** ****»« x
» ****.$»*.*-**<>k**\*<.*:•* ***,>«*:*
TV documentary style (or perhaps bet
<*****at;t*%
v** *#\*:*«*;
ter still ‘Theatre of Fact’style) is that the
work is in German and thus to many
listeners will lose much of its immediacy.
It is to be hoped therefore that an English
version will soon appear on the market.
(However the script is supplied with the
record in German, French and English).
BiLL WALKER.

I M 4If \
There are tracks, though, that never
quite get started; it’s perhaps true that
the band sometimes gets trapped in its
time signatures.
Occasionally, Ian Anderson’s intro
spection becomes too indulgent (this has
been the damning fault in most of John
Mayall’s later work), but his cynicism
remains intact, and he pursues the same
themes that have appeared in the past
— he is positively obsessed by commu
nication. ‘Son’ is an extension of
Stand Up’s ‘For A Thousand Mothers’:
it is a deeply personal statement of con
flict. Anderson throws the words over
a backing which sounds like a throng of
amplified bull-mastiffs unleashed (if you
understand what I mean!). The change
in the middle is handled superbly; ‘Son’
is brilliant.
‘Nothing To Say’ and ‘Inside’ are pos
sibly the best tracks, though. Not that
it means much to say that, of course,
but it’s these tracksthat move me
furtherest on Benefit. ‘Inside’ is so
simple and utterly graceful; its opening
lines are up with Anderson’s best:
Oh, the places I ’ve been make it hard
to begin
To enjoy life again from the inside,
But I mean to.
And the succeeding passage, closely
dcubled-tracked, is just as fine:
I ’m sitting in the corner feeling glad;
Got no money coming in, but I can’t
feel sad;
That was the best cup of coffee I
ever had,
And I won’t warry ’bout a thing
Because we’ve got it made!
Here on the inside, outside’s so far
away.

J

Hans Werner Henze:
DAS FLOSS DER MEDUSA.
(THE RAFT OF THE
FRIGATE MEDUSA)

Edda Moser (Soprano) Death.
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
(Baritone) Jean Charles.
Charles Regnier (Announcer)
Charon.
N.D.R. Symphony Orchestra
and Choir under the direction
of Hans Werner Henze.
DGG SLPM — 1,1428/29
On the 17th June 1816 r> squadron of
ships of Louis XVsi sailed to recapture
the territories along the Senegal which
had been lost to Great Britain under
Bonaparte.
On the 2nd July the flagship ‘Medusa’

Quicksilver Messenger Service
SHADY GROVE

Capitol ST 391
This is a new Quicksilver Messenger
Service, not the group that created the
wonderful “Fool" on the first album.
The guitarist has left and super-jammei

Nicky Hopkin has joined on piano
(Guitarist Gary Duncan looks like
coming back, though).
Before this the Q.M.S. had a mercu
rial sea of guitarwork from which would
rise waves of lazy or exciting breaks.
Gone is this dreamy sea. Piano doesn’t
do that so Nicky Hopkins lends a new
earthiness. The other group (it could
well be a completely new group soundwise) concentrated more on it’s in
strumental patterns but now the attitude
has changed. John Cipollina often
plays a distant guitar very reminiscent
of the old group and on top of that the
vocals try to achieve the same effect
and texture that the old group had.
But most of the time they’re not even
trying to do that. I’s very much more
vocal now, the only instrumental “Ed
ward (The Mad Shirt) Grinder” by
Hopkins.
It’s that vocal which is holding things
together now, not often on particularly
good songs. They’re murky and too
much one shade of grey, and you could
well lose interest if Hopkin wasn’t ham
mering away in there, switching around
a lot and creating varying moods, and
if the odd song didn't register, though
few do.
I think if I hadn’t appreciated the
last two Quicksilver albums so much
for their excellent patches I might not
have been so patient with this to find
its working patches.
— ED N IM M ERVO LL
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King Crimson
IN THE COURT
OF THE CRIMSON KING

(Island ILPS 9111, U.K.)
At two in the morning, having stared
blankly at the hideous face on the cover
of Crimson King for some hours, I am
forced to admit that I am unable to re
view this record. There’s a much more
pleasant face on the inside cover, which
is filling me with a stronge urge as I
look at it. I feel like creeping out into
the streets with a hamper of luminous
ballooons, blowing them up and then
letting them go through the bedroom
windows of sleeping couples as the air
rushes out of them (the balloons, not
the couples).
However, a misplaced sense of obli
gation compels me to attempt to review
King Crimson’s quite remarkable first
record.
In The Court Of The Crimson King
is one of the most ambitious albums to
develop from the ‘new’ English rock.
(Perhaps the word ‘rock’ is inaccurate,
but it’ll have to do, as I’m in no condi
tion to think up an alternative at pres
ent, this record having reduced me to a
shadow of my former self.)
The motivating force is pretty appar
ently Ian McDonald (not, I assume the
same Ian McDonald who played with
Fairport); he has since left King Crim
son, who have gone on under guitarist
Robert Fripp’s guidance. McDonald’s
playing is remarkable — over a great
range of instrument’s, he maintains a
clarity of texture and great sensitivity
of phrasing. His soloing in ‘I Talk To
The Wind’ is exquisite. This wistful song
is a masterpiece of taste: not a note is
out of context. It is subdued and even
depressed from start to end, which is in
keeping with Peter Sinfield’s expressive
words:
Said the straight man to the late man
Where have you been
I’ve been here and I’ve been there D
And I’ve been in between.
I talk to the wind
My words are all carried away
I talk to the wind
The wind does not hear
The wind cannot hear.
21st. Cpntury Schizoid Man’ is at

n
the opposite extreme — though I should
hasten to point out that it too is tasteful.
It is a violent, screaming assault upon
the senses: the musicianship is incred
ible. This track, which opens the LP,
was dismissed as unnecessary and overlong by most English critics; in fact, I
think it’s anything but unnecessary. It is
not, judging by the relative serenity of
the rest of the LP, representative of
King Crimson’s music style, but it has a
significant musical point to make. And
the lyrics aren’t as pretentious as the
title may suggest:
Cat's foot iron claw
Neuro-surgeons scream for more
A t paranoias poison dooor
Twenty first century schizoid man.
The one track on Crimson King
which is unnecessary and over-long is
‘Moonchild’. It dissolves into a free
form exercise dictated largely by Robert
Fripp’s guitar. The idea isn’t entirely at
fault (though on what seems to be a
very carefully scored record, it’s out of
place), but the guitar just doesn’t create
the mood which the song is attempting
to suggest. On hearing this, a friend said
simply, “Gary Burton has done it
better.”
‘The Court Of The Crimson King’ it
self is a much more painstakingly con
trived piece, with a beautifully-control
led ‘orchestral’ climax.
This record defies conclusions of any
kind, though: it’s alternatively good and
not good — nothing on it could be
called ‘bad’.
I can only sugger that you hear it and
decide for yoursCf. I know I like it
greatly, but to attempt an analysis of
the reasons why seems superfluous; the
only LP I can fhink of which in any
way sets a precedent for it is Their
Satanic Majesties Request. And Mick
Jagger said of that album that he likes
it more each time he hears it, but still
doesn’t like it, yet.
Records such as these are a little hard
to get at, initially, and only with time
can one’s frame of reference accommo
date all the ideas contained, good and
bad. In the meantime, King Crimson’s
first LP has been hailed as a master
piece. I don’t think it that, but it’s
unique and worthwhile recording.
— ROB SM YTH
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A1 Kooper introduces
Shuggie Otis
KOOPER SESSION

CBS SBP 233763
A1 Kooper has trouble separating his
roles of musician and record producer.
His own two albums have turned out
to be exercises in self-indulgence and
gimmickry. There the producer took
control over the musician and resulted
in endless effects which say only “There,
isn’t that clever?”. Record A1 Kooper
in Nashville, backing vocals in Los
Angeles. Wo wee.
But the odd thing he does on other
peoples’ stuff comes off well for him,
because he needs to convince as a musi
cian first. This is one of the good
scenes, though it’s obvious that A1
Kooper has absolute control.
Shuggie Otis is the 15-y-o son of
Johnny Otis, one of the earliest R&B
artists, a whitey who’d have to pretend
to be black. Shuggie (Johnny Jr.) isn’t
white. He’s chocolate.
Daddy has obviously given Shuggie
the gist on how to play that thing but
he’s also learnt a concept for modern

ism. He’s able to manage easily the best
tricks of the reputation blues-men, with
out faltering or destroying the ‘nice’
things that have been said about him
elsewhere and on the cover.
Side one, called ‘The Songs’ is the A1
Kooper ‘pop’ side. First is an old spir
itual “Bury My Body”, Kooper singing
with backing vocal, Kooper also on
piano and organ in a lively set-to break.
Guitar isn’t introduced until very late
in the piece with Shuggie cutting clean
swift lines independent of what the rest
of the song is doing around him.
“Looking For A Home”, vocally is
one of the best moods Kooper has set
on record, still with backing vocals, in
a dreamy reflective style he’s actually
able to capture. Piano dees its odd slide
down the scale and eventually Shuggie
comes in to do another solo.
The second side is Shuggie’s. It’s ‘the
blues’.
Without the restrictions of formal
bounded songs, Kooper and Shuggie let
loose on improvisations of their own
creation. Shuggie shines with visions of
Bloomfield, B. B. King, Clapton, as he
rolls strings of controlled notes from his
guitar. He handles the whole thing with
a lot of oomph and cunning, Kooper
now content to play between Shuggie’s
notes or to come in for a break of his
own which will keep the interest and the
mood.
But he does have his say as a produ
cer iin “Shuggie’s Old Time Slide Boog
ie”, just that, Shuggie playing the old
back from the mike boogie electronically
reprocessed to re-create an old scratchy
record.
That’s a Kooper touch.
For Kooper it’s the best thing he’s
done since Blues Project, casting aside
his efforts with Blood Sweat & Tears,
and the other ‘Session’ albums.
— ED N IM M E R V O LL
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Country Joe McDonald
THINKING OF WOODY
GUTHRIE

Vanguard
If you’ve heard of this album and
you’re inclined to get it for Country Joe
you’d better have a second think, be
cause, though Joe is the singer, this is
a Woody Guthrie album.
Joe is singing songs from the Guthrie
legend, very much in the way Woody
would have presented them, songs of
patriotism in a time of impoverished
America. They’re songs of Woody which
he’d sing in the pubs for his keep, as
he wandered the country-side, a mins
trel of that poverty.
The lyrical strength and their origin
demand that the songs just be sung, the
minimum of backing, no big produc
tions. So you are never really listening
to the Country Joe of Fish fame. Joe
serves simply as the vehicle for the
songs.
The opener is the song of hope,
“Pastures Of Plenty” which Guthrie
used as a theme for a radio show on
which he just sang these songs. The.
rest tell the story of those times, some
tales minstrel-style of contemporary
events (The Sinking Of The Rueben
James), some glimpses of the feeling
which kept the people going,
“This land is your land
This land is my land”
— ED N IM M ERVO LL
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Four new plays (in Melbourne) :
THE CAUCASIAN CHALK
CIRCLE
CUSTOMS AND EXCISE
TRUGANINI
CHILDERMAS
This last month has seen a lot of
theatrical activity in Melbourne and
rather remarkably, some of the plays
have actually had some sort of socio
political relevance to our community.
— a play about censorship, a play about
the extermination of the Tasmanian
aborigines, one about Vietnam, loads of
street theatre and after 25 years a play
by Bertolt Brecht.
Remarkable when you remember that
it is usual for the theatre in this country
to ignore plays that have any sort of
political or social relevance, or at least
if it doesn’t ignore them it tries very
hard to render them insignificant, high
lighting the “theatre” dulling the pole
mic. Most companies in Australia,
both the established professional, com
mercial theatres and also the amateur
groups present almost without excep
tion the sort of fare that was served up
in England before LOOK BACK IN
ANGER led the revolt against the stil
ted, atrophied conventions of the middleclass theatre and aggressively thrust new
people, new problems, new ideas to the
centre of the stage. Our theatre still
lives off imitative and second-rate pro
ductions of safe-West-End successes, the
odd classic run up without much re
hearsal, the annual pantomime, and the
superannuated musical from America.
While occasionally we get to see chal
lenging or provoking drama, it is usual
ly presented apologetically, as a sort of
temporary abberation. Most plays done
in this country have little to do with the
Australian heritage or spirit and we cer
tainly lack the directors who can find
the contemporary references in a par
ticular masterpiece— we are still at the
blank verse lyricism stage.
So it’s good to report that maybe
things are changing. At least the signs
are there. Though it’s mainly in the
amateur theatre that things seems to be
really happening. The professional con
tinues its perpetual deathless dying ex
cept for the Melbourne Theatre Com
pany’s production of Brecht’s THE
CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE. The
play, 25 years old, is the first profes
sional production of Brecht in Mel
bourne, although there was a brilliant
amateur production by John Ellis for
the Melbourne Youth Theatre some
years ago. The reason for the lack of
professional productions according to
one critic is that, “it is only recently
that the Melbourne Theatre Company

has achieved that maturity of organisa
tion and performance to stand the scru
tiny of a discriminating audience in coo
ing with such a monumental work”.
This seems a little unlikely. It’s closer
to the truth probably, that they have
been worried about chasing their “dis
criminating” audience away with some
really challenging drama rather than
waiting until they, the company, could
cope with it. It would have been really
interesting to see what George Ogilvie
made of a Brecht, rather than having
to direct some of the nonsense he was
given. There have recently ben succssful productions of plays by Brecht in
England and it is probably this success
that has resulted in our chance to see
one— the MTC tries very hard to follow
whatever patterns are set overseas. Any
way it’s certainly good to see the ARTS
COUNCIL backing left-wing theatre
even if it seems to have been emascula
ted in the process. From all reports—
I haven’t seen it yet as it’s completely
booked out— the production is very rus
tically inclined and has even been sub
titled “Love in the Urals” by some of
the people working on it. As Eric Bent
ley has often pointed out, one must alwavs take note of the wav the Estab
lishment theatre co-opt plays by politic
cally-inclined writers like Shaw or
Brecht, be very careful to note on what
terms it is done. As Brecht himself
liked to put it — you can’t expect the
Establishment to subsidise its own de
struction. And the Melbourne critics
certainly belong to the club and report
that the politics of a Brecht or a Shaw
are dull and boring anyway and that it
is only as artists that they are to be
considered.
Jack Hibberd’s CUSTOMS AND
EXCISE has been running at the Guild
Theatre, Melbourne University, and also
at La Mama. A ribald, rather filthy
play, it reveals the absurdity nf th*>
current censorship laws and is Hibbefd’s
contribution to wnai ne sees as a long
and admirable tradition of filth in the
theatre. “Periods of health and vigor
in the theatre are often those in which
lewdness abounds on the stage. This
is because freedom abounds on stage,
freedom of thought, speech and beha
viour. They are periods of realism and
poetry.” The play takes the audience
into the very bastion of repression, the
Department of Customs and Excise. It
examines the lives of two members of
that institution and their activities both
at work and at home, both defending
the moral health of the nation at Sta
tion Pier and coping with their bored
wives in Suburbia. There has been no
action from the Vice Squad, though it
was half expected. The only incident
— Jack Hibberd and myself were zap

ELLIS □ . EDGG
WRITE BOX 8, KINGS CROSS. 2011

ped by the fuzz pasting up posters in
Carlton. A little outraged they threat
ened us with summonses. You can’t win
them all.
TRUGANINNI is the play about the
extermination of the Tasmanian abori
gines and it marks the first really im
portant contribution to
Melbourne
theatre by George Whaley’s Actor’s Stu
dio at Melbourne University. Whaley
left the Melbourne Theatre Company,
where he was a leading actor, and ac
cepted the position of Director of Uni
versity Theatre, in an attempt to in
vigorate university theatre. If he can
keep this up it could be very interesting
for the play has been very successful
with audiences, has enabled a large cast
to experiment with difficult acting tech
niques and has helped to create a new
context for university drama. ItV good
to see a student group tackling the
works of Australian dramatists even
when the play is as difficult as this one.
It is an historical play, actually made
up of three short plays. It tells the
story of Truganinni, and covers the period
1817 to 1869 by which time all the
Tasmanian aborigines apart from Tru
ganinni had been exterminated. The
production aimed to bring to our atten
tion the fact that Australia has its own
tradition of genocide and apartheid, and
as the program noted, “in this bi-cen
tenary year the play may help to focus
a little attention on our continuing in
difference to the rights of the original
occupants of this country”.
The first short play, THE OLD PIG
RAT, was a formal, stylised piece, that
used chants, strobe paraphenalia, back
projection, masks, mime and stylised
movement to effectively dramatise the
desolation of the aborigines in the face
of the white man’s insensibility and in
eptitude.
Despite the fact that the
movement wasn’t really the best, and
that it was verbally a bit strident — the
points were still made crisply and tautly.
The second play was a complete turn
about. Suddenly we were in a land of
zany, absurdist comedy and caricature
and farce were entwined with projec
tions and storytelling. It was a bit con
fused though the play was very well
acted by Guthrie Worby, as Robinson,
Protector of the Aborigines. And the
third little play KING BILLY’S BONES
was also stylistically different. A sombre,
restrained realistic style was used to
dramatise the last days of Truganinni,
the last of her race.

ted by their divided views and their
contact with Herod. I must admit
that what makes the play so difficult
is that a great deal of the dialogue is
an argument about the place that
myths have in the human conscious
ness, how necessary they can be for
human sanity. This is perhaps a valid
point, but would seem to have more
bearing on Tibet than on Vietnam
. . . in plot and significance it is
really a very simple play, despite all
its complicated talk, and that a be
lief in its simplicity might stand the
playgoer in good stead.”
Well I had plenty of belief but, man,
I got really lost. There were a couple
of good scenes in the second half par
ticularly a rather hideous brainwashing
sequence, but on the whole it was mean
ingless as an experience. Again there
was the feeling of no commitment to
the play — only a commitment to the
sound and fury that for the most case
was the words. Actors tumbled the
words out and there was little attempt
to make sense of them. God knows
what statement they thought they were
making about Vietnam.
You see, I don’t really think it’s
enough just to do plays that may be
locally written and somehow relevant to
one’s own situation. The sense of rele
vance must come through in the per
formance; the actor must, in some way
be part of the testimony of the play.
Both TRUGANNINI and CHILDER
MAS would have benefited from a
more honest confrontation with the
plays’ weaknesses.
— GRAEME BLUNDELL.

“CHILDERM AS is simply the story
of the three wise men, Herod and
the innocents. Childermas is the old
name for the day when the slaughter
of the innocents was celebrated. The
play shows the wisp men as corrup
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no schooling unless the child wants it,
no taxation, no official record of his ex
istence. These children will be tranquilised by hash, lullabied by rock and
roll, educated by the community. And
if one of them is ever discovered by the
bureaucracy? ‘We will tell them he’s
from another planet,’ advises one father.
And in a sense, he will be”.
The GROUP GROPE section looks
at the new sexuality. Neville sees this
preluded for him in the sensuality of
Sydney surfies and the gang-bangs with
Brenda the Bender. In his world travels
he sees Sydney libertarian sex theories
demonstrated by young people every
where.
* Nudity,- free sex without
guilt, group gropes from Katmandu to
Knightsbridge. “When boy meets girl,
there is no more tedious ‘will she or
won’t Mie by Saturday?’ but a total tac
tile information exchange and an am
biguous foundation upon which to build
a temporary or permanent relationship.
If the attraction is only biological, noth
ing is lost except a few million spermatoza and both parties continue their sep
arate ways. If there is a deeper involve
ment the relationship becomes richer,
and so does the sexual experience.

C N TH E
H O R IZ O N
On The Horizon gives free space to
m usicans’ ads, as well as free space to
any worthw hile event about to take
place. Last issue we m entioned the
M oratorium and 200,000 people tu rn 
ed up - all over Australia! So if you
w ant four million people to turn up at
your next jum ble sale, send us the de
tails. But make sure that they are
verifiable, as we w ouldn’t w ant to be
responsible for four million people be
ing disappointed.
Revolution can, seriously, give wide
publicity to your particular ‘happen
ing’, so send all relevant details to:
“ On The H orizon”
c/o R evolution
27 D rum m ond St., Carlton, 3053.
AQUARIUS
Aquarius is “a student cultural found
a tio n ” set up after last years’ second
Arts Festival at Melbourne University.
Most things at that Festival, good and
bad, were booked out, so Aquarius set
o ut to becom e an undergraduate cul
tural organization, financed by business
firms. Its aims are diverse and am bit
ious, and it looks as though it could
becom e the first really effective such
yo u th culture organization in this
country.
Plans include a campus circuit for local
and overseas artists, including progress
ive rock bands from overseas, and a
chance for plays to go ‘on the ro ad ’.
There are further plans to im port film
from overseas and to establish a filmmaking grant for student films here.
Theatre and cinem a may also be the
subjects of a sum m er school. An inter
varsity dram a festival is scheduled for
Perth in August.
F urther details for N.U.A.U.S.
RATIONALISTS
The Rationalist Society of Australia
.m eets each m onth at 528 Collins St.,
to discuss (rationally) various things
th at interest them . And more than one
o f their forthcom ing subjects ought to
be o f broad interest. On May 20 (this
and all subsequent dates fall on a Wed
nesday), Dr. Geoffrey Stillwell speaks
on the “N ational Health Crisis” - and
d o n ’t be too sure th at this doesn’t con
cern you, for you could be afflicted at
a m o m en t’s notice with Glamper to a
half-wit in 1678.
On Ju n e 17, Dr. David Potts speaks
about “Hippie Communes In The
U:S.A. On Ju ly 5, M onash’s Dr. Ian
T urner speaks on “A uthority and the
Individual” . August 19 sees Mr. L.
Chipman (rum oured to be a descen
dant o f A rthur ‘T urnip’ Chipman, who
invented the dancing sausage in 1934)
talk about “ Faith, Reason and T ru th ” .
Finally, Mr. Eric W estbrook, director
of our well-known National Gallery,
speaks on “ Religion and A rt” in as
rational a m anner as one could wish
for.
DRUMMER, double drum kit,
Sydney
Conservatoriuni
student,
please, I need work, Sydney 94-1766.
Daniel Gerrard
Wanted one organist for amateur
pop group, weekend work only at the
moment. Phone 89-0013 of 82-5062
(Sydney).
HELP! We are dedicated musos
dying to get some work done, but we
haven’t got a permanent place to
practise. We need a room which we
can keep under lock and key.
A storeroom, a slum, anything
please. You never know, you might
be launching Australia’s next No. 1
blues musos.
Please contact Philip Anglim.
Home 95-1136: V/ork 95-3040. (Mel
bourne).
VIOLINIST and VIOLA player
wanted for North Queensland Chan
son, atmospheric and horror, pro
gressive rock band presently being
formed — passing knowledge with
work of Scott Walker, Jacques Brel,
Nico, Tom Rapp, Lou Reed and
Peter Rowan handy but not essential.
Enquiries etc. to Box 691, Cairns,
4870.
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Neville, Richard
PLAY POWER
HOW THE UNDERGROUND
REVOLUTION WORKS
Richard Neville left Sydney in 1966
and hit the hippie drug trail, thru Asia,
North Africa and Europe to London,
where he re-established OZ magazine as
the flipped-out psychedelic organ of the
London underground.
Behind him was a private school up
bringing (Knox Grammar), a university
degree (U.N.S.W.), an advertising car
eer (Jackson W ain), and an obscenity
prosecution (OZ) that almost had him
in jail for six months. His London OZ
brought him into conflict with the law
again, but he survived unscathed, and
was accepted by the establishment as
spokesman for the London underground
with frequent appearances on TV. This
resulted :n PLA Y POWER (Jonathan
Cape, 1970), a 350 page statement of
his beliefs, and an inside analysis of the
underground revolution.
Basically, Neville’s thesis is that the
Marxist revolution is destined to failure,
while the chemical revolution (pot,
LSD), is spreading rapidly, changing
people’s inner lives to the extent that
some time in the future a better anarchic

World will result. While drugs are the
staple of this revolution its method is
play, and the changes that are taking
place are the result of individuals’ grow
ing awareness of their own sovereignty
and their inalienable right to participate
fully in the game of life.
The book is organised into multi-lat
eral chapters, crammed with notes, quo
tations, press reports, directories and ad
vice, as well as including a poster game,
which is in fact a history of the under
ground. It has a full index for crossrefrencing, and takes on the form of a
revolutionaries’ handbook which could
make it as essential equipment as the
works of Mao, Che and Timothy Leary.
The first part of the book outlines the
revolution in action— where it is, why it
is, and how it is. It’s in schools, uni
versities, discotheques, and on every
one’s front doorstep, student riots are
observed, the Berkeley free speech
movement, the Black Panthers and the
Chicago yippies. But these are just
catalytic flourishes of the movement
which will find its fulfiilment in subse
quent generations. "We want our son
to be free, unprogrammed and comr
pletely unidentified with the state,” says
a revolutionary, and Neville sees this
child of the future: "no birth certificate,

POP, the music of the revolution, is
analysed, from the seminal influences
of Johnny O’Keefe’s WILD ONE, to an
incredible day in which Neville saw the
Rolling Stones’ Hyde Park Concert in
the afternoon, and Chuck Berry and the
Who’s TOMMY in the evening. The
style changese here to straight descrip
tion, which is probably a more success
ful means of demonstrating the power
of pop than any analysis.
POT, is covered in the next section,
with as enthusiastic an advocation of a
stoned world as one could find any
where. Bob Dylan’s "Everybody Must
Get Stoned” is the first commandment
of the revolution, and Neville gives in
structions on the ways and means of
doing this. In an appendix he goes as
far as to tell you where to get it. No
phoney liberal arguments here, no trying
to square off pot to worried mothers.
Just let them try it and they'll know.
The next section, THE GUERILLA
PRESS, surveys the international under
ground paper scene. A fairly straight
report of the hundreds of presses, point
ing up the effectiveness of this alternative
to the establishment media. This could
have been a Sunday Magazine article,
and hasn't the revolutionary analysis of
other chapters. But it draws attention to
the international growth of underground
presses, and an appendix provides a
directory of where to get the papers,
which should facilitate increased circul
ation of these revolutionary newsheets
which aren’t stocked by the local news
agent.
ON THE ROAD TO KATMANDU
traces the international pot trail, and
once again comes across as a Sunday
Magazine piece ful of — unforgettable
characters I’ve met’ reportage. By this
stage the thesis has well and truly been
expounded, and this section is more of
a traveller’s guide through the interna
tional underground with lots of expert
advice.
The final section gets back to the
guts of the matter — how the revolution
works. The theory of life-as-game is re
stated, with play-power accessible to all.
Work is what keeps the capitalist system
alive, sex repression is how it is main
tained, conformity is how individuals are
controlled, and mono-linear thinking is
how the imagination is stifled. Pot is the
first step to personal liberation, and play
power is the means of survival.
Neville’s anarchist, yippie, Leary re
volution is meeting the Marxist revolu
tion head-on these days. And PLAY
POWER is a positive manifesto against
the promulgation of proletarian paradise.
Anarchists have exposed the myth of
Marxism as a liberating system long be
fore Neville, but they had nothing to
demonstrate the effectiveness of their
words. PLAY POWER is similarly a
verbal unreality, but it places the means
of revolution in everyone’s hands: Smoke
pot, drop acid, rediscover yourself, and
participate in the game of life. The
Marxist revolution will be bloody and
result in many deaths, and the chemical
revolution will kill a lot of people, but
the change is bloodless, and they’ll still
have their bodies to trust into life.
PLAY POWER is a statement of
freedom, a no-holds-barred observation
of the world NOW. It’ll anger a lot of
people, forcing everyone to question the
nature of freedom. One can only sit
back and await the repercussions.
Albie Thoms.
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Marine, Gene
THE BLACK PANTHERS
Signet paperback
7/ you're not part of the solution then
you're part of the problem —
Eldridge Cleaver.
The Black Panther Party is an orga
nization of American negroes begun in
1966 by Huey Newton and Bobby
Searle in order to combat the suffering
inflicted on the black people of Amer
ica by the agents of capitalism. In 1966,
in answer to rising bouts of police vio
lence, there appeared on the streets of
Oakland (a black ghetto across the bay
from San Francisco), negroes dressed
in black berets and leather jackets and
carrying loaded rifles and other auto
matic weapons.
The effect was electrifying, the police
of the area were at first nonplussed,
then angry — they began a campaign
of bitter ferocity against the organisation
that defied their usual arrogant contempt
of the inhabitants of Oakland.
Since then the legend of the Black
Panthers has grown. The mass media
having exhausted the terrors of the
Hells Angels (jumped on the Panthers
as the next symbols of mindless violence
destroying the American way of life.
For the past four years American news
media (and occasionally ours too) have
built the Panthers up as ogres, violent
revolutionaries who would destroy the
whole fabric of American society, racists
who would rape or castrate all decent
white Americans, and above all as cop
killers.
This book presents the other side of
the Black Panther story. It chronicles
the persecution they have received from
the trotters of the pigs and the pseudo
legality of the courts, it documents their
achievements in the ghettoes and it ex
plains the theoretical background to the
Panthers’ stand against white society.
Reading the book it is hard to believe
that it’s about the same group that one
hears of through the ‘normal’ channels
of the press. Where are the anti-white
racists, the riot inciters, the mindless
nihilists who murder peace loving police
men with no provocation?
Quite simply, no where. The Black
Panthers exposes the mass media’s pic
ture of the Panthers as the complete
fabrication it is. In Marine’s history of
the Panther movement we can begin
to understand why the organization
grew up in the first place and why its
role has been deliberately falsified by

the racist press ever since. You may
sneer at the racist label being applied
to Australian newspapers yet let’s look
at a typical example:
Four students shot by guardsmen in
Ohio prompted front page headlines,
photos, eyewitness accounts and sen
sationalist journalese from all our estab
lished press organs.
A week later similar shootings at
Jackson State University are reported
in small headed short paragraphed news
items.
Reason — in Ohio they are white, in
Jackson they are black.
It’s this sort of racism that the Pan
thers are attacking. Sure they fight the
oppressive racism that we’re all aware
of (segregated schools, high negro unemploment, restrictive housing — all the
more obvious cases of discrimination),
but they are also battling against the fact
that white society is so unconsciously
racist that it is impossible for the black
man to achieve freedom and dignity
within it.
Another example of ‘unconscious’
racism — during the Chicago Riot trial
(see last month’s Revolution), David
Dellinger was cited by Judge Magoo
Hoffmann for contempt twice as many
times as Bobby Seale (a Black Pan
ther). Yet Seale’s jail sentence was
twice as long as Dellinger’s Blind justice
— surely not, just blind racism.
Cleaver, via Fanon
(author of
Wretched Of The Earth and other ex
poses of the whites’ exploitation of the
underdeveloped countries) has develop
ed a theory of U.S. colonialism. He re
gards the black ghettoes of America
(and the Mexican and Puerto Rican
ones too) as being in fact colonies of
the U.S.
He says that white Americans are im
perialists — that the relation between
white society and black ghetto is that of
‘mother’ country and suppressed colony.
From this stand he argues that the prob
lem for negroes is not to integrate them
selves into white society but to free
themselves from it.
For this reason the relationship be
tween Black Panthers and white radicals
is a rigid one. They are not interested
in liberals who would help the down
trodden black man raise himself to the
level of the civilized white ( ‘black
capitalism' is an anathema to the Pan
thers). But they are happy to co-operate
with white radicals who are attempting
to overthrow white society. Naturally
any success at revolutionising the mother

country will be of benefit to the colonies.
But the Panthers say that the ghettoes
are their business, let the white radicals
keep out and get on with the job in
their country.
The thing is that Panthers see the
U.S. as being so rotten with racism that
to integrate is both absurd and im
possible. Even white language is per
verse. Black is the symbol of evil in the
white mans vocabulary — we talk of
being in a ‘black’ mood; we say ‘don’t
paint such a black picture’ to the pessi
mist; we eat Nigger Boy licorice, and so on
ad nauseum. Not only this but the whole
American culture and history negates
the negroes’ contribution. How con
scious all this is, is debatable but it does
mean that no black man can be (or in
his right mind wish to be) integrated
into such a society.
So the Panthers have set about liber
ating their country from the white im
perialists. Marine documents this strug
gle, he gives us short biographies of
Huey Newton, Eldridge Cleaver and
Bobby Seale; the three leading lights of
the Panther party and gives details of
such events as the shoot-out Bobby
Sutton and Cleaver endured at the hands
of the Oakland police (as someone said,
it was more of a shoot-in). He also tells
of the magnificent efforts the Panthers
put up to control riots throughout
America.
For the Panthers are no advocates of
urban guerilla warfare, or of mindless,
angry violence. For them there are two
justifications for actual physical violence
(a different thing from a show of
strength — which their public flaunting
of weapons is) — one as self-defence
and secondly in the final liberation of
the colonies. They can see that at the
moment the time is not yet ripe for an
all out assault on their white overlords
so the word has been, so far, to cool it.
If it hadn’t been for the Panthers, ghetto
violence in America in the last three
years would have been infinitely worse.
The Panthers aren’t a band of roman
tic gun totters. They are defending a
cause and their dedication and discipline
testify the deep awareness they have of
the concerted effort necessary if they are
ever going to win. Their rules for mem
bership are incredibly strict:
'No party member can have “nar
cotics or weed" in his possession while'
doing party work". Party members
“found shooting narcotics" will be
expelled ( “narcotics" in the ghetto,
means narcotics — not marijuana).
No member can be drunk while doing
party work, and no party member can
have a weapon in his possession while
drunk “or loaded with narcotics or
weed.' None may point, much less
fire, a weapon at anyone “other than
the enemy", and never unnecessarily
or accidentally". And finally, “no
party member will commit any crimes
against other members of black
people at all, and cannot steal or take
from the people — not even a needle
and a piece of thread." '.
Far from being the gun crazy anar
chists that the popular press paint them
the Panthers have a very definite pro
gram that they are trying to achieve.
Below is the ‘basic platform’ of the Pan
thers formulated by Newton and Seale in
1966, the statement of their beliefs and
aims that they have been fighting for
ever since. Here then are the ten points:
ONE — We want freedom, we
want power to determine the destiny
of our black communities.
TWO — We want full employ
ment for our people.
‘TH REE — We want housing fit
for shelter of human beings.
'FOUR — We want all black men
to be exempt from military service.
'FIVE — We want decent educa
tion for our black people in our com
munities that teaches us the true
nature of this decadent, racist society
and that teaches black people and
our young black brothers and sisters
their place in the society, for if they
don't know their place in society and
in the world, they can't relate to any
thing else.
'SIX — We want an end to the
robbery by the white racist business
men of black people in their com
munity.
'SEVEN — We want an immediate
end to police brutality and murder
of black people.
'EIGHT — We want all black
men held in city, county, state and
Federal jails to be released because
they have not had a fair trial because
they've been tried by all-white juries,
and that's just like being tried in

Nazi Germany, being a Jew.
‘NINE
We want black people
when brought to trial to be tried by
members of their peer group, and a
peer being one who comes from the
same economic, social, religious, his
torical and racial background .
they would have to choose black
people from the black community to
sit up on the jury. They would have
to choose some of them mothers who
have been working twenty years in
Miss Anne's kitchen, scrubbing floors
like my mother has done. They'd have
to choose some of them hard-working
fathers . . . some of those brothers
who stand on the block out there
wondering where they're going to get
a gig . . .
'TEN — We want land, we want
bread, we want housing, we want
clothing, we want education, we want
justice, and we want peace.'
A more formal version appeared two
years later, but it was substantially the
same except that the Declaration of In
dependence was incorporated into point
ten.
Well they wanted peace, but they
didn’t get it. Four years later hundreds
of Panthers are in jail (including New
ton and Seale — Cleaver has gone into
exile because of jail sentences) and
scores have been murdered — mainly by
police. This brutal and mass persecution
has been tacitly condoned by the mass
media of America and ignored by the
rest of the world. Point seven is yet to
be achieved.
Yet should we be surprised? The
Panthers stand for the liberation of the
black American and active co-operation
in the downfall of the whole capitalist
system. No wonder they are murdered,
no wonder the press praise police ‘vigil
ance’.
In the struggle and the fate of the
Panthers we must learn a lesson. A
recognition of the lies the mass media
tell about every aspect of international
affairs, and a new look at our own
colonies, the aboriginal reserves. Luck
ily we’ve killed off most our black
brothers so they pose physically an in
significant threat, our society doesn’t
economically rely on them for cheap
labor or as an easy market (both the
case in America) so we can ignore them.
The state of the aboriginal in this coun
try is abominable, and our press is such
that it sweeps the whole under the near
est pile of old newspapers and forgets
it. From Vietnam to the black ghettoes
of San Francisco we live in a racist
world, and unfortunately (or fortunately
perhaps) we’re on the side that’s dealt
out its version of racial supremacy for
too long now. The days of white supre
macy are numbered and if we don’t do
something about it soon we’re liable to
be treated as badly by our colored
brothers as we’ve treated them.
That is Marine’s warning and it’s one
we must take into account, not only
for our consciences but for our safety.
Marine’s dedication in ‘The Black Pan
thers' is
'for Eldridge (Cleaver), who wrote:
“If we cannot walk down the street
in security, then you cannot walk
down the street in security.”
which seems fair.'
— JON HA WKES
As we went to press the following article was
published in the Sunday Observer - it adequately
shows the treatment the Panthers are getting at
the hands of the police.

Death raid
police free
- B U T J U R Y R A PS T H E M 1
CHI CAGO, Saturday
A FEDERAL grand jury said yesterday
that Chicago police fired from 82 to 99
shots and Black Panther weapons only one
shot during a raid in which two Panther
leaders were killed.
But it did not indict
any of the 14 policemen
involved.
The jury just criticised
police for their handling
of the raid on a West
Side Panther apartment
on December 4. It also
criticised Panther surviv
ors for their refusal to
testify.

L ead ers
The jury said that
testimony of the 14
policemen was “materia
lly inconsistent with the
physical evidence” turn
ed up in the four-month
investigation.
But it said this alone
was insufficient to estab

lish that there was an
intentional violation of
Federal law.
Panther leaders Fred
Hampton and Mark Clark
were shot to death in the
raid. Four Panthers and
two
policemen were
wounded. The police said
they seized 14 shotguns,
rifles, carbines and hand
guns and about 1000
rounds o f ammunition.
The seven survivors
refused to testify on the
grounds that the jury was
not composed of their
peers. Only one of the
23-strong jury was black.
United Press International
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